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Abstract

Borehole sonic measurements are an important tool to characterize forma-

tion and completion properties of hydrocarbon or water reservoirs. Such

measurements can provide direct information about rock physical param-

eters such as permeability or elastic moduli. These properties are obtained

from guided waves propagating along boreholes. The so called tube wave

or Stoneley wave is a symmetric mode which compresses the fluid col-

umn leading to a piston like motion. If the medium around the borehole

wall is permeable, the radial expansion of the fluid column will result in

fluid flow across the borehole wall. This results in a sensitivity of the tube

wave signature to the permeability of the surrounding formation which

manifests itself in a characteristic dispersion and attenuation of the tube

wave. Information about the permeability of the surrounding formation

provides essential knowledge for reservoir characterization.

In addition to the traditional method of using tube wave signatures for

formation permeability estimations, the same approach may be used for

production monitoring. In sand reservoirs a complicated borehole com-

pletion is installed during the production phase for the purpose of con-
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trolling sand production. In such a setup highly permeable layers such as

a sand screen or a gravel pack are used to prevent sand production.

The problem with such completions is that they are very expensive to in-

stall and susceptible to plugging or corrosion. No permanent surveillance

tool exists to date which allows diagnosis of problems in sand-screened

deepwater completions. However, the recently proposed Real-Time Com-

pletion Monitoring (RTCM) uses the signature of tube waves to identify

permeability changes: the increase of the tube wave velocity can indicate

a decrease of permeability and vice versa. Therefore, RTCM has potential

to identify problems in sand-screened deepwater completions .

In order to understand the acoustic response of such deepwater comple-

tions, the dispersion and attenuation of tube waves in this complicated

setup needs to be studied. To this end I have developed a modelling

algorithm based on a spectral method. The developed algorithm com-

putes the dispersion and attenuation of borehole modes propagating in a

cylindrically layered structure with an arbitrary number of fluid, elastic

and poroelastic layers. The numerical algorithm discretizes the medium

along the radial axis using Chebyshev interpolation points derived from

Chebyshev polynomials. The differential operators are discretized using

spectral differentiation matrices. Thus, for any number of layers, the cor-

responding equations can be expressed as a generalized algebraic eigen-

value problem. For a given frequency, the eigenvalues correspond to the

wavenumbers of different modes. The eigenvectors, computed along with

the eigenvalues, correspond to the displacement potentials. They can be

used to obtain the variation of displacement and stress components along

the radius of the structure.

In this thesis the spectral method was first developed for structures with

an arbitrary number of fluid and elastic layers. Subsequently, the algo-

rithm was extended for poroelasticity. The results produced by the mod-

elling program are benchmarked against analytical solutions. Such ana-
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lytical solutions are known for elastic and poroelastic cylinders as well as

fluid filled tubes. The tube wave dispersion in a fluid-filled borehole sur-

rounded by an elastic or poroelastic formation obtained with the spectral

method was compared to the analytical low-frequency solution.

I obtained the dispersion of the two tube waves propagating in a four layer

completion model: fluid – permeable sand-screen – fluid – elastic casing.

Varying the permeability of the sand-screen layer allowed me to account

for the effect of fluid flow across this layer. Being able to obtain the acous-

tic response can help to identify broken fluid communication which in-

creases the tube wave velocity. A corroded sand-screen has an extremely

attenuated tube wave signature.

Furthermore, I have implemented the more complex model of a borehole

surrounded by an altered zone in the algorithm. Due to drilling damage

the altered zone is an area of reduced permeability. In order to account for

the effect of the altered zone on the tube wave signature, up to ten layers

were used with stepwise increase of permeability from the borehole to-

wards the formation. Overall, the spectral method proved to be a valuable

algorithm to model wave propagation in cylindrical structures.

Using borehole modes to evaluate the physical properties of the formation

or completions is an important application. However, in borehole seismic

modelling, such as crosshole or VSP, it is also important to account for the

effect of boreholes and the associated modes. Since the borehole radius is

a thousand times smaller then the investigated volume it would require a

prohibitively small grid size to explicitly model the borehole. However, it

is possible to effectively represent a borehole as a superposition of point

sources. This mimics the presence of borehole modes. In order to im-

plement this technique for poroelasticity, it is necessary to model source

signatures in poroelastic media. To this end I have analyzed the radiation

characteristics and moment tensor solutions for various source types. To-

gether with the spectral method these point source representations can be
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used to model the effect of boreholes. This will pave the way for more ef-

ficient poroelastic seismic modelling in various fluid-filled boreholes and

completions.
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Part I

Introduction and Overview



CHAPTER 1

Background and motivation

Acoustic waves have a vast array of applications in mechanical engineer-

ing as well as reservoir geophysics. In mechanical engineering, acoustic

waves are used for non-destructive testing (NDT) (Workman and Kishoni,

2007). Industrial machine parts require non-destructive testing methods

during their lifetime in order to detect material damage such as cracks.

Ultrasonic measurement is one technique used in NDT to detect flaws and

to characterize materials.

One special class of waves used in ultrasonic NDT are guided waves. The

energy in wave guides is trapped between two interfaces so the wave en-

ergy propagates over long distances parallel to the interfaces. Various

structures such as free plates, beams, cylinders etc. are elastic wave guides.

These waves are utilised to detect damage such as micro cracks or corro-

sion in pipelines, railroad tracks, concrete or rock bolts, storage tanks etc.

The velocity dispersion and attenuation of the guided waves are used to
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Figure 1.1: Schematic crossection of a borehole with a sonic tool in the

center.

characterize the elastic material properties as well as the geometry.

Another field where acoustic wave propagation is utilised is oil and gas

exploration. In a similar manner to NDT, acoustic waves are used to char-

acterize oil reservoirs. Boreholes are drilled to produce oil and gas but at

the same time they are used to perform measurements. So called wire-

line measurements give direct information about the formation lithology,

porosity and permeability. The borehole can be thought of as a waveguide.

It is, in the most simplified approximation, a cylindrical fluid column sur-

rounded by a formation. In Fig. 1.1 a schematic crossection of a borehole

with a sonic tool in the center is illustrated. Borehole radii vary between

10 and 15 cm while tool radii are about 5 cm. A varying number of sources

and receivers can be arranged along a sonic tool and the typical frequency

range of sonic tools is between 10 and 20 kHz.

Various modes can be excited by sources in a borehole. Fig. 1.2 illustrates
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Figure 1.2: Typical waveform, recorded by an acoustic tool due to a

monopole source (Ellis, 1987).

a typical waveform from a monopole source, recorded by an acoustic tool.

The first two arrivals are the compressional and shear head waves which

are used to measure P-and S-wave velocities. The last arrival is the Stone-

ley wave or tube wave. The Stoneley wave or tube wave is a guided bore-

hole mode propagating in the fluid column. For low frequencies the prop-

agation is characterized by the compression of the fluid column which

leads to a piston-like motion. If the formation is permeable, radial fluid

flow occurs across the borehole wall. Thus, the tube wave dispersion is

sensitive to the permeability of the formation. This allows us to estimate

formation permeability from the tube wave dispersion. This effect has

been considered by various authors (Rosenbaum, 1974; Chang et al., 1988;

Schmitt et al., 1988; Winkler et al., 1989).

The effect of the flow across the borehole wall is generally reduced by

the presence of a so called mudcake between the borehole fluid and the

formation. The mudcake is a thin layer built up by clay particles in the

drillling fluid. These seal the borehole wall over time, forming an imper-
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meable membrane layer whose low stiffness allows partial flexing into the

pores. This partial flexing reduces, but does not eliminate, the formation

permeability effect on the tube waves (Liu and Johnson, 1997).

For the estimation of the shear velocity of the surrounding formation dipole

and multipole sources are used (Schmitt, 1993; Sinha and Asvadurov, 2004;

Sinha et al., 2006). A comprehensive overview of all techniques for and

concepts about acoustic borehole logging can be found in White (1983),

Paillet and Cheng (1991) and Tang and Cheng (2004).

Traditionally, in exploration wells, tube wave signatures of fluid-filled bore-

holes surrounded by a permeable formation are used to obtain formation

characteristics. For a closed interface between the borehole and the poroe-

lastic formation, no fluid flow occurs and the tube wave is only sensitive

to the rigidity of the formation: elastic case. The open borehole case is

considered if the fluid can flow freely across the borehole wall. In this case

the tube wave dispersion is sensitive to the formation permeability. For

production monitoring the acoustic response of borehole completions has

to be considered. Such completions are systems with a number of cylin-

drical layers within the borehole. Typical deepwater completions are built

of additional layers such as sand screens, gravel packs and perforated cas-

ings, which make them quite different from a fluid-filled open or closed

exploration borehole.

Recently, a concept called Real-Time Completion Monitoring (RTCM) was

proposed which utilises tube waves to monitor permeability changes along

deepwater borehole completions (Bakulin et al., 2008c,a, 2009). Monitor-

ing changes in flow properties across the completion is crucial because im-

pairment of permeability in any of these layers could cause reduced well

productivity.

In order to understand wave propagation in cylindrical structures, typ-

ical of open boreholes or borehole completions, the velocity dispersion

and attenuation needs to be studied. In addition, understanding of the
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dispersion of borehole modes is crucial for the interpretation of acous-

tic borehole measurements. The traditional way of calculating the fre-

quency dependence of borehole modes is the so called root-finding ap-

proach (Ewing, 1957). A general solution to the wave equations is sought

in the form of a linear combination of Bessel functions of different order.

Substituting the solution into the boundary conditions yields a homoge-

neous system of linear algebraic equations. In order for this system to

have nontrivial solutions, the determinant of its matrix M must be equal

to zero, det M(ω, kz) = 0, with ω being the angular frequency and kz be-

ing the axial wavenumber. This is called the frequency equation. The

roots of this equation yield the dispersion relation ω(kz). This concept

has been utilised to compute the dispersion for simple models such as

open boreholes surrounded by an elastic or poroelastic formation (Paillet

and Cheng, 1991) and even some more complicated structures (Schmitt,

1988; Rao and Vandiver, 1997; Wisse et al., 2007). However, for structures

with more complicated radial layering this method becomes a cumber-

some task. Solving the frequency equation gets even more complicated in

the case of leaky modes or lossy structures where solutions of the disper-

sion relation should be found in the complex plane.

In this thesis, I present a new numerical approach based on spectral meth-

ods which allows us to bypass the difficulties of root-finding. Spectral

methods are efficient and accurate algorithms for solving partial differen-

tial equations. These methods have been widely used in numerical fluid

dynamics (Canuto et al., 1988) as well as in seismic forward modelling

(Fornberg, 1987; Carcione et al., 2002; Kosloff et al., 1990).

Adamou and Craster (2004) introduced an algorithm based on a spec-

tral Chebyshev scheme, which computes the dispersion of circumferen-

tial waves in an elastic annulus. The spectral method used in their work

discretizes the underlying equations with Chebyshev collocation points

and differentiation matrices leading to a set of linear algebraic equations.
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The corresponding system is then solved as a generalised eigenvalue prob-

lem. The computed eigenvalues obtained at a given frequency correspond

to the slownesses of different modes. The advantages compared to root-

finding are clearly highlighted by Adamou and Craster (2004). They point

out that the coding effort and the computational time is small compared

to root-finding. Furthermore, extension to viscoelastic media with com-

plex moduli adds to the computational time very little. Another benefit

is that the spectral method can be applied to situations where root-finding

completely fails such as radial inhomogeneities or nonseparable geome-

tries. These advantages made the method appealing for me to extend it

for axisymmetric wave propagation in elastic and poroelastic radially lay-

ered structures. I have successfully extended this approach to model wave

propagation in such structures and present my findings in this thesis as a

series of published papers.

Using the spectral method, wave propagation in fluid-filled boreholes sur-

rounded by an elastic or poroelastic formation can be simulated. For seis-

mic modelling on a larger scale, such as crosshole seismic, VSP or single-

wave imaging, the explicit modelling of the borehole requires a prohibitively

fine grid size. We can overcome this problem by approximating the bore-

hole as a series of point sources as discussed by Kurkjian (1985). With-

out adding extra computational cost this method mimics the presence of

a borehole at seismic frequencies. This technique simulates the effect of

dispersive tube waves, head waves as well as secondary sources on in-

terfaces. This approach requires the computation of the point source re-

sponse in a medium. A similar approach for poroelasticity could take

into account the hydraulic interaction between borehole and formation.

Knowledge of the point source response in poroelastic media is required.

In the last paper of the thesis Green‘s functions in poroelastic media were

studied including the analysis of the radiation pattern and moment tensor

representation of various source types.



CHAPTER 2

Thesis objectives and outline

The overall objective of this thesis is to develop a 1-D modelling algo-

rithm for wave propagation in complicated cylindrical structures. This

algorithm is based on spectral methods, which enables easy computation

of the velocity dispersion and attenuation of modes propagating in struc-

tures built of an arbitrary number of fluid, elastic and poroelastic cylin-

drical layers. In spectral method schemas orthogonal polynomials of high

degree are used as global interpolants to approximate the unknown func-

tions of the considered differential equations. The discretization of the dif-

ferential operators can be based on Chebyshev, Fourier, Hermite or other

interpolants, which can be differentiated exactly. We use Chebychev inter-

polation points and differentiation matrices to discretize the underlying

equations along the radial coordinate. A Matlab routine is provided by

Weideman and Reddy (2000) which computes such Chebychev points and

differentiation matrices.
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The interpolation points, which discretize the medium in the radial direc-

tion, are chosen to be the maxima of the Chebychev polynomials. The

differential operators are approximated by a differentiation matrix. They

result from the fact that any function φ evaluated at N Chebychev inter-

polation points is connected to its first derivative φ′ by a matrix vector

product. This discrete matrix operator, which approximates the differen-

tial operator, is called a differentiation matrix. If the exact expression for φ

and its derivative φ′ at all interpolation points is known, the exact expres-

sion for the differentiation matrix can be obtained (Trefethen, 2000).

I combine the discretized differential operators of the Helmholtz equations

with the stress and displacement components defining the boundary con-

ditions (Karpfinger et al., 2008a, 2009). Thus, the problem is formulated

and solved as a generalised algebraic eigenvalue problem. For a given

frequency, the eigenvalues correspond to the axial slownesses of different

modes and the eigenvectors to the radial distribution of the displacement

potentials. They can be used to obtain the distribution of the stress and

displacement components along the radial coordinate.

The spectral method modelling algorithm has the advantage of providing

results relatively quickly and easily, even for complicated structures. It is

possible to apply this algorithm in various fields such as borehole acous-

tics, production monitoring or laboratory measurements. Initially the al-

gorithm was developed within the project which proposed the concept of

Real-Time Completion Monitoring (Bakulin et al., 2008c,a, 2009). In order

to understand wave propagation in complicated structures involving cas-

ing, a sand screen and a gravel pack, it was necessary to quickly obtain the

dispersion for such systems. The spectral method was used in this context

for parameter studies (Bakulin et al., 2008c) as well as to investigate the

effects of sand screen permeability (Bakulin et al., 2008b).

Beyond the scope of production monitoring, the spectral method is used to

model typical borehole acoustical setups. Due to the fact that the spectral
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method is more flexible than other approaches, a more detailed model of a

borehole can be computed, including a model with a radial change of the

permeability around the borehole. Furthermore, the spectral method can

be used to analyze laboratory measurements of cylindrical samples.

For seismic forward modelling on a larger scale, the explicit modelling

of the borehole requires a prohibitively fine grid size. We can overcome

this problem by approximating the borehole as a series of point sources as

discussed by Kurkjian (1985). This approach mimics the presence of bore-

hole modes while adding no extra computational time. In order to extend

this method for poroelastic media, Green‘s functions in poroelastic media

were studied, including the analysis of the radiation pattern and moment

tensor representation of various source types.

The overall work accomplished in this thesis can be divided into the fol-

lowing areas:

• development of a spectral method code for obtaining tube wave dis-

persion in structures with an arbitrary number of fluid and elastic

layers.

• extension of the approach to a free poroelastic cylinder.

• extension to a code which allows the computation of the mode dis-

persion and attenuation in structures involving an arbitrary number

of fluid, elastic and poroelastic layers.

• evaluation of permeability effects of a sand screen in the setup for

Real-Time Completion Monitoring.

• modelling of complicated borehole acoustical setups which involve

a damaged zone with a radial change in permeability.
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• analysis of Green‘s function solutions for poroelastic media and anal-

ysis of radiation patterns and moment tensor representations for dif-

ferent sources.



CHAPTER 3

Thesis publications and their relation to the thesis topic

The thesis is presented as a series of five papers in peer reviewed techni-

cal journals. An overview of all articles is presented in this chapter which

highlights their relevance to the topic and how each of them are inter-

linked. The papers cover three different aspects: theoretical implementa-

tion of spectral method for borehole acoustical problems, computational

aspects of the spectral method algorithm and computation of synthetic ex-

amples for various real scenarios.

The overall aim of the thesis was to develop a numerical modelling code,

based on a spectral method, which allows me to obtain the dispersion and

attenuation of tube waves propagating in cylindrically layered structures

composed of fluid, elastic and poroelastic layers. In this approach the dif-

ferential equations are discretized using Chebychev interpolation points

and differentiation matrices. The problem can then be formulated for any
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number of layers as a generalised eigenvalue problem where the eigenval-

ues correspond to the phase velocities. This modelling algorithm can be

useful to characterize fluid communication in complicated borehole com-

pletions.

Paper 1:

Karpfinger, F., Gurevich B. and Bakulin A.,Computation of Wave Propa-

gation Along Cylindrical Structures Using the Spectral Method, The Jour-

nal of the Acoustical Society of America, 124(2), 859-865, 2008.

A lot of research has been done over the past decades on wave propagation

in elastic cylindrical structures using the traditional root–finding approach

(Kolsky, 1963; Del Grosso and McGill, 1968; Rao and Vandiver, 1997). In

Paper 1 I introduce an alternative to the traditional method, called spec-

tral method, to obtain the velocity dispersion of modes propagating in

structures with an arbitrary number of fluid and elastic layers. This alter-

native approach is based on the work done by Adamou and Craster (2004)

who used the spectral method to compute the dispersion of circumferen-

tial waves in an elastic annulus. The underlying differential equations are

discretized using spectral differentiation matrices which allows us to for-

mulate and solve the problem as a generalised eigenvalue problem.

Paper 1 presents the underlying equations for axisymmetric wave propa-

gation along the cylindrical structures as well as their discretization and

implementation for the spectral method. The algorithm was benchmarked

by reproducing some known results from literature (Kolsky, 1963; Del Grosso

and McGill, 1968). Paper 1 also gives an overview on the theoretical back-

ground and the formulation of the generalised eigenvalue problem using

the spectral method for multi layered cylindrical structures.
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Paper 2:

Karpfinger, F., Gurevich, B. and Bakulin, A., Modelling of axisymmetric

wave modes in a poroelastic cylinder using spectral method, Journal of

the Acoustical Society of America, 124(4), EL230-EL235, 2008.

In Paper 2 I extended the spectral method approach to a poroelastic cylin-

der. The equations in cylindrical coordinates for a fluid-saturated poroe-

lastic medium were derived on the basis of Biot‘s theory (Biot, 1962). The

generalised eigenvalue problem was constructed and solved for a poroe-

lastic cylinder with open and closed pore boundary conditions imposed

on the surface of the cylinder.

I compared the mode dispersion obtained with the spectral method to root-

finding results. These results are discussed in context of the results from

Berryman (1983). I showed that my results help to give a complete physi-

cal understanding of the fundamental modes propagating in a poroelastic

cylinder. In addition, I have shown that the spectral method is approx-

imately three orders of magnitude faster than the root-finding technique

which I developed for this purpose.

Paper 3:

Karpfinger, F., Gurevich, B. and Bakulin, A., (2009), Axisymmetric waves

in fluid saturated porous structures, Poromechanics IV, 625-630, DEStech

Publications.

After studying a free poroelastic cylinder the next logical step was to study

multilayered structures with an arbitrary number of cylindrical fluid, elas-

tic and poroelastic layers. In order to achieve this, interface boundary con-

ditions had to be introduced for poroelastic/fluid, poroelastic/solid and

poroelastic/poroelastic interfaces.

In Paper 3 the generalised eigenvalue problem for a borehole surrounded

by a poroelastic formation is constructed. The classical result for a fluid-
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filled borehole surrounded with a poroelastic formation is reproduced.

The dispersion is then compared to the low-frequency approximation from

Chang et al. (1988). Results for the effect of an altered zone with reduced

permeability are presented.

Paper 4:

Bakulin, A., Karpfinger, F. and Gurevich, B., Understanding acoustic re-

sponse of deepwater completions, The Leading Edge, 27(12), 260-267,

2008.

After the theoretical framework for the computation of the dispersion and

attenuation in poroelastic structures was formulated, I used the method

in Paper 4 to compute the acoustic response of deepwater completions.

Of particular interest is the effect of the fluid–flow across layers such as a

sand screen on the tube wave signature . Based on the four layer model

(fluid – sand screen – fluid – casing) discussed by Bakulin et al. (2008c) we

have computed the dispersion of the four fundamental modes propagat-

ing in such a system. The presence of two fluid-like columns supports the

propagation of two tube waves: fast and slow. There are also two plate

waves propagating in the system: one in the sand screen and one in the

casing. Neither are sensitive to the screen permeability. For the case of a

non-permeable sand screen the dispersion can be straightforwardly com-

puted using the elastic theory. In the case when one layer (sand screen)

is poroelastic, both tube waves become very dispersive due to the fluid

exchange across the screen. For this case the dispersion and attenuation

as well as the stress and displacement profiles were computed for various

permeabilities. The study qualitatively verifies the results observed in the

laboratory experiments by Bakulin et al. (2009).
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Paper 5:

Karpfinger, F., Mueller, T., and Gurevich, B., Green‘s functions and radi-

ation patterns in poroelastic solids revisited, Geophy. J. Int., 2009.

The spectral method allows us to simulate wave propagation in fluid-filled

boreholes surrounded by an elastic or poroelastic formation. For seismic

modelling on a larger scale, such as crosshole seismic, VSP or single-wave

imaging, the explicit modelling of the borehole requires a prohibitively

fine grid size. This problem can be overcome by approximating the bore-

hole as a series of point sources as suggested by Kurkjian (1985). This

method mimics the presence of a borehole at seismic frequencies with-

out adding extra computational cost. This technique simulates the effect

of dispersive tube waves, head waves as well as secondary sources on

interfaces. This approach requires the computation of the point source

response in a medium. To take into account hydraulic interaction be-

tween borehole and formation it would be desirable to implement a simi-

lar approach for poroelasticity. Knowledge of the point source response in

poroelastic media is required. To this end Green‘s functions in poroelas-

tic media were studied including the analysis of the radiation pattern and

moment tensor representation of various source types.

Together these five papers form an in depth analysis of wave propagation

in cylindrical structures composed of fluid, elastic and poroelastic layers.

With the help of the spectral method, scenarios are investigated for which

traditional methods would be very difficult to implement. The examples

discussed have a wide variety of applications from laboratory experiments

to production monitoring and conventional borehole acoustics. Together

with a better understanding of sources in poroelastic media the way is

paved for various applications in seismic modelling.
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Manuscripts in revision

In addition to the five published papers, two manuscripts which are cur-

rently in revision add to the context of the thesis. The manuscripts are

included in Appendices C and D of the thesis.

Manuscript 1:

Karpfinger, F., Valero, H.-P., Gurevich, B., Bakulin, A. and Sinha, B.,

Spectral method algorithm for modelling dispersion of acoustic modes

in elastic cylindrical structures, for Geopysics.

As a follow up to the theoretical paper (Paper 1) I submitted a paper which

discusses in detail the spectral method algorithm and its implementation

in Matlab. This paper was submitted to the Software & Algorithm section

of GEOPHYSICS which required the publication of the code in addition to

the paper. Manuscript 1 discusses the workflow of the code for fluid and

elastic layers. Two examples are used to illustrate the results in the form of

dispersion curves as well as modeshapes. Reproducing these results using

the computer code shows the ease of use and computational efficiency of

the algorithm.

Manuscript 2:

Karpfinger, F., Gurevich, B., Valero, H.-P., Bakulin, A. and Sinha, B.,

Tube wave signatures in cylindrically layered poroelastic media com-

puted with spectral method, for Geophy. J. Int.

Manuscript 2 expands the poroelastic algorithm briefly summarized in Pa-

per 3. The eigenvalue problem for an arbitrary number of poroelastic lay-

ers is formulated. Three examples are discussed. First the classic case of a

borehole for which the dispersion and attenuation are computed for a se-

ries of permeabilities. The second example discusses the effect of the thick-

ness of a layer sandwiched between the borehole fluid and the poroelastic
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formation. Finally, the effect of an altered zone on the tube wave signature

is discussed considering a radial change of the formation permeability.



CHAPTER 4

Discussion, conclusions and outlook

Discussion

The five peer reviewed papers forming this thesis present a new method

for obtaining dispersion of tube waves in cylindrical structures with an ar-

bitrary number of fluid, elastic and poroelastic layers. The spectral method

approach presented enables us to obtain the signatures of tube waves and

other modes in complicated multi layered structures in a flexible, easy to

use and fast manner.

The first publication discusses structures built of fluid and elastic layers.

The theoretical framework is discussed in detail, where the equations used

for the spectral method are provided as well as how the eigenvalue prob-

lem is constructed for an arbitrary number of fluid and elastic layers. The

benchmark models discussed are in very good agreement with analytical

solutions. In addition to the dispersion curves, displacement and stress
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profiles are shown, which are obtained from the displacement potentials.

The code as presented here is implemented for a finite structure. For bore-

hole acoustical applications the outside radius can. However, the problem

is that some modes such as pseudo-Rayleigh modes are not computed.

In order to account for these modes, non-reflecting boundary conditions

have to be introduced to mimic a infinite structure.

Subsequently, the spectral method was extended for poroelastic layers. I

applied the approach to a free poroelastic cylinder with open and closed

pore boundary conditions on the surface. The results are in very good

agreement with the modes obtained by root-finding. For a free poroelastic

cylinder the time efficiency of the spectral method was significant. The

computational time of the spectral method to obtain the dispersion curves

was two orders of magnitude faster than the root-finding approach for an

approximately 20 times larger set of frequencies.

The spectral method approach was subsequently applied to more compli-

cated structures involving poroelastic as well as fluid and elastic layers.

As a benchmark model, a fluid-filled borehole surrounded with a poroe-

lastic formation was used. The analytical low-frequency approximation

was compared to our numerical results, which showed very good agree-

ment. The next step was to apply the method to multi-layered structures

built of up to ten layers. In particular the model with an altered zone is of

great interest. In an altered zone the area around the borehole is mechani-

cally damaged due to drilling which can result in a reduced permeability

compared to the untouched formation. With the spectral method we are

able to model the dispersion of tube waves in such a structure using a step-

wise increase of the permeability in small intervals. The main problem I

encountered for poroelasticity is for layers with very small permeability

(less than 1mD). In this case the number of collocation points must be

increased by a factor of 4 − 5 otherwise the results become numerically

unstable.
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The spectral method approach could now be applied to the four layer com-

pletion model with permeable sand screen. I obtained the dispersion and

attenuation for both tube waves with varying permeability of the sand

screen. Both tube wave signatures showed sensitivity to the permeability

of the sand screen. It is important to mention that the slow tube wave gets

extremely attenuated for very high permeabilities. The attenuation at low

frequencies becomes bigger than Q−1 = 2. This means that the mode loses

its energy within less than one wavelength. Overall the numerical study

shows qualitatively similar features to the laboratory experiments. Quan-

titatively there is still a discrepancy between experiment and numerics.

The permeability of the sand screen is estimated with 100 Darcy but the

numerical simulation already predicts a complete dissipation of the slow

tube wave at 10 Darcy for all frequencies of interest. In contrast to that the

slow tube wave can be observed in the laboratory experiment with open

screen. This suggests that the Biot theory does not sufficiently describe

tube wave propagation supported by a sand screen. A better model of

sand screens is required to reconcile this discrepancy.

In addition to the dispersion of borehole modes the radiation characteris-

tics of sources in poroelastic media were studied. Two fundamental point

source solutions in poroelastic media were reviewed. It is shown how

a combination of both solutions can best describe wave radiation from

sources in poroelastic solids. The two solutions were investigated due

to their radiation characteristics using radiation patterns. With the help

of the moment tensor concept, more complicated sources such as double

couple or dipole were implemented. The understanding of these point

source solutions can help in the future for various seismic modelling ap-

plications. In particular in borehole seismic, these sources can be used to

mimic the presence of a borehole and its modes. This can be accomplished

as a superposition of point sources (Kurkjian, 1985). The spectral method

approach can be used to benchmark these results. This can be a further
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development resulting from this thesis.

Conclusions

The main conclusions which can be drawn from the five publications form-

ing this thesis are:

Mode dispersion in cylindrically layered fluid-elastic struc-

tures

• I extended and implemented the spectral method for propagation of

axisymmetric modes in an elastic cylindrical bar and further gener-

alized the algorithm to n–layered cylindrical fluid-solid structures.

• Traditional techniques require finding complex roots of nonlinear

equations that involve special functions. In contrast, our spectral

method demands only the solution of a generalized eigenvalue prob-

lem without involving special functions. This represents a great sim-

plification that becomes particularly advantageous for complex rhe-

ologies like viscoelastic, anisotropic, and poroelastic structures.

• Creating an input file for multi-layered models is very straightfor-

ward and the results are very efficiently obtained. The algorithm is

very fast due to the computational efficiency of the spectral method.

The algorithm works for any number of layers and down to a layer

thickness of 0.5 % relative to the thickness of the structure.

• The drawbacks are that for a increasing number of layers the com-

putational time significantly increases and for very thin layers the

accuracy decreases. However, for most models of interest the algo-

rithm works very efficiently and is easy to use.
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Mode dispersion in cylindrically layered poroelastic struc-

tures

• I have extended and implemented the spectral method for propaga-

tion of axisymmetric modes in a poroelastic cylindrical bar and have

further generalized the method to n–layered cylindrical fluid- solid–

poroelastic structures.

• The results of the spectral method are in very good agreement with

the analytical results; one advantage of the spectral method is that,

in contrast to traditional methods, it is easier to implement and faster

by a factor of approximately 1000.

• The results for a single poroelastic cylinder show that the singulari-

ties of the dispersion curve for the fast extensional mode correspond

to intersections with the high order slow extensional modes.

• As an example for a more complicated model I applied spectral method

to a borehole in a permeable formation with an altered near-wellbore

zone and show how this altered zone changes the dispersion of the

Stoneley wave. Such more complicated models gives us a chance to

obtain a more accurate description of realistic borehole conditions

and thus achieve a better characterization of petrophysical proper-

ties of subsurface formations.

Acoustic response of deepwater completions

• I used the spectral method to model the acoustic response of a deep-

water completion model without gravel pack and I assumed that the

sand screen can be modeled as a poroelastic layer.

• Modeling with spectral method confirms the existence of a fast and

a slow tube wave supported by casing and screen, respectively, as
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well as a strong dependence of fast and slow tube wave signatures

on the sand screen permeability.

• For the slow tube wave velocity decreases and attenuation increases

with increasing screen permeability. Such behavior is caused by es-

calating fluid communication between two fluid columns and can be

explained by opposite signs of axial fluid displacements on different

sides of the screen.

• The fast tube wave experiences moderate attenuation at some char-

acteristic frequency, which is controlled by screen permeability and

thickness, whereas for small and large permeability the fast tube

wave remains free of losses. At the limit of high permeability, the

fast tube wave transforms into a regular tube wave as if the sand

screen becomes part of the surrounding liquids.

• These modeling results are in a qualitative agreement with exper-

imental observations in full-scale laboratory models of deepwater

completions. The main discrepancy is related to the behavior of the

slow tube wave. Simple calculation of static screen permeability sug-

gests values larger than 100 Darcy, for which modeling predicts com-

plete dissipation of the slow mode. A better model of sand screens is

required to reconcile this discrepancy. Understanding the connection

between static and dynamic or acoustic permeability for meso–scale

structures such as sand screens and perforated casing is a key to such

reconciliation.

Green‘s functions and radiation patterns in poroelastic solids

• A review and comparison of different formulations of Green‘s func-

tions for dynamic poroelasticity is provided. In this review I can

show that previously reported sets of Green‘s functions can be used
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in a complementary sense such that all possible combinations of field

variables and source types are included. The unified presentation of

Greens functions resolves the apparent contradictions between exist-

ing formulations.

• As expected, the shape of the radiation patterns of the fast compres-

sional and shear waves is identical to their elastodynamic counter-

parts and is complemented with the radiation pattern of Biot‘s slow

wave. The relative magnitudes of the field variables shown in the

radiation patterns can be very different for different source types. In

particular, for any source acting in the fluid phase the pressure field

is dominated by the Biot slow wave which has compressional wave

polarization.

• I introduce the concept of moment tensors for dynamic poroelastic-

ity that allows us to overcome the inconsistency in Green‘s function

formulation with respect to point force sources in the fluid phase.

Outlook

The spectral method has great potential to be used for evaluating bore-

hole acoustical measurements as well as laboratory experiments. In this

thesis the main focus was on axisymmetric wave propagation. A next step

would be to extend the method for non-symmetric modes, such as flexu-

ral waves. They have a major importance in borehole logging as they can

give information on the formation shear rigidity, which is an important

engineering parameter.

So far I have considered isotropic elastic and poroelastic layers. Many

reservoir formations are anisotropic. In order to account for this effect the

spectral method should be expanded to anisotropic media. It should be

possible to do this for elastic as well as poroelastic media. Anisotropy
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would be also of great importance to model ultrasonic measurements per-

formed on cylindrical rock samples with anisotropic stress.

The modelling so far is performed in the frequency domain. A next step is

to obtain the time domain response by applying the inverse Fourier trans-

form. This would allow us to model the full waveform which represents

the actual measurement obtained in borehole logging.

A big advantage of the spectral method is that the generalised eigenvalue

problem is solved for the structure globally. This allows implementation

of a gradual change of input parameters. For example heterogeneities can

be considered by introducing a radial change of velocity or permeability

in form of a function within one layer. This will save computational time,

as the radial change happens within one layer and not as a superposition

of layers with changing properties.

Overall, the spectral method can be used to obtain the dispersion of waves

with complicated layering, which gives the possibility of modelling in

greater detail the acoustic response of borehole structures with and with-

out completion.

Another aspect which requires more detailed investigation is the disper-

sion and attenuation of tube waves in a four layer model with changing

permeability of the sand screen. It is important to understand the nature

of attenuation with Q−1 > 2.

Furthermore the effect of the gravel pack, as well as perforations in the

casing, on the signature of the tube waves needs to be studied. For all

these layers it is sufficient, for preliminary studies, to use Biot‘s theory

of poroelasticity. However, in order to quantify the effects it would be

important to develop new models for wave propagation in materials such

as highly permeable sand screens. All this can pave the way to a greater

understanding of the acoustic response of borehole completions, which is

essential for the success of Real-Time Completion Monitoring.
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The understanding of borehole waves propagating in a poroelastic forma-

tion together with the understanding of sources in poroelastic media will

help to extend the method by Kurkjian (1985) to a poroelastic formation in

the future.
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Algorithm and code are presented that solve dispersion equations for cylindrically layered media
consisting of an arbitrary number of elastic and fluid layers. The algorithm is based on the spectral
method which discretizes the underlying wave equations with the help of spectral differentiation
matrices and solves the corresponding equations as a generalized eigenvalue problem. For a given
frequency the eigenvalues correspond to the wave numbers of different modes. The advantage of
this technique is that it is easy to implement, especially for cases where traditional root-finding
methods are strongly limited or hard to realize, i.e., for attenuative, anisotropic, and poroelastic
media. The application of the new approach is illustrated using models of an elastic cylinder and a
fluid-filled tube. The dispersion curves so produced are in good agreement with analytical results,
which confirms the accuracy of the method. Particle displacement profiles of the fundamental mode
in a free solid cylinder are computed for a range of frequencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modeling different wave modes propagating along a cy-
lindrical borehole is important for the understanding and
quantitative interpretation of borehole sonic and seismic
measurements. Numerous different modes such as head
waves, trapped modes, and surface waves can be observed in
these structures. All these modes are frequency dependent. In
sonic-logging recordings these modes overlap and are often
hard to identify. In order to separate different borehole
modes it is useful to analyze their dispersive characteristics.

Traditionally, mode dispersion was studied by finding
roots of analytical dispersion equations. The method has a
long history. By the end of the 19th century Pochhammer1

and Chree2 investigated the wave propagation in free elastic
rods. These solutions are presented in detail by Love �Ref. 3,
Sec. 201� and Kolsky �Ref. 4, Chap. 3�. Numerical solutions
to the Pochhammer–Chree equation are presented, for ex-
ample, by Bancroft.5

Another case which was investigated by different au-
thors is that of a hollow6–8 and fluid-filled9–11 cylindrical
shell.

The root-finding method, however, becomes difficult to
implement when the number of cylindrical layers and/or
modes of interest becomes large.12 The separation of differ-
ent roots in the complex plane becomes even more challeng-

ing when inelastic effects need to be taken into account, such
as in the case of a cylinder filled with a viscoelastic fluid13–15

or poroelastic structures.16–18

An alternative approach to model two-dimensional cir-
cular structures was recently introduced by Adamou and
Craster19 based on spectral methods. The idea of this method
is to solve the underlying differential equations by numerical
interpolation using orthogonal polynomials and spectral dif-
ferentiation matrices �DMs�. The advantage of this approach
is that it is much faster and easier to implement than conven-
tional root-finding methods, especially for attenuating, po-
roelastic, or anisotropic structures.

In this paper we extend the concept of the spectral
method for wave propagation along circular cylindrical
structures, and compare the results with known analytical
solutions. In Sec. II, the underlying equations in cylindrical
coordinates and the eigenvalue problem are formulated for a
free solid cylinder. In Sec. III, the solution of the eigenvalue
problem for an elastic cylinder is described using the spectral
method. Numerical results are presented in the form of dis-
persion curves. In Sec. IV the approach is extended to mul-
tiple layers. The dispersion curves are displayed for the case
of a fluid filled tube. In Sec. V, displacement profiles are
computed for various frequencies of the fundamental mode
propagating in the free solid cylinder.

II. THEORY

A. Equations of motion

We first introduce the spectral method for the simplest
case of axisymmetric wave propagation along a free solid
bar. The dynamics of the cylinder is analyzed in cylindrical

a�Electronic mail: florian.karpfinger@postgrad.curtin.edu.au
b�Electronic mail: boris.gurevich@geophy.curtin.edu.au. Also at CSIRO Pe-
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coordinates �r ,� ,z� �Fig. 1�. For axisymmetric motion the
transverse component u� of the displacement field u
= �ur ,u� ,uz� is identically zero, while its radial and axial
components ur and uz are independent of �.

For the analysis of the wave propagation it is convenient
to introduce displacement potentials

ur = �r� − �z��, �1�

uz = �z� + r−1�r�r��� , �2�

where � is the scalar potential and �� is the transverse com-
ponent of the vector potential � ,�x is a shortcut for the par-
tial derivative � /�x. For axisymmetric motion �� is the only
nonzero component of �:

� = �0,��,0�T, �3�

where �� can in turn be written as

�� = − �r� , �4�

so that

� = � � ��ez� , �5�

where ez is the unit vector in z direction.
The equations of axisymmetric motion can be written in

the form �see Ref. 20, Sec. 2.13�

�2� =
1

vp
2 �t

2� , �6�

��2 −
1

r2��� =
1

vp
2 �t

2��, �7�

where vp is the P-wave velocity, vs is S-wave velocity, t is
time, and �2 is Laplace operator,

�2 = �r
2 + r−1�r + �z

2. �8�

The motion of the cylinder can be found from the solu-
tion of Eqs. �6� and �7� subject to the boundary conditions on
the displacements and stress tractions on the free surface of
the cylinder. The displacements are given by Eqs. �1� and
�2�. The normal and tangential stress tractions are related to
displacements using the Hooke’s law,

�rr = �� + 2	�rur, �9�

and

�rz = 	��zur + �ruz� , �10�

where �=�rur+�rr
−1+�zuz denotes the dilatation in cylindri-

cal r–z coordinates, � and 	 are the Lame parameters.
We consider the propagation of an infinite train of sinu-

soidal waves along the z axis of the cylinder, which is a
harmonic function of z and t of the form

� = 
ei�kzz−�t�, �� = �ei�kzz−�t�, �11�

where � is the angular frequency, kz the axial wave number,
and U and W are the amplitudes which are functions of r and
�. From Eq. �11� it follows that �t�=−�� and �z�= ikz�,
etc.

B. Helmholtz equations

The two wave equations �Eqs. �6� and �7�� transformed
into the �–kz domain by introducing Eq. �11� and dropping
ei�kzz−�t� become

�12�

�13�

Equations �12� and �13� are now ordinary differential
equations containing derivatives with respect to r only and
coefficients depending on frequency � and axial wave num-
ber kz. The aim is to find a relation between � and kz. This
means finding a kz for a given � or vice versa. This can be
done by solving Eqs. �12� and �13� as an eigenvalue problem
so that the wave number kz

2 represents the eigenvalue and the
potentials 
�r� and ��r� are the eigenvectors. Alternatively,
we could rearrange Eqs. �12� and �13� so that the terms with
kz appear on the left-hand side and with � on the right-hand
side, which will give an eigenvalue problem for �2. For lin-
ear elasticity both approaches must give identical results.19

However for more complicated media �say, viscoelastic or
poroelastic� it is advantageous to look for kz as a function of
� as coefficients of governing equations may themselves ex-
plicitly depend on �.

C. Boundary conditions

The solution of Eqs. �12� and �13� should be solved
subject to boundary conditions on the surface of the cylinder.
In order to apply the boundary conditions, the displacements
and stress components have to be expressed independent of
the axial wave number kz.

The radial and axial displacement components ur and uz

can be expressed by substituting Eq. �11� into Eqs. �1� and
�2�,

ur = �r
 − �̂ , �14�

�
a

z

uz

ur

displacement u� vanishes

r

FIG. 1. Geometry of a free solid bar, displaying the coordinate system
which reduces to �r ,z� and the displacement field �ur ,uz� for axisymmetric
wave propagation.
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�15�

where �̂= ikz� and ûz= ikzuz.
These expressions are used to make the stress compo-

nents �rr and �rz �Eqs. �9� and �10�� solely dependent on the

potentials 
 and �̂. This yields after some manipulations

�rr = �− ��r−2 +
�2

vp
2 � + 2	�r

2�
 + 2	�r�̂ , �16�

�̂rz = − 2	��r
3 + r−1�r

2 − r−2�r +
�2

vp
2 �r�
 + 	�2�r

2

+ 2r−1�r − 2r−2 +
�2

vs
2 ��̂ , �17�

where �̂rz= ikz�rz. Equations �12�–�17� fully describe the
problem of any vibrating cylindrical structures in the r–z
plane.

The classical way to solve such problems would be the
so-called root-finding approach. A general solution to Eqs.
�12� and �13� is found, which is a combination of Bessel
functions of different order. Substituting the solution into the
boundary conditions yields a homogeneous system of linear
algebraic equations. In order for this system to have non-
trivial solutions, the determinant of its matrix M must be
equal to zero, det M�� ,kz�=0. This is called the frequency
equation. The roots of this equation yield the dispersion re-
lation ��kz�. Since wave solutions in cylindrical coordinates
contain various Bessel functions, it is often quite difficult to
isolate and determine the various roots. Solving the fre-
quency equation gets even more complicated in the case of
leaky modes or lossy structures where solutions of the dis-
persion relation should be found in the complex plane.

In Sec. III an alternative approach, based on the spectral
method, is presented.

III. SPECTRAL METHOD FOR AN ELASTIC CYLINDER

The spectral method bypasses the difficulties and solves
the underlying Helmholtz equations numerically. For elastic
wave propagation this was first implemented by Adamou and
Craster,19 who investigated circumferential waves in an elas-
tic annulus �motion independent of r and z, see Fig. 1�. In
this study we extend the spectral method to axisymmetric
longitudinal modes.

Subsequently the method is straightforwardly extended
to the case of arbitrary n-layered fluid–solid media. The
eigenvectors correspond to the potentials 
 and � which are
used to compute the mode shapes.

A. Polynomial interpolation

In order to solve the eigenvalue problem �12� and �13�
numerically represent functions 
�r� and ��r� by Cheby-
chev polynomials. The advantage of this approach is that the
derivatives of these polynomials can be computed exactly
using so-called differentiation matrices. Consider a function

f�r� evaluated at N interpolation points, which is represented
by a vector f of length N. This interpolated function f�m� is
connected to its mth derivative f through

�18�

This is, the mth derivative of f can be calculated by
multiplying f with the N�N matrix D�m�, which represents
the DM. The N interpolation points, which are, in our case,
evaluated along the radius r of the cylinder, are the N
maxima of the Chebyshev polynomial of the Nth order. The
Chebyshev DMs are calculated using the recursive formula
for the derivatives of Chebyshev polynomials. The advantage
of this approach is that the derivatives of the polynomials
can be computed exactly.

The DMs may be generated using the MATLAB routine
CHEBDIF.21 The discretized r vector and the calculated DMs
are now used to represent the differential operator Lvp as an
N�N matrix,

Lvp
= D�2� + diag�1

r
�D�1� + ��2

vp
2 �I , �19�

where diag�g�r�� represents a matrix with the elements of a
vector g�r� on the leading diagonal and zeros elsewhere. I is
the identity tensor of size N�N. In the same way matrix
representations for all equations of motion as well as dis-
placement and stress components are constructed.

B. Eigenvalue problem

The Helmholtz equations �12� and �13� can be combined
as a matrix equation of the following form:

�20�

To solve Eq. �20� as an eigenvalue problem numerically, the
differential operator matrix L has to be discretized in anal-
ogy to Eq. �19�. Equation �20� can now be expressed in terms
of DMs where L now is a matrix of size 2N�2N matrix,

�21�

where

Lvp = D�2� + diag�1

r
�D�1� + ��2

vp
2 �I, �22�

Lvs = D�2� + diag�1

r
�D�1� − � 1

r2�I + ��2

vp
2 �I. �23�

Furthermore, the boundary conditions, also expressed in
form of DMs have to be substituted. For a free solid bar, the
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stress-free boundary conditions are assumed at r=a, which
means 	�rr	r=a= 	�rr	r=a=0. �rr is the normal stress in radial
direction and �rz is the radial shear stress acting in z direc-
tion.

The expressions for the stress components �rr �Eq. �16��
and �rz �Eq. �17�� can also be expressed using the DMs: The
resulting equations can be written in a matrix form

�24�

where submatrices Sr
Sr�Sz
Sz� are

Sr
 = − ��diag�r−2� + �2/vp
2� + 2	D�2�, �25�

Sz
 = 2	D�1�, �26�

Sr�̂ = − 2	�D�3� + diag�1

r
�D�2�� �27�

� − diag� 1

r2�D�1� + ��2/vp
2�I� , �28�

Sz�̂ = 	�2D�2� + 2 diag�1

r
�D�1�� �29�

� − diag� 1

r2� + ��2/vs
2�I� . �30�

The last step is to embed appropriate boundary condi-
tions in the matrix representation and replace matrix L with

matrix L̃ as shown in Fig. 2. The lines in the L matrix in Eq.
�21� corresponding to r=a will be replaced by the corre-
sponding lines of the S matrix. In order to fulfill the stress
free boundary conditions, the corresponding values on the
right-hand side have to be set equal to zero. In addition, for
the lines at r=0 the same has to be done. The reason for that
is that due to the singularities of the equations at r=0 we
have to consider a hollow cylinder with a very small inner
radius, which is a limiting case for a solid cylinder.

This can be done by introducing a matrix Q on the right-
hand side of Eq. �21�,

L̃� = kz
2Q� , �31�

which is a 2N�2N matrix and defined as follows:

Q = �M 0

0 M
� . �32�

Here M is a diagonal matrix which has the following form:

M =

0

1

�

1

0
� . �33�

Equation �31� is a generalized eigenvalue problem, which
means that we cannot find the inverse M−1 as det�M�=0. But
generalized eigenvalue problems can be solved using the

MATLAB routine EIG�L̃ ,Q� for instance.
In the next section this approach can be extended to n

arbitrary cylindrical fluid and solid layers.

C. Dispersion curves

Let us illustrate the results produced by this approach in
the form of dispersion curves �Fig. 3�. To compare with pre-
vious results obtained by root-finding techniques, we use a
model presented by Davies.22 In Fig. 3 the dispersion curves
for a free solid bar are computed �circles� with the param-
eters shown in the picture. These curves are in good agree-
ment �lines� with the dispersion curves provided in Davies,22

�Fig. 4� which were calculated analytically using root-finding
techniques. The fundamental mode L�0,1� behaves like a
pure extensional mode for low frequencies and propagates
with the velocity �E / where E is the Young’s modulus and
 is density. For higher frequencies the mode propagates like
a Rayleigh wave on the cylinder surface. The higher modes
�L�0,1� . . .L�0,n�� have cut-off frequencies, which means
they do not exist below these frequencies. For very high
frequencies they tend to propagate close to the Rayleigh ve-
locity.

IV. MULTIPLE LAYERS

The above-described approach can be extended to n cy-
lindrical fluid and solid layers �see Fig. 4�. Each of the n

Lvs0

0Lvp
2N

0

r
0

r

�r (inner BC,Line 1)

�r (outer BC,Line N)

�z (inner BC,Line N+1)

�z (inner BC, Line 2N)

2N

FIG. 2. Structure of the L̃ matrix for a cylinder.
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L(0,3)L(0,2)

v
p
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v

s
=880 m/s

ρ = 5000 kg/m3 , r= 1m

FIG. 3. �Color online� Dispersion curves of an elastic cylinder �circles�. x
axis: Wave-number-radius product, y axis: Phase velocity vph=� /kz normal-
ized by the bar velocity v0

2=E / where E is the Young’s modulus and  is
density �compare with Davies �Ref. 22, Sec. 11, Fig. 13, lines��.
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layers has P- and S-wave velocities �vp1
, . . . ,vpn

,vs1
, . . . ,vsn

�
and densities 1 , . . . ,n. In this work we represent the fluid
layers as solids with very small shear velocity. For each of
the layers the matrix Ln is constructed in analogy to Eq. �21�.
These matrices are combined in a diagonal matrix of the size
n2N�n2N which has the form

L = 
L1 0 0

0 � 0

0 0 Ln
� . �34�

The same procedure has to be followed for the stress com-
ponents Sn �see Eq. �24�� and for each layer n which are
finally combined in a matrix S of same size as L. A similar
matrix U is computed for the displacement components.

For the case of layering, additional conditions of conti-
nuity of displacements and stresses have to be introduced,

	��rr�	r=ri
= 	��rz�	r=ri

= 0, �35�

	�ur�	r=ri
= 	�uz�	r=ri

= 0, �36�

where ri indicates the position of the interface of the nth
layer with i=a ,b , . . ..

The interface conditions are introduced as the vanishing
differences of the displacements and stresses of the corre-
sponding layers. It is convenient to apply the conditions as
illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows in which lines of the L
matrix for n layers all boundary conditions have to be intro-
duced. The stress-free boundary conditions on the inner and
outer boundary are introduced in the L matrix the same way
as for a free cylinder in the rows �1, N+1, n2N−N and n2N�.

This means that the elements of S and U representing
the interpolation points of the inner and outer boundary and
the interfaces replace the corresponding rows in the L matrix,

which is now referred to as L̃. The eigenvalue problem can
now be formulated analogous to Eq. �31� and solved using a
generalized eigenvalue routine.

Dispersion curves: Fluid-filled cylinder. The second ex-
ample �Fig. 6� is a two-layer model: A fluid-filled cylinder.
The dispersion curves were originally calculated by Del
Grosso and McGill.9 Here the dispersion curves �lines� were
computed by Sidorov using the root-finding technique analo-

gous to that of Ref. 9. Again we were able to reproduce these
results accurately using the spectral method. The dispersion
curves referred to as ETn are for stress free surface boundary
conditions, while the Rn modes were computed for rigid sur-
face boundary conditions.

In the case of a stress free surface there exist two fun-
damental modes starting from zero frequency: The first one
�ET0� is commonly referred to as a tube wave or Stoneley
wave, while the second �ET1� is an analog of a �longitudinal�
plate or extensional wave. Mode ET1 only weakly depends
on the fluid properties and disappears when the thickness of
the cylinder wall increases to infinity or the outer boundary
of the cylinder becomes rigid �Rn�.

r
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n=3
n=4

r=ra

r=rb

r=rc

r=rdvs3,vp3,�4

vs4,vp4,�4

vfl,�fl

vfl,�fl

FIG. 4. Geometry of a model with four cylindrical layers. The layer index is
n=1–4 numbered from the center to the surface of the bar. The layers are
either nonviscous fluid �vfl ,fl� or elastic solid �vpn ,vsn ,fl�.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Dispersion curves for a hollow cylinder filled with
nonviscous fluid. Thickness of the cylinder wall: 0.125 m. Modes in elastic
tube with stress-free outer boundary: ETn, whereas modes for pipe with rigid
outer boundary: Rn. Phase velocity vph is normalized by the velocity of the
fluid �vp,fl� �compare with Del Grosso and McGill �Ref. 9�, lines�.
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V. PARTICLE DISPLACEMENT PROFILES

In addition to eigenvalues representing dispersion
curves, we also obtain eigenvectors representing the poten-
tials 
 and �. They allow the computation of the mode
shapes, that is the distribution of field quantities for each

mode like displacements, stresses, power flow, etc., along the
radius of the cylinder. Figure 7 shows the displacements
�ur ,uz� which can be easily computed using the eigenvectors
and Eqs. �4� and �5�. In order to display the particle displace-
ment profiles ur and uz are calculated along the radius for a
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Particle displacement profiles of the fundamental longitudinal mode L�0,1� for �a� 500 Hz, �b� 2000 Hz, �c� 5000 Hz, �d� 10 000 Hz.
x axis: Normalized ur= 	ur	 �triangle� and uz= i	uz	 �circle� displacement. y axis: Bar radius from 0 m �center of bar� to 1 m �surface of bar�.
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certain frequency. These values are normalized by the maxi-
mum absolute value of the uz displacement. Finally the radial
displacement is plotted as ur= 	ur	 and the longitudinal dis-
placement as uz=Im	uz	.

For the illustration of the displacement profiles we have
chosen the fundamental mode L�0,1� propagating in a free
solid cylinder �see Fig. 1�. The particle motions ur and uz are
computed for four different frequencies. Figures 7�a�–7�d�
display the displacement profiles for ur and uz for the differ-
ent frequencies.

For low frequencies �500 Hz� �Fig. 7�a�� the wave
propagates like a longitudinal body wave. Consequently the
particle motion is in the axial direction mainly and uniform
throughout the radius of the cylinder. The radial displace-
ment is very small.

In Fig. 7�b� we can see that for 2000 Hz the ur displace-
ment has already significantly increased all over the cross
section. It only remains zero in the center of the cylinder. At
the same time the uz displacement decreases but keeps its
maximum value in the center.

For a higher frequency �5000 Hz; Fig. 7�c�� it can be
observed that the shape of the displacement profiles evolves
slowly toward the typical pattern of Rayleigh modes. Close
to the surface �r=0.85–1 m� the motion is already Rayleigh-
like. Only toward the center of the bar is the uz component
still relatively strong.

Finally in Fig. 7�d� we get the typical particle motion
profile of Rayleigh waves. In contrast to Fig. 7�c� obviously
the amplitudes of both displacement components decrease
significantly for r�0.8 m.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We extended and implemented the spectral method for
propagation of axisymmetric modes in a cylindrical bar. The
method was also generalized to n-layered cylindrical fluid–
solid structures. Numerical examples for a free solid cylinder
and a fluid-filled tube were given in the form of dispersion
curves and particle displacement profiles. Traditional tech-
niques require finding complex roots of nonlinear equations
that involve special functions. In contrast, spectral method
demands only solving generalized eigenvalue problem with-
out involving special functions. This represents a great sim-
plification that becomes particularly advantageous for com-
plex rheologies like viscoelastic, anisotropic, and poroelastic
structures.

There are a lot of directions for further work. One scope
is the extension to more complicated media like viscoleast-
icity and poroelasticity. The approach can also be extended
for anisotropic and heterogeneous media. Of great impor-
tance will also be to allow unbounded structures, represent-
ing a borehole surrounded by infinite rock formation. Finally
it would be of great importance to be able to compute the full
wave form using the spectral method.
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1. Introduction

Modeling wave propagation modes in cylindrical structures is important for the understanding
and quantitative interpretation of acoustic and seismic measurements in hydrocarbon wells,
pipelines, as well as laboratory measurements. For porous materials these waves are affected by
material permeability. These effects can be analyzed using Biot’s equations of poroelasticity
(Biot 1956a, b, 1962).

For a porous cylinder with open-pore boundary conditions on its surface this was first
done by Gardner (1962), who derived the dispersion equation for extensional waves at low
frequencies. For the full frequency range and closed boundary conditions the dispersion in a
fluid-saturated cylinder was studied by Berryman (1983).

This was done for the first few modes because conventional root finding becomes chal-
lenging for poroelastic media. An alternative approach to modeling wave propagation in circu-
lar structures was recently introduced by Adamou and Craster (2004) based on the spectral
method.

Karpfinger et al. (2008) extended the spectral method to axisymmetric waves for ar-
bitrary fluid and solid layers. In this letter we extend the spectral method to cylindrical poroelas-
tic structures.

2. Biot’s thory of poroelasticity

Waves propagating in a poroelastic medium satisfy the following equations (Biot, 1962):

� · � = − �2��u + �fw� , �1�
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�p = �2��fu + qw� , �2�

where the field variables are the solid u and the average solid–fluid displacement w=��U−u�,
� is the porosity, and U is the fluid displacement. � and �f are the densities of the porous
material and the fluid, respectively. The frequency-dependent density term q��� is responsible
for the viscous and inertial coupling between the solid and fluid phases (Biot, 1956b). The total
stress tensor � and the fluid pressure p are related to the field vectors by the constitutive equa-
tions

� = ��H − 2µ� � · u + �M � · w�I + µ��u + �uT� , �3�

p = − M � · w − �M � · u . �4�

The stress–strain relations, Eqs. (3) and (4), are defined in terms of the shear modulus of the
skeleton µ and two poroelastic material constants M and H which are related to the bulk moduli
of the fluid Kf, the grain material Kg, and the skeleton K. This relation is given by the Gassmann
equations (Gassmann, 1951).

Substituting the constitutive relations, Eqs. (3) and (4), into Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain
two coupled wave equations. In order to decouple these equations into separate equations for
the three bulk waves the displacements can be written in terms of potentials.

For time-harmonic oscillations this yields Helmholtz equations for the shear waves

��2 + ks
2�� = 0, � = −

�f

q
� , �5�

and for the compressional waves

��2 + k±
2�A± = 0. �6�

Here A± is a linear combination of the scalar potentials � and �. � and � are vector potentials,
ks is the wave number of the shear wave, and k+ and k− are the wave numbers of the fast and slow
longitudinal waves, respectively. These wave numbers give the dispersion in an infinite po-
roelastic medium.

In order to distinguish between the torsional and extensional components of the wave
field, the potential � is further decomposed as �= ẑ�1+�Ã �ẑ�2�, where ẑ is the unit vector in
z direction. For axisymmetric modes only �2 is nonzero. Due to the symmetry of the system,
Eqs. (3)–(6), expressed in cylindrical coordinates, describe the axisymmetric wave propagation
in a poroelastic cylinder.

3. The Poroelastic eigenvalue problem

With the help of the root-finding technique, the velocity dispersion for a porous cylinder can be
obtained, but can be very difficult to compute for a poroelastic medium (as it requires finding
numerous complex roots of a cumbersome dispersion equation involving Bessel functions).

The spectral method bypasses these difficulties and solves the underlying Helmholtz
equations numerically. For elastic wave propagation this was first implemented by Adamou and
Craster (2004), who investigated circumferential waves in an elastic annulus. The problem is
solved by numerical interpolation using spectral differentiation matrices (DM’s). This approach
is explained in detail for axisymmetric waves in cylindrical structures in Karpfinger et al.
(2008).

To apply the spectral method to the cylindrical poroelastic problem, Eqs. (5) and (6)
can be presented as the following eigenvalue problem
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The differential operators L± and Ls are discretized using DMs (Karpfinger et al., 2008) and
combined in a 3N	3N matrix. N is the number of Chebyshev points discretizing the cylinder
along its radius.

In order to solve Eq. (7), appropriate boundary conditions have to be incorporated
(Deresiewicz and Skalak, 1963). For a porous-vacuum interface two scenarios can be consid-
ered: open- or closed-pore boundary conditions. Open-pore boundary conditions on the free
surface of the cylinder r=a are

�
rr�r=a = �
rz�r=a = − �pf�r=a = 0. �8�

In addition to the zero stress, the fluid pressure is zero on the surface and fluid can thus flow
across the interface. For a closed surface, the boundary conditions become

�
rr�r=a = �
rz�r=a = 0, �wr�r=a = 0. �9�

The pore pressure condition is replaced by the condition that relative motion of fluid with re-
spect to solid is zero on the surface of the cylinder.

Such boundary conditions thus have to be set within Eq. (7). In order to achieve this,
the stress components 
rr, 
rz, and −p are grouped in a matrix of the same size

��rr

�rz

− p
� = �Srr

+ Srr
s Srr

−

Srz
+ Srz

s Srz
−

Sp
+ Sp

s Sp
− �

S

· �A+

�2

A−
� ,

�10�

where the components of S are separated in terms of fast longitudinal wave, shear wave, and
slow longitudinal wave.

A similar matrix can be introduced for the components of displacement

�ur

uz

wr
� = �Trr

+ Trr
s Trr

−

Trz
+ Trz

s Trz
−

Tp
+ Tp

s Tp
− �

T

· �A+

�2

A−
� ,

�11�

where the components of the 3N	3N matrix T are arranged in analogy to S.
The last step is to combine these displacements and stress components with the equa-

tions of motion, in an appropriate way, in order to solve the problem for such boundary condi-
tions. This means that the rows of S and/or T representing the points at the outer boundary (N,
2N, and 3N) replace the corresponding rows in the L matrix. The modified matrix is now de-

noted by L̃. Boundary conditions are introduced by setting the corresponding rows to zero on
the right-hand side. The eigenvalue problem can now be formulated in the form

L̃� = kz
2Q� , �12�

where Q is a 3N	3N diagonal matrix with zeros elements in rows corresponding to the points
on the surface and ones in all other diagonal elements. Equation (12) is a generalized eigenvalue
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problem, which means that we cannot find the inverse Q−1 as det�Q�=0, but it can be solved
with numerical eigenvalue routines.

4. Dispersion curves

Solution of Eq. (12) yields wave numbers kz for a given frequency. Repeating this for various
frequencies allows the computation of dispersion curves. To illustrate the results, in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b) dispersion curves are computed of a porous cylinder with open and closed boundary
conditions, respectively. This is done for the case of high permeability which corresponds to the
high frequency limit of Biot’s theory where the slow P wave is propagatory. The parameters
chosen are the same as in Berryman (1983).The permeability used in this study is k0=24.4
darcy and the radius of the cylinder is 1 m. The positive sign (+) indicates the results computed
with the spectral method. They are overlayed with the analytical solution obtained with root-
finding method (dots). The dashed lines show the velocity of the fast P wave, the shear wave,
and the slow P wave, respectively.

In both cases the dispersion curves show a very good agreement between the results
for spectral method (+) and the root-finding approach. Due to a very high computational effort
of root finding, only a few points were computed. The spectral method is about 1000 times more
efficient.
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Fig. 1. �Color online� Dispersion curves for open-pore �a� and closed �b� boundary conditions; spectral method
�positive signs�; root finding �dots�; and the dashes show explicitly the fast and slow P waves and the shear wave
velocities.
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In the low and high frequency limit the extensional mode velocity agrees with the
values calculated by Berryman (1983) for both types of boundary conditions. The extensional
mode propagates for low frequencies with 4910 m/s, while for high frequencies the limit is the
Rayleigh velocity 2890 m/s.

Figure 1(a) shows singularities in the main extensional mode. Berryman (1983) ob-
served these singularities and discussed their connection to Biot’s slow wave. Figure 1(a) shows
that these singularities are connected to higher modes of Biot’s slow wave. These higher modes
propagate, for frequencies higher than the first cut-off frequency ��270 Hz�, with the Biot slow
wave velocity. At the cut-off frequencies they go to infinity and cross over with the extensional
mode where the interaction between the two modes causes the distortion of the dispersion curve
of the extensional mode. The nature of the higher modes can be explained using the analogy
with waves along a water column. In the high frequency limit of Biot’s theory, the fluid phase
can be considered as an independent fluid column. Since a fluid has zero Young’s modulus, at
zero frequency no slow extensional mode exists (Rubinow and Keller, 1971).

Overall, the result for closed-pore boundary conditions [Fig. 1(b)] looks similar to that
of open-pore boundary conditions. The major difference is that now the slow extensional mode
can be observed down to zero frequency. This is in agreement with Feng and Johnson (1983),
who showed that the extensional Biot slow wave becomes a propagating mode for a closed
interface. The fast extensional mode is again distorted by the higher modes of the Biot slow
wave at the cut-off frequencies. The cut-off frequencies are shifted toward higher frequencies.
Such modes can be explained in the same way as for open boundary conditions. Due to the
closed boundary conditions, the fluid phase is analogous to the fluid in a closed solid tube
(Rubinow and Keller, 1971). Thus a tube wave exists down to zero frequency. For both bound-
ary conditions the shear wave velocity is a root of the dispersion equation in agreement with
Berryman (1983). This is not the case for the spectral method.

5. Conclusions

We conclude that the spectral method provides an efficient and precise tool for the analysis of
wave dispersion in poroelastic cylindrical structures. The results of the spectral method are in
very good agreement with the analytical results. The advantage of this approach is that, in
contrast to traditional methods, it is easier to implement and faster by a factor of approximately
1000. For multilayered structures the advantages of the spectral method will be even more sig-
nificant. The results for a single poroelastic cylinder show that the singularities of the dispersion
curve for the fast extensional mode correspond to intersections with the high order slow exten-
sional modes.
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CHAPTER 3

Axisymmetric waves in fluid-saturated porous structures



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 

 
A new numerical approach for simulating wave propagation in cylindrically layered 

poroelastic structures is presented. Dispersion of free modes for an arbitrary number 
of fluid, elastic and poroelastic layers is computed. The algorithm is based on spectral 
method, meaning that the underlying equations are discretized using spectral 
differentiation matrices. Thus the problem can be formulated as a generalized 
algebraic eigenvalue problem. For a given frequency, the eigenvalues correspond to 
the axial wavenumbers of different modes. The advantage of this approach, compared 
to root-finding techniques, is that it can be more efficient as searching and separating 
the roots in the complex plane can be difficult task especially for poroelasticity. 
Dispersion curves for an open borehole in a poroelastic formation are presented and 
benchmarked by comparing the results to a low-frequency approximation. In addition, 
a more complicated model considering an altered zone of reduced permeability 
between the borehole and the formation is considered.  
 
Introduction 
 

 In the petroleum industry, borehole acoustic measurements are performed in order 
to characterize subsurface formation properties.  One very desirable quantity is the 
mobility (ratio of formation permeability and pore fluid viscosity). The mobility is 
one of the most valuable information for petroleum engineers as it defines how well 
petroleum reservoirs flow.  The problem is that the direct measurement of mobility 
downhole is very difficult. Acoustic measurements are the only direct method to 
estimate permeability because Stoneley waves are sensitive to the mobility of the 
surrounding formation (Chang et al. [1]; Winkler et al. [2]). At low frequencies 
Stoneley wave dominates wave propagation in a borehole. It is characterized by 
compression of the fluid column resulting in a piston-like motion of fluid. If the 
formation is permeable this motion will cause the fluid to oscillate across the borehole 
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wall which changes the signature of the Stoneley: velocity decreases and attenuation 
increases    with   increasing mobility of the formation. 

In practice clay particles present in the borehole mud may build a thin layer called 
mudcake. The mudcake can be described as a thin elastic layer. Membrane stiffness 
controls the flexing of the mudcake into the pores of the formation. Liu et al. [3] 
introduce new boundary condition that takes into account the mudcake and effect of a 
pressure gradient between the borehole and the poroelastic formation.  

To study propagation if tube waves in boreholes, we applied a new approach. In 
contrast to the traditional root-finding approach, which needs to find the roots of the 
dispersion equation in the complex plane, we use spectral method that bypasses these 
difficulties by discretizing the underlying equations using Chebyshev differentiation 
matrices. This approach has been originally introduced by Adamou and Craster [4] for 
circumfential waves in an elastic annulus. It was recently developed for axisymmetric 
wave propagation in cylindrical elastic structures with fluid and solid layers by 
Karpfinger et al. [5] and later expanded for poroelastic layers  (Karpfinger et al. [6]).  
 
1. Biot’s theory of poroelasticity      
 

Waves propagating in a poroelastic medium satisfy the following equations (Biot 
[7]): 
 ( )2

fω ρ ρ∇⋅ = − +σ u w   (1.1) 

 ( )2
fp qω ρ∇ = +u w  (1.2) 

where the field variables are the solid displacement u and the average solid-fluid 
displacement ( )φ= −w U u , φ  is the porosity, U  is the fluid displacement and ω is 
the angular frequency. ρ  and fρ   are the densities of the porous material and the 
fluid, respectively. The frequency-dependent density term q   is responsible for the 
viscous and inertial coupling between the solid and fluid phases (Biot, [8]). The 
total stress tensor σ and the fluid pressure p  are related to the field vectors by the 
following constitutive equations  
 [ ]( 2 ) TH Mµ α µ ⎡ ⎤= − ∇⋅ + ∇⋅ + ∇ +∇⎣ ⎦σ u w I u u  (1.3) 
 p M Mα= − ∇⋅ − ∇⋅w u  (1.4) 
The stress-strain relations,  (1.3) and (1.4), are defined in terms of the shear 
modulus of the skeleton µ  and two poroelastic material constants M and H which 
are related to the bulk moduli of the fluid fK , the grain material  gK  and the 
skeleton K  (Gassmann, [9]). 

Substituting the constitutive relations eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) into eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) 
we obtain two coupled wave equations. In order to decouple these equations into 
separate equations for the three bulk waves the displacements can be written in 
terms of potentials. For time-harmonic oscillations this yields Helmholtz equations 
for shear and compressional waves  

 ( ) ( )2 2 2 20, , 0,f
sk k A

q
ρ

± ±∇ + = = − ∇ + =β χ β   (1.5) 

where A±  are the scalar potentials and k±  are the wave numbers  of the fast (+) and 
slow (-)  longitudinal wave. β and χ are vector potentials and sk  is the wave 



number of the shear wave. These wave numbers provide dispersion in an infinite 
poroelastic medium. In order to distinguish between the torsional and extensional 
components of the wavefield, the potential β  is further decomposed as 

1 2ˆ ˆ( )β β= +∇×β z z  where ẑ  is the unit vector in z-direction. For axisymmetric 
modes only 2β  is non zero. Due to the symmetry of the system, eqs. (1.3)-(1.5), 
expressed in cylindrical coordinates, describe the axisymmetric wave propagation 
in a poroelastic cylinder. 
 
2. Underlying equations in cylindrical coordinates 
 

The wave equations (1.5)  are expressed in the zkω −  domain  using a plane wave 
solution of the form [ ] [ ] ( )

2, , zi k t
SA a e ωβ γ −

± ±=  and  cylindrical coordinates as 

 
2 2

2 2 2 2
2 2 2

1 1 1, ,

s

r r z r r s z s
s

L L

a k a k
r v r r v

ω ω γ γ

±

± ±
±

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
∂ + ∂ + = ∂ + ∂ − + =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

 (2.1)

where s z sikγ γ= .The three wave equations are now ordinary differential equations 
with derivatives with respect to r  only. The other coefficients are the bulk velocities 
in a poroelastic medium: a fast ( v+ ) and a slow (v− ) P-wave as well as a shear wave 
( sv ).  Starting from these equations we wish to find the relation between the angular 
frequency ω  and the axial wave number zk  which will provide the dispersion by 
solving (2.1) as an eigenvalue problem. 

 Consequently the stress and displacement components required for the boundary 
conditions have to be expressed independently of the axial wave number zk . The 
derivation of the displacement and stress components is done in a similar manner as is 
done in Karpfinger et al. [5]. The expression for the displacements  are as follows: 

 

 ( )1

,

,

,

r r r s

z r s

f
r r r s

u a a

u L a L a r

w a a
q

γ

γ

ρ
γ

+ −

−
+ + − −

− + + −

= Γ∂ −Γ∂ −

= −Γ +Γ + ∂ +

= −ΓΓ ∂ −ΓΓ ∂ +

 (2.2) 

 
where z z zu ik u= .The definition of the amplitude coefficients ±Γ can be found in 

Berryman [10] and ( ) 1−
+ −Γ = Γ −Γ .  The stress components expressed independently 

of the axial wave number have the following form: 
 

                        

( )

( )
( )

2 2 2

3 2 2 2
2

2

2 ( 2 ) 2 ,

1 12 2 ,

,

rr r r s

rz r r r r s s s

C H k a

k a L k
r r

p k M C a

σ µ µ µ γ

σ µ µ µ γ

± ±
±

± ±
±

± ±
±

= ±Γ ∂ + Γ − + − ∂

⎛ ⎞= Γ ∂ + ∂ − ∂ + ∂ + −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

= ±Γ Γ −

∑

∑

∑

∓

∓

∓  (2.3) 



where rz z rzikσ σ=  and 
±
∑ indicates the summation over the terms a+  and a− . Eqs. 

(2.2)-(2.3) are now utilized to get all the possible interface and boundary conditions in 
case of porous layers.  

 
3. Boundary Conditions 
 

The  general form of the boundary conditions between fluid and porous media can 
be given as (Liu et al [3]): 

 
, ( ) , ( )

0 , ( ) , ( )
rr rr r r rfl p fl p p

rz rr mc rp fl p p

a u u w b

c p W w d

σ σ

σ σ

= = +

= − = +
  (3.1) 

The radial stress (3.1-a) and displacement (3.1-b) are required to be continuous 
across the interface. The shear stress (3.1-c) in the porous layer vanishes on the 
boundary.  The last condition (3.1-d) may describe conditions with open and, closed 
pores as well as accommodate intermediate case with the mudcake by varying 
parameter mcW which is the mudcake membrane stiffness. If mcW =0 then (3.1-d) 
describes open-pore case.  For a closed interface  mcW →∞  and eq. (1.1-d) is replaced 
by 0 r p

w= . In the case of an interface between two porous media,  all field quantities 

are continuous. Eqs.  (2.1)-(2.3) are now solved for a given geometry considering the 
equations for fluid and solid layers and the boundary conditions (3.1) using the 
spectral method. 
 
4. Spectral Method 
 

Using Chebyshev collocation points to discretize the structure along its radius as 
well as differential operators, (2.1)-(2.3) can be transformed into algebraic matrix 
equations for each layer. The size of the matrices corresponds to the number of 
collocation points iN  chosen for each individual layer 1...i n=  multiplied by the 
number of wave equations. For a poroelastic layer the size of the matrix equation is 
3 3i iN N×  due to the three wave equations. 

 
Figure 1: Structure of the matrix for a borehole surrounded by a porous formation. Orange lines: 
set boundary conditions on the interface and the surface of the structure. 

After construction of the matrices the adequate boundary conditions have to be 
introduced. This is shown in Fig. 1 for the case of a fluid-porous interface using open 



boundary conditions. The matrix L  combines all the wave equations and coefficients 
of the boundary conditions. The blue square is the matrix of the fluid equation while 
the yellow ones represent the three matrices of the poroelastic layer. The boundary 
conditions are set in the orange lines which are always either the first or the last line of 
each matrix representing either the inner or outer surface of the layers. The   interface 
boundary conditions (3.1)  are introduced and set to zero in the corresponding lines of 
the diagonal matrix Q, which has the same size as L . Also three boundary conditions 
are set on the surface of the structure.  This is required as no absorbing boundary 
conditions have been implemented yet.  

The matrices  from  Fig.1 can be expressed as an generalized eigenvalue problem 
                                                2 .zL k QΘ = Θ  (4.1) 

Solving this system with standard eigenvalue solvers yields for a given frequency 
the wavenumbers corresponding to the different modes. Repeating this operation for a 
range of frequencies allows construction of dispersion curves. 
 
5. Numerical  examples 
 

 
Figure 2: a) Dispersion curves of Stoneley wave in a borehole surrounded by a poroelastic 
formation.  b) Same model as in Fig.2-a but new layer, representing altered zone, is added 
between borehole and formation. This layer has same properties as the formation except its 
permeability is reduced by a factor of 10.  

 
The first example (Fig.2-a) illustrates the dispersion of the Stoneley wave in a 

borehole surrounded by a poroelastic formation. The borehole dimensions and 
formation parameters are given in Fig 2-a.  Open and closed boundary conditions are 
considered.  Numerical results obtained with the spectral method for the case of open 
pores are benchmarked with the low-frequency approximation from Liu et al [3]. 
Excellent agreement between two approaches can be observed up to 0.5 kHz which is 
the range of validity of low-frequency approximation. For higher frequencies the full 
solution obtained by spectral method becomes faster then the equivalent elastic model 
(closed pores) and reaches the Rayleigh wave velocity for a poroelastic interface.  The 
closed-pore case is compared with the equivalent elastic model obtained from spectral 
method. The agreement is good over the entire range of frequencies.   

Drilling and completion processes often alter formation properties in the vicinity of 
the borehole. As a result altered zone of reduced permeability may occur near the 
wellbore which can have adverse effect on hydrocarbon production. In order to take 
into account effect of the altered zone we compute dispersion in a three-layer model. 



The formation properties are the same as in Fig.-2a but for the altered zone (Fig.-2b) 
the permeability is reduced by a factor of ten. The green dispersion curve shows the 
dispersion in the presence of the altered zone. One can see that the reduction of the 
permeability around the borehole leads to a significant increase of the Stoneley wave 
up to 3 kHz compared to the case with no altered zone. In general dispersion curve in 
the presence of the altered zone lies in between cases of open and closed pores. 

 
Conclusions 
 

The spectral method is a simple and straightforward approach for modeling the 
dispersion of axisymmetric waves in cylindrical poroelastic formations. We apply it to 
study signatures of Stoneley waves in boreholes surrounded by permeable formations. 
For known cases the results are in good agreement with the analytical solutions. The 
advantage of the spectral method compared to traditional root-finding techniques is 
that it can be very easily implemented and extended for more complicated models 
such as a multilayered case. As an example we applied spectral method to describe 
more case of boreholes in a permeable formation with an altered near-wellbore zone 
and showed how it changes the dispersion of the Stoneley wave. This gives us a 
chance to obtain more accurate description of realistic borehole conditions and thus 
achieve a better characterization of petrophysical properties of subsurface formations.  
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Deepwater production often hinges on the ability to 
safely complete and eff ectively draw down a small 

number of very challenging wells. Chances of success are 
greatly increased if surveillance tools are available to quickly 
diagnose downhole conditions and detect potential issues 
early on. Real-time completion monitoring with acoustic 
waves (RTCM) has great potential for diagnosing problems 
in sand-screened deepwater completions. RTCM uses tube 
waves to detect permeability changes and passive noises to 
characterize perforation fl ow. Interaction of a single tube wave 
with permeable formations in open boreholes is well explained 
by Biot’s theory of poroelasticity. However, experimental studies 
in laboratory models of sand-screened completions reveal that 
fast- and slow-tube waves behave diff erently. Further progress 
in acoustic surveillance requires better understanding on how 
signatures of fast- and slow-tube waves depend on completion 
properties. To this end, we simulate the dispersion and 
attenuation of the two tube waves by examining the solutions of 
Biot’s equations of poroelasticity in cylindrical structures using a 
spectral method. 

Basic concept of evaluating permeability with acoustic 
waves
At low frequencies, wave propagation in an open borehole 
is dominated by tube (Stoneley) waves. Waves compress the 
fl uid column and lead to a piston-like motion. When fl uid is 
compressed, it expands radially and pushes against the for-
mation or casing. In the presence of a permeable borehole 
wall, fl uid movement across the interface leads to a slowdown 
in velocity and an increase in attenuation (Figure 1). Th ese 
eff ects are well explained by Biot’s theory and form the foun-
dation for estimating near-wellbore permeability from an 
open-hole acoustic logging.

Sand-screened deepwater completion has a more compli-
cated structure (Figure 2) due to multiple permeable layers. 
Th e sand screen represents an additional pipe with a very high 
permeability. Th e annulus between the casing and screen is 
fi lled with gravel sand or fl uid, both of which possess negli-
gible shear modulus. Th e sand screen and gravel pack prevent 
migration of reservoir sand into the wellbore and maintain the 
structure of the reservoir around the wellbore. Th e presence 
of two fl uid-like columns in the completion gives birth to two 
tube waves: fast and slow. Th ey have been observed in experi-
ments with full-scale laboratory models of deepwater comple-
tion. Th e most basic task of RTCM is to monitor changes 
in the permeability of the sand screen and gravel-pack layer. 
Here we aim to examine the eff ect of sand-screen permeabil-
ity on velocities and attenuation of two tube waves. 

Experimental observations in models of sand-screened 
deepwater completions
Bakulin et al. (2008) described experiments in a full-scale 
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laboratory model of idealized completion. Figure 3 shows 
schematics as well as actual photographs of the setup. Table 
1 shows the geometry of the model. Th e outer pipe simu-
lates the casing string, whereas the inner pipe represents the 
sand screen. Th e sand screen has aluminum base pipe and 
plastic wire wraps (Figure 3c). To simulate the impermeable 
or plugged sand screen, a blank pipe was used (Figure 3d). 
Th e casing was impermeable (closed perforations), and the 
experimental study focused on the eff ects of the screen per-
meability on the signatures of the fast- and slow-tube waves. 

Special section: Permanent monitoring, smart oil fields, and reservoir surveillance 

Figure 1. Tube waves increase in attenuation and decrease in velocity 
when encountering a permeable interval where fl uid exchange can 
occur between borehole and formation.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of a cased deepwater well with 
sand-screened completion.
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If the sand screen is impermeable (blank pipe), then 
theory predicts four wave modes at low frequencies, all 
without attenuation (Figure 4): two tube waves and 
two plate (extensional) waves. Two tube waves exist be-
cause the completion contains two fl uid columns: one 
inside the screen and the other in the annulus. Th e two 
plate waves are supported by the screen (inner pipe) 
and casing (outer pipe), respectively. If formation is 
added on the outside of the casing, then the casing-
supported plate wave disappears, while all three other 
modes remain. 

Experimental seismograms (Figure 5a) confi rm the pres-
ence of fast- and slow-tube waves. Th e plate waves have small-
er amplitudes and are visible only at higher amplifi cations. 
Since the plate waves are not sensitive to permeability, we 
concentrate on the analysis of the tube-wave signatures.

Figure 5b suggests that an open-to-fl ow sand screen leads 
to increased attenuation of both fast- and slow-tube waves. 
Th is attenuation is further increased when water in the annu-
lus is replaced by gravel sand. Wave propagation in a comple-
tion model with impermeable screen is well understood and 
can be accomplished by a root-fi nding technique. However, 
to capture the eff ects of sand-screen permeability on wave 
propagation, we need to use more complex constitutive equa-
tions that pose substantial challenges for modeling borehole 

modes. Following Bakulin et al., we assume that, to the fi rst 
approximation, sand screen can be modeled as a poroelastic 
Biot’s layer and examine tube-wave signatures as a function of 
screen permeability. Such signatures are usually derived using 
an analytical root-fi nding technique (Paillet and White, 1982) 
that is diffi  cult to implement for multilayered attenuative po-
roelastic structures. Th e spectral method is a new approach 
to bypass the diffi  culties of root-fi nding for fl uid and elastic 
cylindrical structures and was recently extended to poroelas-
tic cylindrical structures (Karpfi nger et al., 2008). By directly 
discretizing the underlying diff erential equations in the radial 
direction, the spectral method handles such complicated cy-
lindrical structures very eff ectively and gives phase velocities 
and attenuation of all modes as a function of frequency. 

Cylindrical layers Material Outer radius (m)

Layer 1 Water 0.0635

Layer 2 Aluminum sand screen 0.0667

Layer 3 Water 0.1032

Layer 4 Aluminum casing 0.1095
Table 1. Geometry and material composition of the completion model.

Figure 3. Sketch (a) and photograph (b) of the full-scale laboratory setup used to simulate completed horizontal well; (c) cross-section of the 
screen showing wire wrap and base pipe (although plastic base pipe is shown, aluminum was used in the experiment); (d) wire-wrapped sand 
screen open to fl ow and blank pipe simulating plugged screen.
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Eff ect of screen permeability on tube waves
Let us examine how velocities and attenuation of two tube 
waves depend on the screen permeability, and compare them 
with the behavior of these signatures for a single tube wave 
in the case of an open borehole surrounded by infi nite fl uid-
saturated and permeable formation (Winkler et al., 1989). In 
the open-hole model at low frequencies, tube-wave velocity 
decreases and attenuation increases with increasing forma-

tion permeability. In a completion model, we have two tube 
waves, and their behavior is diff erent.

Figures 6 and 7 show modeled velocity and attenuation of 
fast- and slow-tube waves as a function of screen permeability. 
Let us fi rst examine the fast-tube wave, which is mainly sup-
ported by the casing. In the low-permeability limit, the screen 
behaves as an impermeable pipe, and the fast-tube wave ex-
periences no loss as already shown in Figure 4. At the other 

extreme, when the screen is very perme-
able, it provides almost no resistance to 
the radial fl uid motion across the screen 
and behaves like a layer of liquid. Th ere-
fore we expect to have a single (fast) tube 
wave supported by casing, again without 
a loss. From this transition, we deduce 
that the fast-tube wave is mainly sup-
ported by the casing. What would hap-
pen for intermediate permeabilities? 

For subdarcy permeabilities, attenua-
tion of the fast-tube wave increases with 
increasing permeability. However, this 
elevated attenuation peaks at about 1.5 
darcy and then decreases, returning to the 
state of virtually no attenuation at large 
permeability (Figure 6b). To a fi rst order, 
the location of the attenuation maximum 
is controlled by screen permeability and 
thickness. Radial profi les of displace-
ment provide an additional insight on a 
possible mechanism for this attenuation 
at intermediate permeabilities. For low 
permeabilities, axial displacements of 
the fast wave are of the same sign, but of 
diff erent magnitudes (Figure 8a). When 
the screen becomes more permeable, the 
diff erent rates of compression inside the 
two liquid columns lead to a fl uid ex-
change across the screen. Th is exchange 
particularly intensifi es for permeabilities 

Figure 4. Dispersion curves for an idealized completion model (water-impermeable screen-
water-casing-vacuum) when sand screen has vanishing permeability. Note that all modes 
are completely lossless. Two slowest modes represent tube waves associated with the two fl uid 
columns whereas two fastest modes represent plate (extensional) modes in screen and casing 
tubulars, respectively.

Figure 5. Experimental seismograms in diff erent completion models from the same source near receiver 5 shown with the identical 
magnifi cation: (a) entire completion has impermeable screen (blank pipe) with no gravel sand; (b) blank pipe between receivers 1 and 12 is 
replaced by a section of open-to-fl ow wire-wrapped screen; (c) same as (b) but with gravel pack. Note that two arrivals of fast- and slow-tube 
waves are visible on both displays. For an impermeable screen without sand (a) velocities are ~1000 m/s and 700 m/s, but for an open screen 
with and without sand (b-c) they are slower (~700–800 m/s and 400–600 m/s, respectively). Observe increase in attenuation with introduction 
of screen section (b) and even larger increase when adding sand (c).
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(~1.5 darcy) where the attenuation reaches maximum and is 
also manifested by rapid equalization of axial displacements 
occurring in this region. At higher permeabilities, the axial 
displacement levels off , while the radial displacement resem-
bles the linear profi le typical for a conventional tube wave in a 
fl uid-fi lled cylinder with weak dispersion and no attenuation 
(Figure 8b). 

As for the fast-tube wave velocity, it slows down progres-
sively, with most changes occurring between 250 mdarcy 

Figure 6. Velocity (a) and attenuation (b) of the fast-tube wave mode as a function of screen 
permeability in an idealized completion model (water-permeable screen-water-casing-vacuum). Dots 
denote computations by spectral method. Th in black lines show extrapolated behavior at low frequencies 
where current implementation of the spectral method is numerically unstable.

and 3 darcy (Figure 6a). While 
one normally expects velocity 
slowdown with the increased 
attenuation, it is unusual to 
observe that velocity continues 
to decrease even when attenua-
tion starts to drop between 1.5 
and 10 darcy.

Th e slow-tube wave demon-
strates a behavior that is more 
similar to that of a single tube 
wave in an open borehole sur-
rounded by a permeable forma-
tion. Attenuation is increasing 
progressively with increasing 
permeability (Figure 7b). While 
in open borehole, the tube wave 
always remains a propagat-
ing mode (Q-1 ≤ 2, e.g., wave 
attenuates within more than 
one wavelength), in a comple-
tion the slow-tube wave may 
become nonpropagatory (Q-1 
> 2) at a fi nite frequency and 
thus attenuates within less than 
a wavelength (Figure 7b). Such 
behavior of the slow mode can 
be readily explained by radial 
profi les of displacement (Figure 
8). One can observe a piston-
like motion with large axial 
displacement and small radial 
one. However, those pistons 
move in opposite directions in 
the inner and outer fl uid col-
umns, which are manifested 
by the opposite signs of the 
axial displacements in Figure 
8. Th is distinct feature makes 
slow-tube mode analogous to 
a Biot’s slow body wave. When 
the screen becomes permeable, 
this out-of-phase motion in the 
two columns naturally leads to 
an elevated fl uid communica-
tion between two liquid col-
umns. As a result, we observe 
rapid increase in attenuation 

(Figure 7b) and eventually a complete absorption of the slow 
mode at higher permeabilities. Despite amplitude decay of 
the slow wave, the character of the profi le, and in particular, 
the opposite signs of the displacements remain stable at all 
permeabilities (compare Figure 8a and 8b).

In line with the increased attenuation at low frequencies, 
the velocity of the slow-tube wave drastically decreases (Figure 
7a). One important observation is that at zero frequency, the 
slow-tube wave velocity approaches a positive value, where-
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as for a fi nite permeability, it is expected to vanish at zero 
frequency similarly to the tube wave in an open borehole. 
Current implementation of the spectral method (Karpfi nger, 
2008) becomes numerically unstable at very low frequencies, 
and therefore these conclusions are tentative and need to be 
verifi ed by additional research. Interestingly, at higher fre-
quencies, the velocity of the slow mode increases with perme-
ability increase (Figure 7a) and may even exceed the imper-

meable limit. Th is has been also 
observed for a simpler model 
of open borehole in fl uid-satu-
rated formation (Winkler and 
Johnson, 1989).

Discussion and conclusions
Modeling with spectral meth-
od confi rms strong dependence 
of fast- and slow-tube wave sig-
natures on the screen perme-
ability. Th erefore, an acoustic 
surveillance system installed 
in a deepwater completion has 
a great chance to detect sand-
screen plugging in real time. 
Sand-screen plugging is a se-
rious problem that can create 
high skin factor for a well and 
cause a substantial decrease in 
production rates and thus well 
underperformance. However, 
without surveillance, it is vir-
tually impossible to identify 
the source of the well under-
performance, since it may be 
caused by other completion 
problems such as perforation 
plugging, near-wellbore per-
meability reduction (formation 
damage), or large-scale issues 
such as reservoir compartmen-
talization. Real-time comple-
tion monitoring with acoustic 
waves may reveal, actual source 
of well underperfomance and 
thus lead to a safer and more 
prolifi c drawdown and produc-
tion strategies. RTCM has the 
potential to revolutionize our 
ability to manage deepwater 
wells by understanding evolu-
tion of fl ow, drawdown, and 
impairment in real time. 

To accomplish these am-
bitious goals, we need to have 
good understanding of how 
acoustic signatures of inter-
est depend on permeability of 

various completion layers. In this study, we concentrated on 
the analysis of the simplest completion model without gravel 
pack, and assumed that the sand screen can be modeled as a 
poroelastic Biot’s layer. We verifi ed that in this case the wave 
propagation is dominated by fast- and slow-tube modes sup-
ported by casing and screen, respectively. We studied the ef-
fect of screen permeability on the velocity and attenuation 
of fast- and slow-tube waves. For the slow-tube wave, veloc-

Figure 7. Velocity (a) and attenuation (b) of slow-tube wave mode as a function of screen permeability 
in an idealized completion model (water-permeable screen-water-casing-vacuum). Notation is the same 
as in Figure 6. Horizontal gray line (Q-1= 2) separates nonpropagating (Q-1 ≥ 2) and propagating 
regimes (Q-1 < 2). In addition, curves are grayed out for frequencies where the slow mode becomes 
nonpropagating and attenuates within less than a wavelength.
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Figure 8. Radial variation of displacements at 1000 Hz in fast- and slow-tube wave modes for a model of sand-screened completion without 
gravel pack with diff erent screen permeabilities: (top) 10 mdarcy, (bottom) 5 darcy. For a poroelastic screen, the displacement averaged over solid 
and fl uid phase is shown that is continuous at the open interface with a fl uid. Note that increasing permeability equalizes axial displacement 
of the fast wave in both fl uid columns, and leads to a linear profi le of radial displacement. In contrast, axial displacement in the slow wave 
maintains opposite signs in two fl uid columns, which creates fl uid communication and eventually leads to a complete dissipation of this mode at 
higher permeabilities.
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ity decreases and attenuation increases with increasing screen 
permeability. Such behavior is caused by escalating fl uid com-
munication between two fl uid columns and can be explained 
by opposite signs of axial fl uid displacements on diff erent 
sides of the screen. In contrast, the fast-tube wave experiences 
moderate attenuation at some characteristic frequency, which 
is controlled by screen permeability and thickness, whereas 
for small and large permeability fast-tube wave remains free 
of losses. In the limit of high permeability, the fast-tube wave 
transforms into a regular tube wave as if the sand screen be-
comes part of the surrounding liquids. 

Th ese modeling results are in a qualitative agreement with 
experimental observations in full-scale laboratory models of 
deepwater completions. Th e main discrepancy is related to 
the behavior of the slow-tube wave. Simple calculation of 
static screen permeability suggests values larger than 100 
darcy for which modeling predicts complete dissipation of 
the slow mode (Figure 7b). However experiments reveal that 
slow-tube waves are observed and survive even when water in 
the annulus is replaced by water-saturated gravel sand. Better 
model of sand screens is required to reconcile this discrep-
ancy. Understanding the connection between static and “dy-
namic” or “acoustic” permeability for meso-scale structures 
such as sand screens and perforated casing is a key to such 
reconciliation. 

Suggested reading. “Real-time completion monitoring with 
acoustic waves” by Bakulin et al. (Geophysics, 2008). “Acous-
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S U M M A R Y
A consistent and unified formulation of Green’s functions for wave propagation in poroelastic
solids based on Biot’s theory is given. Over the last decades various authors have made the
attempt to derive different Green’s tensor representation for poroelastic solids. Due to the
various possible combinations of field variables and source terms the different solutions differ
significantly. The main solutions are reviewed and compared. It is shown that these previously
reported representations of Green’s tensors can be used in a complementary sense such that all
possible combinations of field variables and source types are included. As a new element we
introduce the concept of moment tensors for poroelasticity. This allows us to describe sources
in poroelastic solids in a consistent manner. With the help of the moment tensor concept a
pressure source acting on the fluid phase is introduced as well as dipole sources and double-
couple sources. To visualize the results, radiation patterns for all the discussed sources are
constructed. The shape of the radiation patterns of the fast compressional and shear wave is
the same as in elastodynamics, however, the radiation characteristics of Biot’s slow wave are
superimposed. The relative magnitudes of the field variables shown in the radiation patterns
can be very different for different source types. In particular, for any source acting in the
fluid phase the pressure field is dominated by the Biot slow wave having compressional wave
polarization.

Key words: Body waves; Theoretical seismology; Wave propagation.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The equations for wave propagation in a fully fluid-saturated porous
medium were first proposed by Biot 50 years ago Biot (1956a,b,
1962). Finding solutions of the two coupled poroelastic partial dif-
ferential equations (PDE) in the presence of body force source terms
is an important problem of wave mechanics in porous continua. In
particular, if the source term is assumed to be a Dirac’s delta function
in time and space the solutions are referred to as Green’s functions.

Green’s functions have been obtained, under various assumptions,
by various authors over the last decades. However, the Green’s func-
tion differ since several combinations of field variables and source
terms are possible in a poroelastic continuum. One set of field vari-
ables to represent the two PDEs are the solid displacement u and
the relative solid-fluid displacement w. Another representation is
based on u and the fluid displacement U . The third representation
is a combination of a vector and a scalar variable, namely the solid

∗CSIRO Petroleum.

displacement u and the pore-fluid pressure p. Each of these sets of
field variables allows different source terms to be introduced. It is
therefore not surprising that these different representations lead to a
number of publications on Green’s function in poroelasticity which
are apparently different.

The first authors who derived Green’s function for the dynamic
poroelastic problem were Burridge & Vargas (1979). Their solution
is based on the representation of the poroelastic wave equations
using the solid displacement u and the relative solid-fluid displace-
ment w as field variables. Burridge & Vargas (1979) applied the
method of potential decomposition in conjunction with the Laplace
transform. Explicit solutions were given for the far-field using the
saddle point method. As only one type of source, which is a sin-
gle force vector, is acting on the bulk phase but none on the fluid
phase this solution solves the problem only partly. Using the Fourier
transform method Norris (1985) derived Green’s function in terms
of the field variables (u, U). In addition to a source acting on
the bulk phase a source vector in the fluid phase was added. In
this work no explicit expression of Green’s functions including all
source types were given. Using a similar approach, Green’s func-
tions for poroelasticity were derived by Philippacopoulos (1998)

C© 2009 The Authors 1
Journal compilation C© 2009 RAS
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and Lu et al. (2008). Norris (1994) used a different approach based
on integration over a closed surface to derive Green’s functions for
poroelasticity.

Another way to determine Green’s function for the equations
of poroelasticity is to exploit the analogy with the PDEs of ther-
moelasticity (Kupradze 1979). This is possible since the PDEs of
thermoelasticity and poroelasticity are mathematically equivalent
(Norris 1992). The PDEs of poroelasticity can be represented in
terms of one vectorial and one scalar field (u, p) (Bonnet 1987).
Using the method of Kupradze, the frequency-domain Green’s func-
tions were derived by Bonnet (1987) and Boutin (1991). The source
term acting on the fluid phase is a volume source V while the source
in the bulk composite is a vector force F. In addition to the 3-D
space Green’s function the solution for the 2-D Green’s function was
also presented. Bonnet (1987) and Boutin (1991) pointed out that a
source vector acting on the fluid phase (as used in Norris 1985) is
unphysical.

Green’s functions for coupled problem of elastic and electromag-
netic wave propagation in porous media were presented by Pride &
Haartsen (1996). These solutions can be reduced to the poroelastic
Green’s functions by neglecting the electromagnetic coupling terms
(Müller & Gurevich 2005). On the basis of the field variables (u, w)
representation, these Green’s functions are given in the frequency
space domain and are analogous to those given by Norris (1985).
The advantage of the solution presented by Pride & Haartsen (1996)
is that Green’s functions were presented in the most explicit form
separated in far-field and near-field contributions.

All Green’s functions described above are presented in the fre-
quency domain. In the presence of the Darcy dissipation term (Biot
1956a,b) it is not possible to analytically transform the results back
into time domain without any further assumptions. A closed-form
time domain solution for the case without viscous dissipation was
given by Norris (1985). Two authors obtained Green’s functions in
time domain including the viscous dissipation term. Chen (1994a,b)
gives solutions for 2-D and 3-D space using the Laplace transform
method, however introducing approximations in the Laplace do-
main. Another approach is presented by Schanz & Pryl (2004) also
using inverse Laplace transform method.

The solutions discussed here can be used to implement point
sources in a number of seismic forward modelling algorithms in
porous media, such as reflectivity (Allard et al. 1986), finite differ-
ences (Wenzlau & Müller 2009). The analytical solutions obtained
in the paper can be used to benchmark the results of these algo-
rithms. Furthermore, even when the source is physically located in
a non-porous region of the medium, such as a fluid-filled borehole,
explicit modelling of such geometrical configuration may require
a prohibitively small grid size. This problem can be overcome by
approximating the borehole as a series of point sources (Kurkjian
et al. 1994). This approach requires the computation of the point
source response. Thus, the poroelastic point source solutions pre-
sented in this paper can also help model the effect of a borehole
in a poroelastic formation (including the effect of flow between the
reservoir and the borehole).

In this paper, we provide a consistent formulation of Green’s
functions in poroelastic solids. The similarities and differences be-
tween the approaches described above are highlighted. In Section 2,
we present the equations of linear poroelasticity. We provide a com-
parative review of Green’s function of poroelasticity in Section 3.
Radiation patterns for various source types are illustrated in Sec-
tion 4. The concept of moment tensors is introduced to describe
consistent source mechanisms in poroelastic solids including fluid
and solid dipole sources as well as double-couple sources. Their ra-

diation characteristics are also illustrated with the help of radiation
patterns.

2 E Q UAT I O N S O F P O RO E L A S T I C I T Y

A theory wave propagation in fully saturated porous media was de-
veloped by Biot (1956a,b, 1962). The wave equations of dynamic
poroelasticity (Biot 1962) can be represented in the frequency do-
main as

∇ · σ = ω2 (ρu + ρf w) (1)

−∇ p = ω2

(
i

ω

η

k(ω)
w + ρf u

)
(2)

where w = φ(U − u) is the relative fluid-solid displacement, φ

is the porosity, u is the average bulk displacement, and u is the
absolute fluid displacement. ρ and ρ f are the densities of the bulk
and the fluid phase where ρ = φρ f + (1 − φ)ρs, with ρs being the
density of the grain material.

The viscosity is denoted as η, and the permeability is k. The
permeability is frequency dependent and we adopt the dynamic
permeability model of Johnson et al. (1987):

k(ω) = k0√(
1 + i ω

ωt

4
m

)
+ i ω

ωt

,

ωt ≡ φ

a∞k0

η

ρ f
, m ≡ φ

a∞k0
�2,

(3)

where the transition frequency ω t separates the regimes of low-
frequency viscous flow and the high-frequency inertial resistance.
According to Pride (1994), m is a dimensionless factor describing
pore-space geometry, a∞ is the tortuosity, k0 is the hydraulic per-
meability, and �, which has the dimension of length, represents
a weighted volume-to-surface ratio. m lies between 4 ≤ m ≤ 8.
In the low-frequency limit, expression (3) reduces to the hydraulic
permeability k0.

σ and p are the total stress tensor and fluid pressure, which are
related to the displacement vectors via the constitutive relations

σ = [(H − 2μ)∇ · u + αM∇ · w]I + μ[∇u + ∇uT ], (4)

−p = αM∇ · u + M∇w. (5)

In eqs (4) and (5) μ is the shear modulus of the solid frame,
α = 1 − K/K g is the Biot–Willis coefficient (Biot & Willis 1957),
M−1 = α−φ

Kg
+ φ

K f
is the so-called pore space modulus and the

saturated P-wave modulus is defined by H = K sat + 4/3μ. K sat

is the bulk modulus of the saturated medium that is related to the
bulk moduli of the fluid Kf , solid Kg, and dry skeleton K by the
Gassmann (1951) equation

Ksat = K + α2 M. (6)

Eqs (1)–(6) constitute the framework of wave propagation in
fluid-saturated porous solids. To obtain Green’s functions, appro-
priate source terms have to be introduced in eqs (1) and (2).

3 G R E E N ’ S F U N C T I O N S
I N P O RO E L A S T I C I T Y

In elastodynamics, the Green’s function approach is commonly
used. The representation theorem of elastodynamics relates the dis-
placement field ũ, excitation force F̃, and Green’s function G̃ in
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time domain (Aki & Richards 2002) in the form of a convolution

ũ(r; t) = F̃ ∗ G̃ =
∫ ∞

−∞
F(r; τ )G(r; t − τ )dτ. (7)

This equation can be expressed in the frequency domain as

u(r; ω) = G(r; ω) · F(r; ω). (8)

Using eq. (8), it is possible to compute the displacement field for
any point and any frequency for arbitrary excitation. For further
properties of Green’s function in elastodynamics, we refer to the
textbook of Aki & Richards (2002).

A similar approach can be used to derive Green’s function for
poroelasticity. Eqs (1), (2), (4) and (5) can be represented as a pair
of coupled wave equations by inserting the constitutive relations (4
and 5) into the equations of motion (1 and 2). However, depending
on which of the three field variables (u, w or p) is eliminated, the
set of wave equations consists of either six or four wave equations.
Choosing u and w as field variables, one obtains two vector wave
equations, whereas choosing u and p one obtains one vector and
one scalar wave equation. Introducing source terms into these sets
of equations allows to derive Green’s functions that are different
for both sets of equations. These two different Green’s functions
are reproduced in the next section based on the work of Pride &
Haartsen (1996) and Boutin (1987).

3.1 Solid and relative fluid-solid displacement
representation

To obtain wave equations for the homogeneous and isotropic poroe-
lastic wholespace including the solid and relative displacement
(u, w) as field variables the stress tensor σ i j and the pore pres-
sure p have to be eliminated from the governing eqs (1) and (2). By
substituting eq. (4) into eq. (1) and eq. (5) into eq. (2), we obtain
the following matrix differential equation:

Lu,w ·
(

u
w

)
=

( −F
− f

)
, (9)

where Lu,w is the matrix differential operator

Lu,w =
(

(H − μ)∇∇ + (μ∇2 + ω2ρ)I C∇∇ + ω2ρ f I

C∇∇ + ω2ρ f I M∇∇ + ω2ρ̃ I

)
.

(10)

In this equation ρ̃ is

ρ̃(ω) = iη

ωk(ω)
(11)

and I is the identity tensor. Time dependence is assumed as
exp(−iωt). Source terms in the form of body forces F and f are in-
troduced on the right-hand side, which act on the bulk and the fluid
phase, respectively. Assuming source terms in the form of Dirac
delta functions

F = F0δ(r − r ′) (12)

f = f 0δ(r − r ′) , (13)

where r ′ is the location vector pointing to the source position and r
indicates the observation point, a solution of eq. (10) involving the
corresponding Green’s tensors can be expressed as(

u

w

)
=

(
GF,u G f,u

GF,w G f,w

)
·
(

F0

f 0

)
. (14)

Green’s tensor GF,u describes the solid displacement u response
due to a bulk force f 0 excitations. G f,w describes the relative dis-
placement w due to a force F0 acting on the fluid phase. The other
Green’s tensors can be interpreted in a similar way.

Explicit expressions for these Green’s tensors can be obtained us-
ing the Fourier transform method. To do so, eq. (9) is transformed
into the spatial wavenumber domain resulting into a system of six
algebraic equations. This system of equations can be solved for
Green’s tensors in frequency-wavenumber domain. The spatial re-
sponse can be obtained by applying the inverse Fourier transform
in spherical k coordinates. This yields (Pride & Haartsen 1996):

Gξ,η(r |r ′) = T ξ
η,s3

eiωs3r

4πr
(I − r̂r̂) +

2∑
j=1

Lξ
η,s j

eiωs j r

4πr
r̂r̂

+
[

T ξ
η,s3

(
i

ωs3r
− 1

(ωs3r )2

)
eiωs3r

4πr

−
2∑

j=1

Lξ
η,s j

(
i

ωs jr
− 1

(ωs jr )2

)
eiωs j r

4πr

]
(I − 3r̂r̂) .

(15)

In eq. (15), the Green tensors are separated in components with
transverse (I − r̂r̂), longitudinal (r̂r̂) and near-field (I − 3r̂r̂) po-
larizations; r̂ is the unit direction vector pointing from the source
to the observation point. T ξ

η,s3
and Lξ

η,s j
are the amplitudes of the

transverse and longitudinal components. They are specified through
the type of source indicated by ξ = {F , f } and the type of field
indicated by η = {u, w} and the slownesses of the fast and slow
compressional waves, s 1, s 2, and the shear wave, s3. Explicit ex-
pression of these three wave slownesses is given in Appendix A.
The expressions for the amplitudes T ξ

η,s3
and Lξ

η,s j
is given in Ap-

pendix B. Green’s functions as defined in (14) and (15) can be easily
reduced to the elastodynamic Green’s function. In this case, only
Green’s function GF,u exists since in an elastic solid only the solid
displacement field u due to a body force vector F0 is excited. Then,
in eqs (15) one has to set the slow P-wave slowness to zero.

Eqs (15) are equivalent to the fundamental solutions provided by
Norris (1985). The solution from Norris (1985) was considered by
Bonnet (1987) as overdetermined as a scalar source term is sufficient
to describe sources in the fluid phase. Such a solution was derived
by Boutin (1987) and is outlined in the next section.

3.2 Solid displacement and pore pressure representation

The correspondence between thermoelasticity and poroelasticity
was pointed out by Norris (1992). In particular, the pore-fluid pres-
sure is the poroelastic counterpart of the temperature as scalar field
variable in thermoelasticity. Eliminating the stress tensor σ and the
relative displacement vector w from eqs (1), (2), (4) and (5) results
into a vector wave equation for the solid displacement vector u and
into a scalar wave equation for the pore-fluid pressure

Lu,p ·
(

u

p

)
=

(
−F

−V

)
, (16)

with the matrix differential operator Lu,p defined as

Lu,p =
(

(Pdr y − 2μ)∇∇ + (μ∇2 + ω2ρt )I −α̂∇ I

−(ρ̃−1∇2 + M−1)I −α̂∇

)
. (17)

ρ t and α̂ are defined as

ρt = ρ − ρ2
f ρ̃

−1,

α̂ = α − ρf ρ̃
−1. (18)
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4 F. Karpfinger, T. M. Müller and B. Gurevich

The dry P-wave modulus is defined as P dry = K + 4/3 μ. In
eq. (16), two source terms are introduced, where F is a body force
acting on the bulk phase (the same as in eq. 8), while the scalar
source term V corresponds to a volume injection applied within the
fluid phase. Assuming that these sources have the form of Dirac
delta pulses

F = F0δ(r − r ′), (19)

V = V0δ(r − r ′), (20)

eq. (16) can be represented with help of eq. (8)in terms of Green’s
functions(

u

p

)
=

(
GF,u GV,u

GF,p GV,p

)
·
(

F0

V0

)
. (21)

As in eq. (14), four Green’s tensors appear, however, their structure
is different. The solid displacement response u due to a body force
vector on the solid phase F0 is a tensor of rank 2, GF,u . The pressure
response p due to the same force and the displacement response due
to a volume injection source are vectors, GF,p and GV,u . Finally,
Green’s function connecting the scalar source V to the fluid pressure
p is of scalar nature, GV,p .

The problem of determining Green’s functions can be solved in
analogy to thermoelasticity by using the method of Kupradze (1979,
pp. 94). This method can be summarized as follows (a detailed
outline of the method is also given in Sahay (2001, Section 4.1).
The impulse response can be obtained by solving

G = L−1τ, (22)

where L−1 is the inverse of the differential operator in eq. (17),

which can be represented as L−1 = (L‡)T

det(L) .L
‡ is the cofactor matrix

of L and τ is the solution of the scalar equation det(Lτ ) + δ = 0.
The (u, F) response GF,u is identical to that of eq. (15). Due to

the symmetry of eq. (21) Green’s functions GV,u and GF,p are the
same. This means that the displacement response u due to a volume
source V and the pressure response p due to a single force vector F
can be expressed as

Gξ,η(r |r ′) =
2∑

j=1

Lξ
η,s j

eis j ωr

4πr
r̂ +

2∑
j=1

Lξ
η,s j

i

s jω

eis j ωr

4πr 2
r̂, (23)

where η = {u, p} and ξ = {V , F}. The amplitudes Lξ
η,s j

are given
in the Appendix B. It is interesting to observe that the pressure field
can be separated into a far-field term (first term proportional to 1/r )
and a near-field (first term proportional to 1/r 2). The scalar Green’s
function describing the pressure response p due to a volume source
V is

GV,p(r |r ′) =
2∑

j=1

LV
p,s j

eiωs j r

4πr
, (24)

where the amplitudes LV
p,s j

are listed in the Appendix B.
Green’s tensors (15), (23) and (24) fully describe a poroelastic

medium as they provide solutions for all possible combinations of
field variables (u, w, p) and for all possible forces (F, V ). Note,
however, that the single force in the fluid f is an unphysical source,
as a fluid can only sustain hydrostatic pressure. This was already
pointed out by Bonnet (1987).

Below we show that this inconsistency can be overcome by in-
troducing the concept of moment tensor sources, thus replacing the
single body force in the fluid phase by the body force equivalent of
an explosive source.

4 R A D I AT I O N PAT T E R N S

The radiation characteristics of waves emanating from various
sources in poroelastic continua have only been investigated by
Molotkov & Bakulin (1998). However, their work is restricted to
the high-frequency range of Biot’s theory. We generalize this work
by analysing radiation characteristics in the full frequency range for
relevant source configurations. A useful way to present the radiation
characteristics of sources in elastic continua is presented by Chap-
man (2004). Here we follow this approach to construct radiation
patterns of sources in poroelastic continua.

Radiation patterns show the directional behaviour of the displace-
ment magnitude |u | generated by different source configurations.
For a fluid-saturated porous medium the field variables can be ei-
ther solid displacement u, relative displacement w or pore pressure
p. Based on eq. (8) all Green’s functions of poroelasticity can be
represented in terms of field variables in the generic form

uP,S ∼ AL ,T

{
r̂r̂, I − r̂r̂

r̂

}
·
{

F

V

}
, (25)

where uP,S represents the displacement of the longitudinal (P) or
shear (S) waves. The right-hand side of eq. (25) consists of the scalar
product of the source excitation (either body force F or injection
volume V ) and the polarization (one of r̂r̂, I − r̂r̂, r̂) multiplied by
the corresponding amplitude

AL ,T = {
L , T

} eisωr

4πr
, (26)

where L, T are defined in the Appendix B. Similarly, the scalar
response p can be represented as

p ∼ AL

{
r̂ · F

V

}
, (27)

where

AL = L
eisωr

4πr
. (28)

The right-hand side of eq. (27) represents the possible combinations
of polarizations and source terms that produce a fluid-pore pressure
field.

4.1 Point force source

4.1.1 Far-field

According to eq. (25) and Chapman (2004, Sec. 4.5.5.1) the P-wave
radiation pattern is given by AP r̂ · F. Using spherical coordinates,
the unit vector r̂ can be expressed as

r̂ =

⎛
⎜⎝

sin θ cos κ

sin θ sin κ

cos θ

⎞
⎟⎠ , (29)

where θ and κ are the angles from the z and x axes, respectively.
The radiation pattern for the P wave is then

|AL r̂ · F| = ∣∣AL r̂ · (Fx , Fy, Fz)T
∣∣

|AL ||(Fx cos κ + Fy sin κ) sin θ + Fz cos θ | . (30)

The S-wave radiation pattern is constructed as follows. The unit
basis vectors r̂, κ̂, θ̂ of the spherical coordinate system satisfy the
identity

I = r̂r̂ + κ̂ κ̂ + θ̂ θ̂ . (31)
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Figure 1. Radiation pattern of solid displacement u due to a point force; the
numbers 2 × 10−12 to 6 × 10−12 denote the displacement in meters along
the radial axis; the radiation pattern of the slow P wave is enhanced by the
factor 1 × 108.

Thus, the S-wave polarization can be expressed as I − r̂ = κ̂ + θ̂ .
The polarization of the S wave is in the plane perpendicular to the
propagation direction r̂ . If the z-axis is vertical, and the x − y plane
is horizontal, it is common to introduce the notion of SH and SV
waves. The horizontal component is

κ̂SH =

⎛
⎜⎝

− sin(κ)

cos(κ)

0

⎞
⎟⎠ , (32)

yielding the radiation pattern of a SH wave

|AT κsh · F| = | − Fx cos κ + Fy sin κ|. (33)

The vertical component can be expressed as

θsv =

⎛
⎜⎝

cos θ cos κ

cos θ sin κ

− sin θ

⎞
⎟⎠ . (34)

From eq. (34) we get the radiation pattern of a SV wave as

|AT θsv · F| = |(Fx cos κ + Fy sin κ) cos θ − Fz sin θ |. (35)

Assuming a body force with z component only, i.e., F = (0, 0,
F z)T acting on a poroelastic solid, the radiation patterns of the solid
displacement u and relative solid-fluid displacement are illustrated
in Figs 1–3 using the frequency of 100 Hz and the material param-
eters as specified in Table 1. It can be observed that the shape of
the radiation patterns is identical to the elastodynamic case. The
P-wave displacement is largest in the direction of the applied force,
whereas the S-wave displacement is largest perpendicular to the
direction of the force vector. The amplitude of the S wave is larger
than that of the P wave. In addition, the radiation pattern of the slow
P wave has the same shape as that of the fast P wave, however its
amplitude is significantly smaller (its amplitude has been amplified
by a factor 108 to make it visible in Fig. 1).

As a poroelastic medium is a two-phase system, the two P waves
are differently manifested for different field variables. Comparing
Figs 1 and 2(c) showing the solid and fluid displacement for 100 Hz,
respectively a difference in magnitude of factor 4 from solid to fluid
displacement can be observed. The slow P wave is easier to observe
in terms of the fluid displacement especially for smaller frequencies

(Figs 2a and b). Here the contribution of the fast P wave and S wave
becomes significantly smaller than the slow P-wave displacement.

In Fig. 3, the pressure response p due to a single force F acting
in z-direction (compare eq. 23) is computed for various frequen-
cies. In this case only the fast and slow compressional waves exist.
The values computed are plotted on a logarithmic scale. For low
frequencies, the slow P wave (1 – 10 Hz) has a bigger amplitude
than the fast P wave. For higher frequencies, the slow P-wave am-
plitude decays rapidly. An analogous case is the pressure field due
to a volume source (eq. 24). The difference is that the slow P-wave
amplitudes are larger while the fast P-wave amplitudes are smaller.
The low-frequency limit of this case was studied by Chandler &
Johnson (1981), Rudnicki (1986) and Müller (2006).

4.1.2 The near-field

At distances smaller than one wavelength the near-field terms be-
come noticeable (Wu & Ben-Menahem 1985). The polarization of
the near-field is I − 3r̂r̂ and the leading-order amplitude decays as
1/(ω sir 2) (while the far-field decays with 1/r ). Using again identity
(31), the near-field polarization can be expressed as

I − 3r̂r̂ = κ̂ κ̂ + θ̂ θ̂ − 2r̂r̂. (36)

Assuming a force acting in z-direction and using eqs (29), (34) and
(32) we find the near-field polarization

(
κ̂ κ̂ + θ̂ θ̂ − 2r̂r̂

)
·

⎛
⎜⎝

0

0

Fz

⎞
⎟⎠ = (−2 cos θ − sin θ ) Fz . (37)

The radiation pattern of the near-field is illustrated in Fig. 4.
The form is the same for elastic and poroelastic media, only the
amplitude differs. In source direction the amplitude is smaller than
in perpendicular direction. This already indicates the difference in
amplitude of P waves and S waves. Looking at eq. (23) it is obvious
that the second term also decays like near-field terms but has the
same polarization as the far-field. This means that for a pressure
field due to a force vector (or displacement due to volume source)
part of the energy decays with 1/r 2 but with the same directivity as
the far-field.

4.2 Moment tensor sources

Single body forces, as presented in the previous section are often
not sufficient to describe real physical sources. For example, if a
seismic vibrator or a hammer is used as a source acting on the
surface of a poroelastic solid, a single body force representation is
sufficient. However, as isolated forces cannot exist inside a closed
system (e.g. the earth), it is necessary to introduce the concept of
moment tensors (Backus & Mulcahy 1976a,b). The concept of mo-
ment tensors is widely acknowledged in elasticity (Aki & Richards
2002; Rudnicki & Freund 1981). In earthquake seismology they are
used to describe dislocation type sources. Moment tensors are used
as well to describe explosive/pressure sources and higher order type
of sources such as dipoles. Such source types are mostly used in
exploration seismology and borehole acoustics. The displacement
field can be expressed in frequency domain as

ui (r; ω) = M jk Gi j,k . (38)

This means that in the frequency domain the displacement field can
be computed as a product of the spatial derivative of Green’s function
and the moment tensor M jk. The components of the moment tensor
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2. Radiation pattern of fluid displacement U due to single force for slow P wave, fast P wave and S wave, respectively; the numbers along the radial
axis denote the displacement in meters; results are given for three different frequencies (a) 15 Hz, (b) 25 Hz, (c) 100 Hz.

in form of its equivalent body forces are illustrated in Fig. 5 (Aki
& Richards 2002). A review on the use of moment tensors can be
found in Jost & Herrmann (1989).

A similar approach can be used to study moment tensor sources
in poroelastic media. To use moment tensor sources, expressions
eqs (25) and (27) have to be modified accordingly

uP,S ∼ s j AP,S

{
r̂r̂, I − r̂r̂

r̂

}
· M , (39)

where an additional multiplication with the slowness s j appears as
a consequence of the spatial derivative in eq. (38). On the left-hand
side, the field quantity can be either a displacement (u, w) or the
pressure p. The components of the moment tensor are

M =

⎛
⎜⎝

Mxx Mxy Mxz

Myx Myy Myz

Mzx Mzy Mzz

⎞
⎟⎠ . (40)

From eq. (40) and Chapman (2004, Sec. 4.6.2), we deduce that
the radiation pattern of moment tensor sources for P waves is

|s j Ar̂ · M · r̂|. Introducing spherical coordinates yields

r̂ · M · r̂ = (Mxx cos2 κ + Myy sin2 κ + Mxy sin 2κ) sin2 θ

+ Mzz cos2 θ + (Mzx cos κ + Myz sin κ) sin 2θ. (41)

In analogy to the body force source we obtain the SV radiation
pattern by substituting eq. (34) into |s j Aθ̂ · M · r̂| yielding

θ̂sv · M · r̂ = 1

2
(Mxx cos2 κ + Myy sin2 κ − Mzz + Mxy sin 2κ)

· sin 2θ (Mzx cos κ + Myz sin κ) cos 2θ. (42)

The radiation pattern for SH waves (|s j Aκ̂ · M · r̂|) is using eq. (32)

κ̂ sh · M · r̂ =
[

1

2
(Myy − Mxx ) sin 2κ + Mxy cos 2κ

]
sin θ

+ (Myz cos κ − Mzx sin κ) cos 2θ. (43)

These expressions allow to construct various moment tensor sources
such as explosive, dipole and double-couple sources as exemplified
next.
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Figure 3. Pressure field p due to a single force F for the slow and the fast
P wave; the numbers 1.7504–7.6216 denote the pressure in Pascal along the
radial axis; The slow P-wave dispersion is illustrated for three frequencies:
1 Hz, 10 Hz and 100 Hz.

Table 1. Material parameters of a typical sandstone used for
the computations.

Permeability k 0 = 100 mD
Viscosity η = 1 m Pa s
Tortuosity a∞ = 1.75
Pore space geometry factor m = 6
Fluid density ρ f = 1000 kg m−3

Porosity φ = 0.26
Grain Density ρ s = 2650 kg m−3

Shear modulus μ = 10 GPa
drained bulk modulus K = 6.7 GPa
grain modulus K s = 30 GPa
fluid bulk modulus K f = 1 GPa
fast P-wave slowness s1 = 316 μ s/m
S-wave slowness s3 = 471 μ s/m
Biot critical frequency ω t = 1.49 MHz

Figure 4. The radiation characteristics of the near-field. Only the geometry
is illustrated without rock parameters.

Figure 5. Body force equivalents of the moment tensor components (after
Aki & Richards 2002).

4.2.1 Monopole source

An explosion source can be represented by an isotropic moment
tensor of the form

M0 = M0 I =

⎛
⎜⎝

M0 0 0

0 M0 0

0 0 M0

⎞
⎟⎠ . (44)

Introducing eq. (44) into eq. (14) allows to generate physically
realizable sources in the fluid phase. The fluid phase cannot sustain
a single force vector f , however, substituting the isotropic moment
tensor M i j = M f

0δ i j into eq. (14) yields

uk = M F
i j · G F,u

ki, j + M f
0 · G f,u

k j, j , (45)

wk = M F
i j · G F,w

ki, j + M f
0 · G f,w

k j, j . (46)

The two terms including sources acting on the solid phase GF,u and
GF,w support the full moment tensor while those terms containing
source vectors in the fluid phase (GF,w and GF,u) only support
an explosive source with magnitude M f

0. In other words, due to
the use of moment tensors a physical meaning is given to Green’s
functions (14), which support force vectors in the fluid phase.

4.2.2 Dipole source

A dipole source can be realized either in the solid or in the fluid
phase. In the solid phase, it can be thought of as tensile stress on
a fault surface. Assuming the fault surface to be the x − y plane,
yields a momentless force couple acting along the z-axis expressed
in terms of moment tensors as (Chapman 2004)

Mdipole = 2

⎛
⎜⎝

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 Mzz

⎞
⎟⎠ . (47)

The P-wave radiation pattern is then obtained by setting corre-
sponding terms in eq. (41) equal to zero. We obtain for the P-wave
radiation pattern

r̂ · Mdipole · r̂ = 2Mzz cos2 θ (48)

and for the SV wave using eq. (42)

θ̂ · Mdipole · r̂ = −Mzz sin 2θ . (49)
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Figure 6. (colour online) Geometry of a 3-D radiation pattern for a dipole
source acting on the solid phase; (a) P wave (b) S wave.

Figure 7. Dipole radiation pattern for solid displacement u; the numbers
1 × 10−15 to 4 × 10−15 denote the displacement in meters along the radial
axis; Cross-section perpendicular to the x–y plane; the slow P-wave radiation
pattern is amplified by factor 3 × 105.

The radiation patterns for a dipole source acting on the bulk are
illustrated in Figs 6–9. Fig. 6 gives a qualitative impression how a
dipole source radiates into 3-D space. The P-wave radiation pattern
in Fig. 6(a) has a similar form to its equivalent for a single force
vector, however, its cones are more directionally shaped. The S-
wave radiation in Fig. 6(b) of a dipole source are two doughnuts
with zero radiation in axial direction. Both radiation patterns are
symmetric with respect to the force direction.

Figs 7–9 give a quantitative interpretation of a dipole source act-
ing on a poroelastic medium. The responses for a medium described
by the parameters in Table 1 are computed in terms of the solid dis-
placement u, the relative displacement w and the pore pressure p.
Similar to the single force case it can be observed that the solid
displacement response is stronger by a factor of 5 compared to the
relative displacement. The slow P wave is amplified by a factor of
3 ×105 for the solid displacement while it is not amplified for the
relative displacement. Obviously, the slow P wave is stronger em-
phasized for w even though the overall magnitude is smaller. The
strongest response for both P waves can be observed in the pressure
field. The slow P wave is amplified by a factor of 3 × 105 but still
has a significantly larger amplitude than for u and w.

Figure 8. Dipole radiation pattern for the relative displacement w; the
numbers 1 × 10−20to 3 × 10−20 denote the displacement in meters along
the radial axis; Cross-section perpendicular to the x–y plane.

Figure 9. Dipole radiation pattern: pore pressure p; Cross-section perpen-
dicular to the x–y plane; the numbers 5 × 10−5 to 0.00015 denote the
pressure in Pascal along the radial axis; the slow P-wave displacement is
amplified by factor 2 × 102; no shear wave is radiating in the fluid phase.

4.2.3 Fluid dipole source

As a source in the fluid phase can only consist of a volume source
that can be either a volume injection V or an explosion, the fluid
dipole source cannot be represented by the moment tensor concept.
To overcome this difficulty, we use the concept introduced by Wang
(2000) (section 5.8). A dipole source acting on the fluid phase can be
thought of as a fluid sink distribution and a fluid source distribution
displaced by vector d. The pressure field can be expressed as

pdipol = −∇ p · d. (50)

This means that the pressure field of a dipole is the negative direc-
tional derivative of a pressure field due to a volume point source
multiplied by the distance of the source and the sink. Using eq. (21)
the pressure field (50) can be written as

pdipol = −V ∇GV,p · d. (51)

Computing the gradient of both sides of eq. (24) yields the pressure
field for a fluid dipole due to a pair of volume source and sink.
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Figure 10. Fluid dipole radiation pattern: logarithm of the pore pressure
p of the slow P wave for three frequencies; the numbers 4 − 8 denote the
pressure in Pascal along the radial axis; point in the centre is the fast P wave
that is negligibly small compared to the slow P wave.

Using the parameters from Table 1, the radiation pattern of such a
dipole is illustrated in Fig. 10. The distance is assumed as |d | = 1 m
and the orientation of the dipole is along the z-axis.

4.2.4 Double-couple source

Another source type that can be described using moment tensors
is a double-couple source. For a fault in the x − z plane with
slip in x-direction the moment tensor is reduced to its off-diagonal
components

M DC =

⎛
⎜⎝

0 Myx 0

Mxy 0 0

0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎠ . (52)

Eq (41) for the P-wave radiation pattern reduces then to

r̂ · M DC · r̂ = Mxy sin 2κ sin2 θ . (53)

Its 3-D radiation is qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 11. It has the
form of a four-leaved clover with maximum energy radiated in the
x − y directions and zero energy in the direction of the coordinate
axes. Two diagonal lobes are rotationally symmetric with respect to
x = y.

The SH-radiation pattern in the x − y plane is

κ̂ SH · M DC · r̂ = Mxy cos 2κ sin θ. (54)

Figure 11. (colour online) 3-D P-wave radiation pattern of a double-couple
source.

Figure 12. (colour online) 3-D radiation pattern of a double-couple source;
(a) SH wave (b) SV wave.

Figure 13. Double-couple radiation pattern: solid displacement u; the num-
bers 1 × 10−15 to 2 × 10−15 denote the displacement in meters along the
radial axis; the slow P wave displacement is amplified by 5 × 105.

The 3-D radiation pattern (Fig. 12a) is again a four-leaved clover
but it is rotated by 45◦ with respect to the z-axes. For the SV wave,
the radiation pattern is given by

θ SV · M DC · r̂ = 1

2
Mxy sin 2κ sin 2θ, (55)

and is illustrated in Fig. 12(b). It has eight lobes, one in each quad-
rant radiating maximum energy in the diagonal direction. The ra-
diation patterns of a double-couple source are also illustrated in
Figs 13–15.

5 C O N C LU S I O N S

A review and comparison of different formulations of Green’s func-
tions for dynamic poroelasticity is provided. We conclude that pre-
viously reported sets of Green’s functions can be used in a comple-
mentary sense such that all possible combinations of field variables
and source types are included. We think that the unified presentation
of Green’s functions resolves the apparent contradictions between
existing formulations. As expected, the shape of the radiation pat-
terns of the fast compressional and shear wave is identical to their
elastodynamic counterparts, however, complemented with the radi-
ation pattern of Biot’s slow wave. The relative magnitudes of the
field variables shown in the radiation patterns can be very differ-
ent for different source types. In particular, for any source acting
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Figure 14. Double-couple radiation pattern: relative displacement w; the
numbers 5 × 10−21 to 1.5 × 10−20 denote the displacement in meters along
the radial axis.

Figure 15. Double-couple radiation pattern: pore pressure p; the numbers
2 × 10−5 to 8 × 10−5 denote the pressure in Pascal along the radial axis;
the slow P-wave radiation pattern is amplified by 1 × 105.

in the fluid phase the pressure field is dominated by the Biot slow
wave having compressional wave polarization. We introduce the
concept of moment tensors for dynamic poroelasticity that allows
us to overcome the inconsistency in Green’s function formulation
with respect to point force sources in the fluid phase.
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A P P E N D I X A : B I O T B U L K WAV E
S L OW N E S S E S

The bulk wave slowness in a poroelastic medium is given by

2s2
1 = γ −

√
γ 2 − 4ρ̃ρt

M H − C2
,

2s2
2 = γ +

√
γ 2 − 4ρ̃ρt

M H − C2
,

s2
3 = ρt

μ
,

(A1)

where s 1, s 2 and s3 are fast, slow compressional and shear slowness
respectively and C = αM . The coefficient γ is defined as

γ = ρM + ρ̃H − 2ρ f C

H M − C2
. (A2)

A P P E N D I X B : A M P L I T U D E S O F
G R E E N ’ S F U N C T I O N S

The amplitudes appearing in the expression for the Green tensors
(15), (23) and (24) are given by

T F
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T F
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Spectral method algorithm for modeling dispersion of acoustic modes in
elastic cylindrical structures

Florian Karpfinger∗, Henri-Pierre Valero‡, Boris Gurevich†, Andrey Bakulin§ and Bikash Sinha‡ ∗

ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a new spectral method algorithm
which can be used to study wave propagation in cylin-
drically layered fluid and elastic structures. The cylin-
drical structure is discretized with Chebyshev points
in the radial direction, whereas differentiation matrices
are used to approximate the differential operators. We
express the problem of determining modal dispersions
as a generalized eigenvalue problem that can be readily
solved for all eigenvalues corresponding to various ax-
ial wavenumbers. Modal dispersions of various guided
modes can then be expressed interms of axial wavenum-
bers as a function of frequency. The associated eigen-
vectors are related to the displacement potentials that
can be used to calculate radial distributions of modal
amplitudes as well as stress components at a given fre-
quency. This paper describes the overall workflow that
includes input parameters, construction of differentia-
tion matrices and boundary conditions that yield the
generalized eigenvalue problem. Results from this algo-
rithm for a fluid-filled borehole surrounded by an elas-
tic formation agree very well with those from a root-
finding search routine. Computational efficiency of this
spectral method algorithm is illustrated in terms of a
four-layer completion model used in a hydrocarbon pro-
ducing well. Even though the algorithm is numerically
unstable at very low frequencies, it produces reliable
and accurate results for multilayered cylindrical struc-
tures at moderate frequencies that are of interest in the
estimation of formation properties using modal disper-
sions.

INTRODUCTION

Modeling various wave modes propagating along a cylin-
drical borehole is of importance to understand and allow

quantitative interpretation of borehole sonic and seismic
measurements. Various modes and headwaves propagate
in a fluid filled borehole (Sinha and Zeroug, 1997). Most
notably this includes compressional and shear headwaves
in addition to the flexural, Stoneley, pseudo-Rayleigh, and
leaky modes. The recognition of these headwaves and
modes further enhances sonic log quality and validates the
use of dispersion curves in related applications. In order to
fully understand and analyze the various modes/headwaves
present in recorded waveforms, it is of interest to be able
to properly model their characteristics as a function of
formation, fluid parameters and geometry.

The classic way to solve such problems is to use a root-
finding technique to solve the frequency equation. While
this is not a significant problem for simple structures, such
as solid cylinders (Zemanek, 1972; Gazis, 1959b,a), it be-
comes more complicated for multi-layered structures due
to the fact that the separation of the different roots in the
complex plane can be a challenging task.

An alternative approach to modeling mode dispersion
is to use spectral collocation methods, that are efficient
and accurate tools for solving partial differential equa-
tions. These methods have been widely used in numerical
fluid dynamics (Canuto et al., 1988), as well as in geo-
physical modeling (Fornberg, 1987; Carcione et al., 2002;
Kosloff et al., 1990).

Adamou and Craster (2004) introduced an algorithm,
based on a spectral Chebyshev scheme which computes
the dispersion of circumferential waves in an elastic annu-
lus. Based on this work, Karpfinger et al. (2008a) devel-
oped an algorithm for axissymmetric modes propagating
in cylindrical structures with an arbitrary number of fluid
and solid layers. This algorithm allows the efficient com-
putation of dispersion and radial profiles of various modes
propagating in such structures.

The spectral method, which we introduce in this pa-
per, discretizes the underlying equations with Chebyshev
collocation points and differentiation matrices leading to
a set of linear equations. We then solve the correspond-
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ing system of linear equation as a generalized eigenvalue
problem. Note that the eigenvalues we obtain for a given
frequency correspond to the slownesses of the different
modes.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the algorithm
and its MATLAB implementation to compute propagat-
ing modes in cylindrical structures with arbitrary solid
and fluid layers. We briefly discuss the underlying equa-
tions as well as the basic principles of spectral collocation
methods. Next, we present in detail the workflow for the
MATLAB code implementation is presented. Following
this we discuss the solution of the generalized eigenvalue
problem, which yields eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In ad-
dition we show how we separate the eigenvalues associated
with the propagating modes from the non-propagating
modes and spurious eigenvalues. Subsequently we illus-
trate how related dispersion curves are computed. Fur-
thermore, we show how eigenvectors, which correspond to
the displacement potentials, allow computation of the dis-
tribution of the stress and displacement components along
the radius. Finally, we illustrate the results of the spectral
method algorithm using examples from borehole acoustics
involving two and four layers.

THEORY

We developed the theory to compute dispersion curves in
cylindrical structures with arbitrary fluid and solid layers
using the spectral approach in Karpfinger et al. (2008a).
The underlying equations used for the numerical scheme
are provided in Appendix A. Equations for an elastic solid
and an in-viscous fluid are respectively presented in eqs. (A-1)-
(A-6) and eqs. (A-7)-(A-10).
For each layer of the considered structure we compute
the differential operator of the fluid Lfl (eq. A-7) or solid
layer. The elastic solid matrix consists of two differential
operators due to the two differential equations: Lp (eq. A-
1) is the P-wave and Ls (eq. A-2) is the S-wave differential
operator. These differential operators are combined in a
diagonal block matrix L. In the case of a fluid-solid struc-
ture (i.e. two-layer system, see Figure 2), the L matrix
has the following form

L =




Lfl 0 0
0 Lp 0
0 0 Ls


 (1)

After discretizing all constitutive equations and intro-
ducing related boundary conditions, the problem can be
expressed as an algebraic generalized eigenvalue problem:

L̃Θ = k2
zMΘ (2)

where L̃ is given by eq. (1) combined with the stress and
displacement components of the boundary conditions. In
the diagonal unit matrix M , the stress and displacement
components introduced in L̃ are set to zero. This intro-
duces the boundary conditions into the matrix eigenvalue
problem. Solving this eigenvalue problem yields the un-

N2,vp2,vs2,ρ2

a1

a2

N1,vp1, vs1,ρ1

N2,vp2, vs2,ρ2

Figure 1: Input parameters for a fluid-filled tube: two-
layer system; for each layer i the P-wave velocities (vpi),
S-wave (vsi) velocities, densities ρi, number of collocation
points Ni and the radii ai have to be known.

known squared axial wavenumber k2
z . The axial wavenum-

ber kz is used to compute the phase velocity of the dif-
ferent modes propagating in the structure, while the dis-
placement potential vector Θ gives the potential for each
collocation point along the radial direction, and allows
computation of stress and displacement components along
the radius. For a detailed description of how the eigen-
value problem is formulated and how the L̃ matrix is con-
structed (see Karpfinger et al., 2008a).

There are two main differences between our implemen-
tation of the spectral method in Karpfinger et al. (2008a)
and the implementation described in this paper. First,
in this paper we describe fluid layers using the acoustic
equation of motion (eqs. A-7-A-10) rather than the limit-
ing case of the elastic equations. Secondly, we have now
discarded the boundary conditions in the center of the
structure. It is shown in Boyd (2001,Chap.18.3) that no
boundary conditions have to be set in the center of the
structure, as for spectral methods this boundary condi-
tion is automatically fulfilled.

SPECTRAL METHOD

Differential equations can be very efficiently solved with
spectral collocation methods. Orthogonal polynomials of
high degree are used as global interpolants to approxi-
mate the unknown functions of the considered differential
equations. The discrete matrix operator which approxi-
mates the differential operator is called a differentiation
matrix. The computation of differentiation matrices can
be based on Chebyshev, Fourier, Hermite or other inter-
polants, which can be differentiated exactly. Here we use
the Chebyshev differentiation matrices, provided by Wei-
deman and Reddy (2000). The global interpolant eval-
uated at N interpolation points is connected to its first
derivative by a matrix vector product.
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Functions interpolated by orthogonal polynomials in
evenly spaced points fail to converge for N →∞. This is
known as the Runge phenomenon which can be avoided
by using unevenly spaced points (Trefethen, 2000). In
order to avoid this effect, Chebyshev points are used to
interpolate unknown functions as follows:

xj = cos
(

(i− 1)π
N − 1

)
, j = 1...N. (3)

The N interpolation points xj are the extrema of the
Chebyshev polynomials computed on the interval [−1, 1].
The collocation points cluster at both ends of the interval.

Chebyshev points used to discretize an unknown func-
tion f(x) interpolated at N nodes f(xk) can be approxi-
mated using interpolant polynomials φk(x)

f(x) ≈
N+1∑

k=1

f(xk)φk(x). (4)

Thus the l-th derivative of f(x) can be obtained by

f(xj)(l) =
N+1∑

k=1

dl

dxl
(φk(xj))f(xk) (5)

If the exact expression of the interpolant polynomial is
known, its derivative is obtained exactly. This results in
an N ×N differentiation matrix

DM
(l)
jk =

dl

dxl
(φk(xj)). (6)

Eq. (6) is used to approximate differential operators and
therefore can serve to discretize differential equations. En-
tries of the matrix Djk and the related code are provided
in Trefethen (2000). The n-th derivative is computed by
n matrix multiplications of the first derivative differentia-
tion matrix. The differentiation matrix can be computed
with very high spectral accuracy. Nevertheless, round-off
errors can be a problem for an increasing number of col-
location points. A discussion on how to minimize such
errors can be found, for example, in Baltensperger and
Trummer (2002).

In the following sections we show how Chebyshev col-
location points and differentiation matrices are used to
compute dispersion and radial profiles of waves propagat-
ing in cylindrical structures.

STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE
CODE

The computation of dispersion curves in cylindrical struc-
tures with arbitrary fluid and solid layers requires various
steps. They are illustrated in Figure. 1. Each step is
related to its corresponding MATLAB subroutine.

The input parameters of the considered model are set
in an input file called DefineModelParams.m [1]. All fre-
quency independent quantities such as differentiation ma-
trices, geometry etc. are subsequently computed in the
subroutine StructureParameters.m [2]. Parameters set in

previous subroutines are the inputs of the subroutine ma-
trices.m [3]. This function computes and constructs the
matrices for Helmholtz equations L, stress components S
and the displacement components T . After construction
of these matrices, the related boundary conditions are set
using the function eigen.m [4]. This eigenvalue problem is
solved using the standard MATLAB eigenvalue solver eig.
Outputs [5] of this computation are the squared eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors, i.e., k2

z and θ for each frequency.
By repeating this workflow (ComputeDispersion.m) for

a chosen interval of frequencies, dispersion curves are con-
structed and plotted in [6] via PlotDispersion.m. For a
single frequency, eigenvectors are utilized to construct and
plot radial profiles (radialprofile.m [7]) as a function of the
radius’s structure. In the following sections the various
steps are described in detail and it is shown how they are
implemented in the final program.
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Figure 2: Workflow of the code for the computation of
dispersion and radial profiles; on the left hand side it is
displayed how the matrices which define the generalized
eigenvalue problem are constructed from the input param-
eters; each step is related to its corresponding MATLAB
routine on the right hand side.

Input file

The first step is to set parameters for a certain model. All
input parameters are defined in a file called DefineModel-
Params.m. For each layer we define the material param-
eters which are the P-wave vp and S-wave vs velocity as
well as the density ρ. The geometry of the model is rep-
resented by the outer radii ai of the layers. The number
of Chebyshev points N for the computation of differential
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operators are individually defined for each layer. In ad-
dition to these elastic and geometric parameters, we need
to define the minimum, maximum and step frequency as
wmin, wmax and wstep respectively.

Furthermore, some additional parameters must be set.
In order to account either for an elastic or a rigid struc-
ture, the surface boundary conditions of the structure are
set as stress free s=0 or rigid s=1. Limits for the highest,
i.e., SelectmaxVel=maxvel and lowest, i.e., SelectminVel
=minvel phase velocity can be set to choose a velocity in-
terval of interest.

All these parameters are entered into a MATLAB struc-
ture for code clarity. For a model composed of j-layers the
parameter structure will have the following form:

Par.N=[N1..Nj]; %Number of collocation points in each layer
Par.vp=[vp1..vpj]; %P-wave velocity of each layer
Par.vs=[vs1..vsj]; %S-wave velocity of each layer
Par.rho=[rho1..rhoj]; %density of each layer
Par.a=[1e-4,a1..aj]; % center radius of each layer
Par.wmin= wmin; Par.wstep= wstep; Par.wmax= wmax;
Par.s= 0 or 1;
Par.SelectmaxVel = maxvel;
Par.SelectminVel = minvel;

All corresponding parameters are set in a vector whose
length corresponds to the number of layers, where the el-
ements of this vector are sorted from the center to the
surface of the structure. Due to the singularity of the
Laplace operator in cylindrical coordinates, the inner ra-
dius of the structure must be different from zero. An ini-
tial radius with a value of 0.01% of the outside radius of
the structure turned out to be appropriate for most cases.

Chebyshev points and differentiation ma-
trices

The routine chebdif.m produces interpolation points and
differentiation matrices for the interval [−1, 1]. For the
case of cylindrical structures, which is considered here,
we have to transform the interpolation points and differ-
entiation matrices for the minimum and maximum radii of
each layer. Each component of the vector Par.Nj corre-
sponds to the number of interpolation points in each layer.
All inner and outer radii of the structure are contained in
the vector Par.aj+1. Both quantities are used to compute
the Chebyshev points and differentiation matrices for each
layer of the input model. We transform the interpolation
points xi calculated in eq. (3) into radial points ri for each
layer j by

rji = − (aj+1 − aj)xi + aj + aj+1

2
. (7)

We do the same for the differentiation matrices pro-
duced by the function chebdif which approximates the
m-th derivative dm

dxm and can be transformed into a radial
dependence dm

drm as

Dm
r = −

(
2

Par.aj+1 − Par.aj

)m
Dm
x . (8)

The radius vector, like the differentiation matrices, is
frequency independent and thus computed in SetStruc-
tureParameters.m like all other non-frequency dependent
parameters.

Construction of matrices

The underlying equations describing axisymmetric wave
propagation in solid and fluid media are provided in Ap-
pendix A. A detailed derivation of the equation for solids
is given in Karpfinger et al. (2008a).

The equations of motion (A-1, A-2 and A-7) are or-
dinary differential equations containing derivatives with
respect to r only and coefficients depending on frequency
ω and axial wave number kz. The aim is to find a relation
between ω and kz. This means finding a kz for a given ω
or vice versa. This can be done by solving the equations
of motion (A-1, A-2 and A-7) as an eigenvalue problem so
that the wave number k2

z represents the eigenvalue. Alter-
natively, we could formulate the problem as a generalized
eigenvalue problem in ω2. To do so we have to rearrange
the eqs. (A-1, A-2 and A-7) so that the terms with kz ap-
pear on the left-hand side only. For linear elasticity both
approaches must give identical results. However for more
complicated media (say, viscoelastic or poroelastic) it is
advantageous to look for kz as a function of ω as coef-
ficients of governing equations may themselves explicitly
depend on ω.

The wave equations as well as the stress and displace-
ment components, being independent of kz on the left
hand side, are discretized for each layer using Chebyshev
interpolation points and differentiation matrices. The ma-
trices of each layer are finally combined in three bigger
diagonal block matrices in the subroutine matrices.m.

Helmholtz equation matrix L

Eq. (A-7) is the Helmholtz equation for a fluid while eqs. (A-
1)-(A-2) represent P-wave and S-wave equations for a solid.
The differential operators Lfl, Lp and Ls are discretized
using the differentiation matrices, the radial collocation
points ri and the material parameters. This results for
fluid layers in an N ×N matrix Lfl while for solid layers
P-wave and S-wave operators are combined in a 2N × 2N
matrix

Ls =
(
Lvp 0
0 Lvs

)
. (9)

Finally, all matrices, Lfl and Ls, of all layers are com-
bined in one matrix. In the case of a fluid-filled tube the
size of the final matrix L is 3N×3N and has the following
form

L =
(
Lfl 0
0 Ls

)
. (10)
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Matrices with stress and displacement components

After we have built the matrix L representing the dif-
ferential operators of Helmholtz equations, it is neces-
sary to perform the same operation for the stress and
displacement equations. These equations are given in
Appendix A. For a solid layer the displacement compo-
nents are eqs. (A-3)-(A-4) while the stress components
are eqs. (A-5)-(A-6). The fluid displacement components
are eqs. (A-8)-(A-9) and the radial stress in the fluid is
given by eq. (A-10). The matrices for the displacement
and stress components are constructed in a similar man-
ner to the L matrix (eq. 10). Stress components for a solid
layer can be expressed as

(
σrr
σ̂rz

)
=
(
SrΦ SrΨ
SzΦ SzΨ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
SS

(
Φ
Ψ̂

)
, (11)

while displacement components are
(
ur
ûz

)
=
(
TrΦ TrΨ
TzΦ TzΨ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
TT

(
Φ
Ψ̂

)
. (12)

Similarly to the L matrix, a 3N × 3N matrix SS com-
bining all stress coefficients of all layers is constructed.

SS =
(
Sfl 0
0 Ss

)
. (13)

Likewise, the corresponding displacement coefficient ma-
trix TT can be written as:

TT =
(
Tfl 0
0 Ts

)
. (14)

Both, SS and TS are a 2N × 2N matrix (see eqs 11-12).
Each matrix, i.e., L, SS and TT is normalized by the
absolute value of its largest element.

Implementing boundary conditions

While formulating an eigenvalue problem, we have to set
boundary conditions on the interfaces between layers and
on the free surface of the cylinder. The surface and in-
terface boundary conditions are discussed by Karpfinger
et al. (2008a). The main emphasis here is to illustrate
the implementation of various boundary conditions in the
code. The row indices of the matrix L in which the
boundary conditions are introduced are independent of
frequency. Thus we compute these indices in the sub-
routine SetStructureParameters.m. The addition of the
boundary conditions into the L matrix for each individ-
ual interface is performed in eigen.m. This results in the
matrix L̃.

Figure 3 presents the indexing for a n-layered system.
The interface of interest is between the layers number j
and j+ 1 which have Par.Nj and Par.Nj+1 interpolation
points. In the following equations we discard Par. for
simplicity. In order to compute the indices of the matrix

Layer index:

1

1
1

j

j n
n

NA N p
−

−
=

= ∑

Interface
considered

1n =

n j=

1n j= −

1n j= +

Collocation points:

1N

1jN −

jN

1jN +

Figure 3: Computation of indices for an interface between
layer n = j and n = j+1: in order to be able to introduce
the interface conditions at these layers the size of the ma-
trix from layer n = 1 up to n = j − 1 needs to be known:
NAj−1.

elements where we want to enter the boundary conditions,
we have to know the quantity NAj−1. NAj−1 is the size
of the matrix up to the last interface between the layers
j − 1 and j. It is computed as

NAj−1 =
j−1∑

n=1

Nnp, (15)

where p is a vector of length j − 1. By convention, com-
ponents of p are either 1 if the layer is fluid or 2 if the
layer is solid. Knowing NAj−1 for each interface we are
able to set the boundary conditions for any combination
of solid and fluid layers for the interface between the layer
j and j + 1. Subsequently, we describe how the boundary
conditions are introduced for the different interfaces.

For a fluid/fluid interface the required boundary condi-
tions are the continuity of radial stress and displacement.
They are introduced in the following rows

σrr|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + Nj , (16)
ur|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + Nj + 1. (17)

For a fluid/solid interface, in addition to the continuity of
radial stress and displacement, the shear stress vanishes
in the fluid. The three indices for such an interface are

σrr|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + Nj , (18)
ur|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + Nj + 1, (19)
σrz|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + Nj +Nj+1 + 1. (20)

For a solid/fluid interface the same interface conditions
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are considered but the indices change to

σrr|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + Nj , (21)
ur|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + 2Nj , (22)
σrz|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + 2Nj + 1. (23)

For a solid/solid interface the following field quantities
are continuous: axial and radial displacement as well as
normal and shear stress. The indices for such an interface
are

σrr|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + Nj , (24)
ur|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + 2Nj , (25)
uz|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + 2Nj + 1, (26)
σrz|j,j+1 : NAj−1 + 2Nj +Nj+1 + 1. (27)

Figure 4 illustrates an example of a fluid-solid interface.
The interface is indicated with a red horizontal line. The
matrix of the fluid (blue) is interpolated by N1 points
while the matrix of the solid (yellow) is of size 2N2 ×
2N2. As discussed above, three interface conditions are
required for this boundary: continuity of radial stress and
displacement as well as the vanishing of the shear stress.
The boundary conditions are represented by the orange
color in Figure 4. In order to compute the correct indices
for such boundary conditions we use, eq. (18-20) where
j = 1 for the fluid and j = 2 for the solid layer. We can
compute the indices of the interface boundary conditions
with NA = 0. The components of the displacement and
stress components are thus introduced as illustrated in
Figure 4.

In order to set the boundary condition, we built an
identity matrix M of the same size as L̃. This matrix is
normalized with the same value as L is normalized. In
rows where the stress and displacement components are
introduced in the matrix L the value of theM matrix is set
equal to zero. In a similar manner we set boundary con-
ditions for all possible interfaces (fluid/fluid, fluid/solid,
solid/fluid and solid/solid).

After all the interface conditions are introduced, it only
remains to consider conditions for the surface of the struc-
ture. Surface conditions can be selected in the DefineMod-
elParams.m file either as stress free (σrr = 0 and σrz = 0)
or rigid (ur = 0 and uz = 0) . These conditions are then
set in the rows corresponding to the interpolation points
of the surface of the structure. We refer now to the matrix
containing all the coefficients for the boundary conditions
as L̃ (see Figure 4).

Eigenvalue problem

After we have set the boundary conditions, we need to
solve a generalized eigenvalue problem of the following
form

L̃Θ = k2
zMΘ . (28)

We are using the eigenvalue solver provided by MAT-
LAB: eig. For each frequency ω, the eigenvalues corre-
spond to the squared axial wavenumber k2

z . The number
of obtained eigenvalues corresponds to the size of the ma-
trix L̃. It is not straightforward to separate the values
of interest from spurious values. The non-propagating
modes, which are not spurious but also not of interest
in this study, are excluded by deleting those eigenvalues
whose real part is either negative or smaller than the imag-
inary part. The remaining spurious eigenvalues are easy
to distinguish from the desired values as they are usually
significantly smaller in the phase velocity domain. Solving
the eigenvalue problem for an interval of frequencies gives
the dispersion curves of all obtained modes. These curves
are constructed and plotted in PlotDispersion.m.

Solving the eigenvalue problem provides also the eigen-
vectors corresponding to the displacement potentials Θ.
They can be used to compute the radial distribution of
the stress and displacement components along the radius
of the structure [7]. This can be easily achieved by multi-
plying the potential Θ of each mode with the matrices of
the stress and displacement components: SS and TT . Re-
shaping of the resulting vectors is done in the subroutine
radialprofile.m. At the moment, the computation of dis-
placement and stress profiles is implemented for an equal
number of interpolation points in each layer. The pro-
files of all different modes for a fixed frequency can be
displayed. Radial profiles can help us to understand bet-
ter the physics of different modes propagating in elastic
cylindrical structures.

EXAMPLES

In the software package we have included two examples.
The first one is a fluid-filled borehole surrounded by an
elastic formation. The medium parameters and the di-
mensions are given in Figure 5. For the computation of the
dispersion the parameter file DefineModelParams 1a.m needs
to be called in ComputeDispersion.m. The formation is
modeled as a finite structure. It can be shown that for
an outer radius 20 times bigger than the borehole radius,
the tube wave dispersion is the same as for an unbounded
formation. The result of the eigenvalue problem for a
borehole surrounded by an elastic formation is illustrated
in Figure 6. The dispersion of the tube wave is computed
up to 10 kHz with a frequency step of 0.2 kHz. As we have
chosen rigid surface boundary conditions, no extensional
mode is observed. If we choose the surface boundary con-
ditions to be stress free the dispersion of the tube wave
will not be changed. The difference will be that an ad-
ditional mode, the extensional or Young’s modulus mode
will be added and the cut-off frequencies of the higher
order modes will be shifted towards slightly higher fre-
quencies. As these modes are related to finite structures
only, we do not consider this effect in our study.

We compare the results of the spectral method (red
dots) with a dispersion curve obtained from root-finding
(black line). The root-finding algorithm used to obtain
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Figure 4: Structure of the matrices L̃ and Q for a borehole surrounded by an elastic formation. The L̃ matrix is
built of the discretized differential operators of the Helmholtz equations arranged in a diagonal block matrix: fluid layer
(blue) and solid layer (yellow); the differential operators of the stress and displacement components corresponding to
the boundary conditions for the interface and the surface are set in the orange rows; the matrix Q is a diagonal matrix
of the same size as L̃ where the elements corresponding to the boundary conditions are set equal to zero and the other
diagonal elements contain the unknown squared axial wavenumber k2

z .

the analytical results is from Sinha and Asvadurov (2004).
Both results are in very good agreement. In addition to
the tube wave, higher-order modes resulting from reflec-
tions on the outer surface of the structure are obtained.
These modes are not shown here as they are not relevant
for a borehole model. In order to account for an infinite
structure and to avoid the higher-order modes, absorbing
boundary conditions will have to be implemented in the
future.

r = 2 m

r = 0.1 m

Formation:
vp = 4878 m/s
vs = 2600 m/s
ρ = 2160 kg/m3

Water:
vp = 1500 m/s
ρ =   1000kg/m3

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of a borehole; the bore-
hole is modeled as a finite structure where the outer
boundary is 20 times the borehole radius; on the surface
rigid boundary conditions are introduced.

For the fluid-filled borehole the displacement and stress
profiles are displayed for 1.5 kHz (Figure 7). The ra-
dial distributions of the radial and axial displacement as
well as the normal and shear stress along the radius are

Spectral methodRoot-finding

Tube-wave in borehole
surrounded  by a 
elastic formation

Figure 6: Velocity dispersion of the tube wave computed
with the parameters from the model in Figure 5.
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shown. In this case the parameter file in ComputeDis-
persion.m needs to be named DefineModelParams 1b.m.
These quantities are plotted as a function of r/a, where
r is the radius vector and a the radius of the structure.
All radial profiles are normalized by their maximum value.
The dashed line indicates the borehole wall. All four plots
show that the field quantities are almost zero at a distance
of 20 borehole radii. This shows that the tube wave is not
affected by the finite structure.

The second example is a four layer model shown in Fig-
ure 8. Here the parameter file in ComputeDispersion.m
needs to be named DefineModelParams 2.m. Such geom-
etry was used by Bakulin et al. (2008b) to simulate a
well completion in a physical modeling experiment. In
our computation we have taken the elastic parameters
from Bakulin et al. (2008b). The resulting dispersion is
displayed in Figure 9. Due to the presence of two fluid
columns, two tube waves are supported by this configu-
ration. The fast tube wave is supported mainly by the
outer tube while the slow tube wave is supported by the
inner tube. In contrast to the first example, we have cho-
sen stress free surface boundary conditions. This adds two
modes which propagate from zero frequency. These modes
are called extensional, and propagate for low frequencies
with the phase velocity of a bar v0 =

√
E
ρ , where E is the

Young’s modulus of each solid layer. Radial profiles can
be computed in the same manner as for the borehole case.
It is a problem that for this example the low frequency -
high velocity eigenvalues are unstable. Our attempts to
overcome this artifact have so far been unsuccessful and
it remains to be addressed. We think that the present
results give reasonable estimates. As dispersion is very
small up to 5 kHz, it is possible to extrapolate the results
to the correct low frequency velocity.

r = 0.1095 m

r = 0.0635 m

r = 0.0667 m

r = 0.1032 m

Outer tube:
vp = 6100 m/s
vs = 3080 m/s
ρ = 2700 kg/m3

Water:
vp = 1500 m/s
ρ =   1000kg/m3

Inner tube:
vp = 5600 m/s
vs = 2800 m/s
ρ = 2480 kg/m3

Figure 8: Geometry and elastic parameters of the four-
layer model with stress free surface boundary conditions
on the outer layer of the structure.

For both examples it is interesting to look at the num-
ber of discretization points. In the case of the borehole
the structure is discretized with 10 points in the fluid layer
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Figure 9: Dispersion of the two extensional modes and
two tube waves.

and 40 in the formation. For the four-layer case the best
result can be achieved for 8 points in the solid layers and
20 points in the fluid layers. Obviously more points are
needed to model a borehole structure than a four layer
tube. It is important to note here that the accuracy of
the results can significantly decrease if the number of col-
location points is increased. This is especially a problem
for cases where some of the layers are very thin such as the
four-layer example. Increasing the number of collocation
points for this example by a factor of 2 or 3 will scatter the
result especially for the higher order modes. This prob-
lem has to be considered while implementing new models
as the right number of collocation points will most likely
require several runs of the same model. In general, it can
be said that for elastic modeling this is a minor issue as
the computational time is in most cases smaller than 20
seconds.

DISCUSSION

In elasticity theory dispersion equations for guided waves
are usually solved for a given wavenumber kz with an
unknown frequency ω (Ewing, 1957; Kolsky, 1963). The
same approach can be used in the spectral method, where
the equations of motion can be written for a given wavenum-
ber kz and the eigenvalues are squared frequencies ω or
velocities (ω/kz)

2. A limitation of this approach is that it
cannot be extended to more complex media where coef-
ficients of the constitutive equations explicitly depend on
frequency (such as poroelastic media discussed below). In
order to design an algorithm which could potentially be
extended to such media, we have reformulated the elas-
tic problem in such a way that the eigenvalue problem is
formulated with frequency ω as a (given) parameter and
squared wavenumbers k2

z (or slownesses (kz/ω)2) as eigen-
values.
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Figure 7: Radial profiles of the tube wave from Figure 6 computed at 1.5 kHz; The radial profiles are normalized by their
maximum value of the displacements and stresses, respectively; r/a is the radial position r normalized by the radius of
the structure a.

In an earlier work (Karpfinger et al., 2008a), the fluid
was modeled as a limiting case of an elastic solid with a
small shear velocity (say, vs = 1m/s). This approach
results in a number of additional spurious modes cor-
responding to fictitious shear waves in the fluid. This
causes no difficulties when the problem is formulated for a
given wavenumber kz, because in this case the eignevalues
(squared velocities) corresponding to the spurious modes
are very small and can be ignored. However, in the case
of input frequency, the eigenvalues obtained are squared
slownesses. For the spurious modes these slownesses are
extremely high. This makes the eigenvalues of interest,
which have a much smaller slowness, numerically unstable
and thus difficult to recover. In order to obtain numeri-
cally more stable results, the equations for an ideal fluid
(eqs. (A-7)-(A-10)) were implemented in the present algo-
rithm, eliminating these spurious modes altogether. This
also results in smaller matrices and hence faster compu-
tations.

In order to account for fluid flow across the layer bound-
aries we have recently extended the spectral method to
poroelasticity (Karpfinger et al., 2008b). This allows us
to model acoustic response of realistic situations such as
a completed borehole surrounded by a formation with a
radial variation of permeability. Such modeling may po-
tentially be used to monitor reservoir production using
permanent acoustic sensors (Bakulin et al., 2008a).

The algorithm presented here is limited to structures of

finite radius. Infinite structures, such as a fluid filled bore-
hole surrounded by an infinite formation are approximated
by a finite structure with a large radius. The downside of
this approach is that it produces higher-order modes cor-
responding to the reflection at the outer boundary of the
structure. In order to avoid these higher order modes and
to be able to model attenuated leaky modes, absorbing
boundary conditions need to be introduced. This can be
a subject of future work. The algorithm can also be ex-
tended to flexural waves and anisotropy.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented a new algorithm, based
on spectral method, which computes wave propagation in
elastic cylindrical structures with an arbitrary number of
fluid and solid layers. We discretized the medium in the
radial direction using Chebyshev points. We then approx-
imated differential operators by Chebyshev differentiation
matrices. The problem is then formulated as an algebraic
generalized eigenvalue problem where the eigenvalues cor-
respond to the axial wavenumbers and the eigenvectors to
the displacement potentials. We have used the obtained
displacement potentials to display radial profiles, which
are the variation of displacement and stress along the ra-
dius of the structure. Creating an input file for multi-
layered models is very straightforward and the results are
very efficiently obtained. The algorithm is very fast due
to the computational efficiency of the spectral method. It
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is not straightforward to choose the optimum number of
collocation points as there is no parameter that controls
the accuracy. It will require some runs to get an opti-
mal picture. The two examples in the paper give an idea
how to choose the number of points. It is not so easy to
give a general rule but after running the program for some
examples a user will develop a certain feeling. The algo-
rithm works for any number of layers and down to a layer
thickness of 0.5% relative to the thickness of the structure.
The drawbacks are that for an increasing number of lay-
ers the computational time increases significantly and for
very thin layers the accuracy decreases. For most models
of interest the algorithm works very efficiently and is easy
to use.

CODE AVAILABILITY

A link to the complete MATLAB code of the algorithm,
with examples, can be found on SEGs web site at
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APPENDIX A

UNDERLYING EQUATION

Equations for solid medium

The P and S wave Helmholtz equations for an isotropic
elastic solid expressed in terms of displacement potentials
are

(
∂2
r + r−1∂r +

ω2

v2
p︸ ︷︷ ︸

Lvp

)
Φ = k2

zΦ , (A-1)

(
∂2

∂r2
+

1
r

∂

∂r
− 1
r2

+
ω2

v2
s︸ ︷︷ ︸

Lvs

)
Ψ = k2

zΨ . (A-2)

The radial and axial displacement in such a medium can
be expressed as

ur = ∂rΦ− Ψ̂ , (A-3)
ûz = −k2

zΦ︸︷︷︸
Lvp Φ

+
(
∂r + r−1

)
Ψ̂ , (A-4)

where Φ̂ = ikzΦ.
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SUMMARY
In this paper a new algorithm based on the spectral method is presented that computes
the dispersion and attenuation of waves propagating in cylindrical structures composed
of fluid, elastic and poroelastic layers. The medium is discretized along the radial axis
using Chebyshev points and the differential operators of the underlying differential equa-
tions are approximated with spectral differentiation matrices. Thus the corresponding
equations can be solved as a generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem. For a given
frequency the eigenvalues correspond to the wavenumbers of different modes. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that problems with complicated structures, such as multiple
fluid, solid and poroelastic layers, can be solved more easily and time efficiently than
with conventional techniques such as root-finding. In this work the fundamental equa-
tions are discussed, followed by an outline of how they are implemented in the numerical
spectral schema. The interface boundary conditions are then explained for fluid/porous,
elastic/porous and porous interfaces. Finally, three examples from borehole acoustics
are discussed.

Key words: poroelasticity, dispersion, cylindrical structures, tube wave, spectral
method, borehole acoustics.

Introduction

Modeling propagation of various wave modes in a fluid-filled
borehole is an important step in evaluating formation prop-
erties. Various modes are propagating in a fluid-filled bore-
hole and are sensitive to different properties of the formation
(White 1983; Paillet & Cheng 1991; Sinha & Zeroug 1997)
One of the important aspects of the modeling of waves prop-
agation in fluid-filled borehole concerns the wave propaga-
tion in poroelastic medium. This interest is strongly linked
to the oil industry and the need to estimate the permeabil-
ity of reservoirs. Beyond the scope of geophysical applica-
tions the understanding of wave propagation in cylindrical
poroelastic structures is of great importance in the areas
of non-destructive testing, mechanical engineering and civil
engineering.

? florian.karpfinger@postgrad.curtin.edu.au
† boris.gurevich@geophy.curtin.edu.au
‡ CSIRO Petroleum, Bentley, Western Australia
§ hvalero@slb.com
¶ abakulin@slb.com
‖ sinha1@slb.com

Over the last three decades great effort has been made
to investigate wave propagation in poroelastic cylindrical
structures. The effects of dispersion and attenuation in cylin-
drically layered poroelastic structures were investigated the-
oretically as well as experimentally. We give a short litera-
ture review on the work done for geophysical applications.

The first fundamental work on this subject was done by
Biot and now is known as Biot’s equations of poroelasticity
(Biot, 1956a,b, 1962). Then, framework for wave propaga-
tion in a fluid saturated poroelastic cylinder was provided
by Gardner (1962) while the dispersion for the full range
of frequencies for open and closed boundary conditions was
studied by Berryman (1983). Later, White (1986) and Mörig
& Burkhardt (1989) measured the dispersion of the exten-
sional mode in laboratory experiments while Dunn (1986)
wrote a review on extensional, torsional and flexural modes.
Later, Berryman & Pride (2005) utilized torsional waves in
order to estimate the effect of patchy saturation in a cylin-
der.

In addition to these general theoretical works, the need
to estimate permeability of reservoir triggered studies on the
so called tube wave or Stoneley wave which propagates in
the fluid column of the hole. A special characteristic of tube
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waves is their high sensitivity to the formation permeabil-
ity. The dispersion of tube waves propagating in boreholes
surrounded by a poroelastic formation was used to invert
for the permeability (Rosenbaum 1974; Chang et al. 1988;
Norris 1989; Schmitt et al. 1988) while Sinha et al. (2006)
proposed an approach to estimate the radial distribution
of permeability. In addition to these theoretical develop-
ments, some scale laboratory experiments have been con-
ducted. This concept was modeled by using a hollow poroe-
lastic cylinder submerged into a fluid (Liu 1988).

Even though significant work has been done to calcu-
late wave dispersion in cylinders or boreholes, no poroelastic
structures involving more than three layers have been stud-
ied. The problem is that the traditional root-finding tech-
nique for solving dispersion equations can become an ex-
tremely cumbersome task for structures with multiple poroe-
lastic layers. The roots of such dispersion equations have to
be traced in the complex plane and it can become very diffi-
cult to separate such roots (Berryman & Pride 2002, 2005).

In order to be able to study wave propagation in more
complicated structures it would be a great benefit to be
able to bypass the problems involved with root-finding. In
this paper, we suggest the use of an alternative approach to
model wave propagation in cylindrical structures based on
the spectral method of Adamou & Craster (2004). The ad-
vantage of this approach is that it is faster and easier to im-
plement than conventional root-finding methods, especially
for attenuative, poroelastic or anisotropic structures.

Karpfinger et al. (2008a) expanded the spectral method
to axisymmetric waves for an arbitrary number of fluid and
solid layers while in this paper the same methodology is ap-
plied to the poroelastic case. First, poroelastic equations in
cylindrical coordinates are introduced together with their
formulation in spectral domain. Then boundary conditions
for all possible poroelastic interfaces are discussed. Finally,
three numerical examples are discussed. First, a borehole
surrounded by a poroelastic formation with open and closed
boundary conditions is used as a benchmark. The dispersion
and attenuation are plotted for a range of permeabilities. In
the second model, an additional elastic layer is introduced
between the fluid and the poroelastic formation. This al-
lows us to study the impact of the thickness of this layer on
the dispersion of the tube wave. The third model illustrates
the effect of an altered zone with a radial increase of the
permeability.

1 THEORY

In this paper we study wave propagation in a fluid-filled
borehole surrounded by a medium composed of fluid, elas-
tic and poroelastic layers. Wave propagation in cylindrical,
poroelastic structures is considered within the framework
of Biot’s theory of poroelasticity. In the next section Biot’s
theory for an infinite, poroelastic medium is reviewed. Fig. 1
illustrates a fluid-filled borehole case surrounded by a poroe-
lastic medium. The structure is infinite in the axial direc-
tion while in the radial one any combination of fluid, elastic
and poroelastic layers can be considered. A radially infinite
medium is modeled by choosing the outer layer to be much
bigger than the borehole radius. Due to the geometry of the
problem we are going to solve, wave and constitutive equa-

ẑ

r̂
b a

Fluid Poroelastic
solid

Figure 1. Example for a two layer cylindrical structure: hollow

poroelastic cylinder filled with fluid.

tions will be expressed using a cylindrical coordinate system.
In this study, the motion is independent of the angular dis-
placement. Thus, the particle motion happens in the r − z
plane only, involving radial and axial displacement. The an-
gular displacement is assumed to be zero. Throughout this
paper the cylindrical coordinate system will be defined as
follows: the z axis will be aligned with the axis of the cylin-
der while r is the radial coordinate (see Fig. 1).

In order to simulate propagating modes in such a system
we assume that a plane wave front is propagating parallel
to the axis of the cylinder. Under these assumptions, stress
and displacement components can be estimated for a mul-
tilayered system composed of a combination of poroelastic,
fluid and elastic layers.

1.1 Biot’s theory of poroelasticity: Review

Waves propagating in an infinite poroelastic medium satisfy
the following equations (Biot 1962):

∇ · σ = −ω2(ρu+ ρfw), (1)

∇p = ω2(ρfu+ qw), (2)

where the field variables are given as the bulk displacement
u and the relative solid-fluid displacement w = φ(U − u)
with φ being the porosity. U is the fluid displacement while
ρ and ρf are respectively the density of porous material
and the fluid. The frequency-dependent density term q(ω)
is defined by Pride & Haartsen (1996) as

q(ω) =
i

ω

η

k(ω)
, (3)

where η is the viscosity and k(ω) the frequency-dependent
permeability (Johnson et al. 1987). This complex density is
responsible for the viscous and inertial coupling between the
solid and fluid phases (Biot 1956b). The total stress tensor
σ and the fluid pressure p are related to the field vectors by
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the constitutive equations

σ = [(H − 2µ)∇ · u+ αM∇ ·w]I + µ[∇u+∇uT ], (4)

p = −M∇ ·w − αM∇ · u. (5)

In Eqs. (4) and (5) µ is the shear modulus of the solid
frame while α = 1−K/Kg is the Biot-Willis coefficient (Biot
& Willis 1957). K is the drained bulk modulus and Kg is
bulk modulus of the grain material. The so-called pore space
modulus is defined as

M =

[
α− φ
Kg

+
φ

Kf

]−1

, (6)

where Kf is the fluid bulk modulus.
The P-wave modulus H of the saturated poroelastic

medium is defined as follows

H = Ksat +
4

3
µ. (7)

where Ksat is the bulk modulus of the saturated medium
which is related to the drained modulus K by the
(Gassmann 1951) equation

Ksat = K + α2M. (8)

Substituting the constitutive relations eqs. (4) and (5)
into eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain two coupled wave equations.
In order to decouple these equations into Helmholtz equa-
tions for the three bulk waves propagating in an isotropic
poroelastic medium, the displacements is written in terms
of scalar and vector potentials as

u = ∇Υ +∇× β, w = ∇ψ +∇× χ, (9)

where Υ,ψ and β, χ are respectively, scalar and vector po-
tentials. Substituting eqs. (9) into the two coupled wave
equations yields for the shear wave

(∇2 + ω2s2
s)β = 0, χ = −ρf

q
β, (10)

providing the expression for the shear wave slowness defined
as

s2
s =

ρ− ρ2f
q

µ
. (11)

The wave equations for the two P-waves in an infinite
poroelastic medium are

(∇2 + ω2s2
±)A± = 0, (12)

where the fast and slow P-wave slownesses are defined as

2s2
± =

ρM + qH − 2ρfC

MH − C2
± (13)

√(
ρM + qH − 2ρfC

(MH − C2)

)2

−
4(qρ− ρ2

f )

MH − C2
,

with the potential A± defined as

A± = Γ±Υ + ψ, (14)

where

Γ± =
ρfH − ρC

(MH − C2)s2
± − (ρM − ρfC)

. (15)

C is a modulus defined as C = αM . The equations derived
above are valid for most kinds of coordinate systems.

1.2 Poroelastic equations in cylindrical
coordinates

In order to apply Biot’s theory for poroelastic media of cylin-
drical geometry it is more convenient to use cylindrical coor-
dinates. For axisymmetric wave propagation, the subject of
this work, the particle motion takes place solely in the r− z
plane. Thus the angular displacement uθ equals zero. Under
these assumptions, components of the stress-strain relations
eq. (4) can be expressed as

σrr = (H − 2µ)∆ + 2µ
∂ur
∂r
− αMζ, (16)

σrz = µ

(
∂ur
∂z

+
∂uz
∂r

)
, (17)

where ∆ is the dilation defined in cylindrical coordinates as

∆ =
∂ur
∂r

+
ur
r

+
∂uz
∂z

. (18)

The fluid increment content is defined as ζ = −∇·w. In
order to distinguish between the torsional and extensional
components of the wavefield, the potential β is further de-
composed as

β = ẑβ1 +∇× (ẑβ2), (19)

where ẑ is the unit vector in z-direction. Note that for ax-
isymmetric modes only β2 6= 0. Eqs. (9)-(19) describe ax-
isymmetric wave propagation in a poroelastic cylinder.

1.2.1 Helmholtz equations

Considering an infinite train of sinusoidal waves along the z
axis of the cylinder, which is a harmonic function of z and t
of the form

A(r)± = a(r)±e
i(kzz−ωt) , β(r)2 = a(r)se

i(kzz−ωt),
(20)

where ω is the angular frequency, kz the axial wavenumber,
and a(r)± and a(r)s are amplitude functions of r .

Using eqs. (20) the wave equations (eqs. 10 and 12) can
be expressed in the ω − kz domain as

(
∂2
r + r−1∂r +

ω2

v2
±︸ ︷︷ ︸

L±

)
a± = k2

za± , (21)

(
∂2

∂r2
+

1

r

∂

∂r
− 1

r2
+
ω2

v2
s︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ls

)
as = k2

zas . (22)

The term ei(kzz−ωt) is omitted for clarity. The poroelas-
tic Helmholtz equations are formulated similarly to the elas-
tic case (Karpfinger et al. 2008a, Sec.1.B). Now the ordinary
differential equations (eqs. 21-22) contain derivatives with
only respect to r and coefficients depending on frequency
ω and axial wavenumber kz. In order to find a relation be-
tween ω and kz eqs. (21)-(22) can be solved as an eigenvalue
problem so that the wavenumber k2

z represents eigenvalues
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and the potentials a± and as are the eigenvectors. For linear
elasticity it is possible to find a kz for a given ω or vice versa
(Adamou & Craster 2004). However for poroelasticity it is
advantageous to look for kz as a function of ω as the bulk
slowness (eq. (11 & 13) explicitly depend on ω.

The three Helmholtz equations of a poroelastic layer
can be combined in a matrix equation and have the following
form

( L+ 0 0
0 Lvs 0
0 0 L−︸ ︷︷ ︸

Lp

)( a+

as
a−︸ ︷︷ ︸
ap

)
= k2

z




a+

as
a−


 . (23)

In order to obtain the dispersion of propagating modes
in multilayered cylindrical structures composed of poroelas-
tic, elastic and fluid layers, eqs. (21)-(22) plus the equivalent
equations for fluid and solid layers need to be solved. A so-
lution for such a system can only be found if the appropriate
interface conditions for such a system are set. In order to ap-
ply the boundary or interface conditions, the displacements
and stress components have to be expressed independently
of the axial wavenumber kz.

1.2.2 Displacement components

Displacement components need to be expressed indepen-
dently of kz. In order to achieve this, eq. (19) with β1 = 0
and the expressions

Υ =
A+ −A−
Γ+ − Γ−

, ψ =
A−Γ+ −A+Γ−

Γ+ − Γ−
, (24)

are used to express the solid displacement u (eq. 9) as

u =
1

Γ+ − Γ−︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γ

∇A+− 1

Γ+ − Γ−︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γ

∇A−+∇×(∇×(ẑβ2)). (25)

The relative displacement can be written in a similar
form to eq. (25) as

w = −Γ−Γ∇A+ + Γ+Γ∇A− − ρf
q
∇× (∇× (ẑβ2)). (26)

For three differential equations with three unknowns
it is sufficient to use three displacement components: the
radial ur and axial uz solid displacement components plus
the radial wr component of the relative displacement

ur = Γ∂ra+ − as − Γ∂ra−, (27)

ūz = −Γk2
za+︸ ︷︷ ︸

L+a+

+

(
∂r +

1

r

)
as + Γk2

za−︸ ︷︷ ︸
L−a−

, (28)

wr = −Γ−Γ∂ra+ +
ρf
q
as + Γ+Γ∂ra−, (29)

where as = ikzas and ūz = ikzuz. These equations reduce
to elasticity for a− = 0, Γ = 1 and wr = 0 (see eqs. 13-14
and Karpfinger et al. (2008a)).

The displacement components of a poroelastic layer are
combined in the following matrix equation




ur
uz
wr


 =




T+
ur

Tsur
T−ur

T+
uz

Tsuz
T−uz

T+
ur

Tsur
T−wr




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tp

·




a+

as
a−


 , (30)

where the matrix T is composed of the coefficients of the
displacement potential obtained from eqs. (27)-(29). These
coefficients will be discretized using differentiation matrices
as will be explain later on.

1.2.3 Stress components

Stress components σrr, σrz and the fluid pressure p can now
be written as functions of the potentials a± and as. For the
radial stress we get the following expression

σrr = 2µΓ∂2
ra+ − (H − 2µ)Γ

ω2

v2
+

a+ + CΓΓ−
ω2

v2
+

a+ −

− 2G∂ras

− 2µΓ∂2
ra− + (H − 2µ)Γ

ω2

v2
−
a− − CΓΓ+

ω2

v2
−
a−. (31)

The shear stress is expressed as

σ̄rz = −2µΓ

(
∂3
r +

1

r
∂2
r −

1

r2
∂r + ∂r

ω2

v2
+

)
a+ +

+

[
2µ

(
∂2
r +

1

r
∂r − 1

r2

)
+ ρω2

]
as +

+2µΓ

(
∂3
r +

1

r
∂2
r −

1

r2
∂r + ∂r

ω2

v2
−

)
a−, (32)

while for the fluid pressure (compare eq. 5) we get

−p =

[
−MΓΓ−

ω2

v2
+

+ CΓ
ω2

v2
+

]
a+ +

+

[
MΓΓ+

ω2

v2
−
− CΓ

ω2

v2
−

]
a−, (33)

where σ̄rz = ikzσrz. Note that eqs. (31)-(33) are derived
from eq. (16),(17) and (5) by substituting the displacement
components eqs. (27)-(29).

Stress components are expressed in matrix form simi-
larly to the displacement components



σrr
σrz
−p


 =




S+
σrr

Ss
σrr

S−σrr

S+
σrz

Ss
σrz

S−σrz

S+
−p Ss

−p S−−p




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sp

·




a+

as
a−


 , (34)

where Ss
−p is zero as in the fluid as no shear stress exists.

The Helmholtz equations eqs. (21)-(23) together with
the displacement eqs. (27)-(30) and stress eqs. (31)-(34)
components describe the propagation of waves in a cylindri-
cal, poroelastic layer. They are presented in a way that it is
possible to formulate an eigenvalue problem which gives for
a given frequency ω the axial wavenumber kz as the eigen-
value. Presented in this form the displacement and stress
components eqs. (27)-(34) can be utilized to incorporate any
boundary and interface conditions for cylindrical poroelastic
structures.
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1.3 Boundary conditions on poroelastic interfaces

For finite cylindrical structures with arbitrary fluid, solid
and poroelastic layers, conditions of continuity across the
layer interfaces have to be introduced as well as boundary
conditions on the free surface.

For poroelastic interfaces the relevant conditions to
be discussed are (Deresiewicz & Skalak 1963; Gurevich &
Schoenberg 1999):

(i) poroelastic/poroelastic (p1 − p2),
(ii) poroelastic/solid (p− s),
(iii) poroelastic/fluid (p− f).

For case (i) (p1 − p2) all stress and displacement com-
ponents are assumed to be continuous therefore

ur|p1 = ur|p1, uz|p1 = uz|p2, wr|p1 = wr|p2
σrr|p1 = σrr|p2, σrz|p1 = σrz|p2, p|p1 = p|p2. (35)

Case (ii) (p−s) is governed by the following conditions:

ur|p = ur|s, uz|p = uz|s, wr|p = 0,

σrr|p = σrr|s, σrz|p = σrz|s. (36)

All quantities are continuous across the interface except
the relative displacement wr which is zero in the solid.

For case (iii) (p − f) two cases have to be considered.
Either the pores are open and fluid freely moves across the
interface (open pores) or they are closed and no fluid flow
can exchange between both layers (closed pores). For both
cases the continuity of radial stress and the radial displace-
ment is required as well as the vanishing of the shear stress
in the fluid

σrr|p = σrr|f , σrz|p = 0, ur|p − wr|p = u|f .(37)

The index f indicates a fluid layer. For the open pores
case, the fluid pressure is continuous across the surface

p|p = p|f , (38)

while in the closed pores case the relative displacement is
zero in the fluid layer

wr|p = 0. (39)

The conditions of interfaces between solid-solid, solid-
fluid and fluid-fluid media are given in Karpfinger et al.
(2008a).

In addition, surface boundary conditions on the outside
layer of the cylindrical structure must be set. Open pore
boundary conditions on the free surface of the cylinder r = a
are

σrr|r=a = σrz|r=a = −pf |r=a = 0. (40)

In addition to the zero stress, the fluid pressure is zero
on the surface and fluid can thus flow across the interface.
For a closed surface, the boundary conditions become

σrr|r=a = σrz|r=a = 0 , wr|r=a = 0. (41)

The pore pressure condition is replaced by the condition
that relative motion of fluid with respect to solid is zero on
the surface of the cylinder. For a single poroelastic cylinder
these boundary conditions are discussed by Berryman (1983)
and Karpfinger et al. (2008b).

2 SPECTRAL METHOD

The spectral method is an alternative numerical approach to
obtain the dispersion and attenuation of modes propagating
in cylindrical structures. This method was initially intro-
duced for axisymmetric waves in elastic cylindrical struc-
tures by Karpfinger et al. (2008a). In this approach, the
cylindrical structure is discretized globally using Chebyshev
points while differential operators are computed using differ-
entiation matrices (Adamou & Craster 2004; Weideman &
Reddy 2000). The eqs. (21)-(23) have to be individually dis-
cretized for each poroelastic layer using Chebyshev points as
well as differentiation matrices. For the case of a free poroe-
lastic cylinder the dispersion of the axisymmetric modes has
been presented by Karpfinger et al. (2008b). In this paper
we extend this approach for an arbitrary number of fluid,
elastic and poroelastic layers. In the following it is outlined
how the generalized matrix eigenvalue problem is formulated
for n-layers. Finally, the computation of the phase velocities
and attenuation from the computed eigenvalues is explained.

2.1 Eigenvalue problem for multiple layers

The Lp-matrix equation (23) can be combined with the ma-
trix equations of a fluid layer Lf or a solid layer Ls for any
number n of layers in the following form




Lξ1 0 0 0
0 Lξ2 0 0

0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 Lξn




︸ ︷︷ ︸
L




aξ1
aξ2
...
aξn




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Θ

= k2
z




aξ1
aξ2
...
aξn


 ,

(42)
where ξ = p, f, s stands respectively for a poroelastic, fluid
or solid layer.

The differential operators Lξn is discretized for each
layer using the r vector as well as the differentiation matri-
ces. The discretization of the differential operators is done
as for the elastic case (Karpfinger et al. 2008a, Sec.III A).

In order to solve this eigenvalue problem the interface
conditions eqs. (35)-(39) for each layer of the system are in-
troduced, as well as open or closed pore boundary conditions
on the surface of the structure.

2.2 Boundary conditions

The matrix for the stress S and the displacements T for
a multi-layered system are constructed as presented in
eq. (42). The boundary conditions for poroelastic interfaces
discussed above are introduced into the eigenvalue problem
eq. (42) in a similar manner to how they were introduced for
fluid and elastic layers in Karpfinger et al. (2008a, Sec.IV).
In Karpfinger et al. (2009) it is illustrated for the case of a
fluid-filled borehole surrounded by a poroelastic formation
how the interface boundary conditions are set.

Stress and displacement coefficient components corre-
sponding to the boundary conditions are introduced in lines
of eq. (42) which correspond to the collocation points of the
inner and outer surfaces of each layer. A diagonal matrix Q
is constructed where elements corresponding to lines with
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boundary condition coefficients are set to zero. For more in-
formation regarding this construction, the reader can refer
to Karpfinger et al. (2009) where it is explained in details
how the boundary conditions are set for a fluid-poroelastic
interface.

After setting all boundary conditions the following
eigenvalue problem needs to be solved

L̃Θ = k2
zQΘ , (43)

where L̃ is the L matrix from eq. (42) with coefficients of the
boundary conditions introduced in the corresponding lines.
Eigenvalues are the squared wavenumbers k2

z while phase
velocities can be obtained from their real part as

vph =
ω

Re(kz)
. (44)

The corresponding attenuation Q−1 is defined as

Q−1 =
Im(kz)

Re(kz)
. (45)

Solving this generalized eigenvalue problem (eq. 43) for a
range of frequencies allow the computation of the dispersion
and attenuation of all modes propagating in the considered
structure.

Eigenvectors corresponding to the displacement poten-
tials Θ can be used to compute the radial distribution of
the displacement and stress components. This can be done
by multiplying the potential vectors for each mode with the
corresponding matrix coefficients of stresses S and displace-
ments T .

3 APPLICATION TO BOREHOLE ACOUSTIC

In borehole acoustics it is of great importance to model dis-
persion of guided modes such as tube and flexural waves
(Sinha & Asvadurov 2004; Schmitt 1988a). In this paper, our
focus is on tube waves propagating in a fluid-filled borehole
surrounded by a layered poroelastic formation. Tube wave
signatures are sensitive to permeability of the surrounding
formation (Chang et al. 1988; Liu 1988; Norris 1989).

In the following section three examples from borehole
acoustic, computed with the spectral method are discussed.
In all three models we have a layered poroelastic cylinder of
radius 2m, with a fluid-filled borehole in the center (radius:
0.1m). Because the radius of the structure is 20 times the
radius of the borehole, the tube signatures are the same
as for infinite formation. The formation, borehole fluid and
pore fluid parameters are described in Tab. 1. Note that the
borehole fluid as well as the pore fluid are the same non-
viscous fluid.

The first example discussed is a fluid-filled borehole sur-
rounded by a poroelastic formation. This example is widely
discussed in literature (Chang et al. 1988; Liu 1988; Norris
1989) and we use the well known results to benchmark the
solution obtained with the spectral method. Dispersion and
attenuation for closed and open pore boundary conditions
are computed and displayed. The second example is a more
complex three layer model with an elastic layer sandwiched
between the fluid and the poroelastic formation. Due to the
known problems with root-finding only few examples with
three layered poroelastic structures are discussed in litera-
ture (Liu & Johnson 1997). Using the spectral method the

Grain Density ρgrain = 2875kg/m3

Shear modulus G = 8.85GPa
Drained bulk modulus K = 10.8GPa

Grain modulus Kg = 48GPa

Viscosity η = 10−3Pa · s
Tortuosity a∞ = 1.91

Fluid density ρf = 1000kg/m3

Porosity φ = 0.2

Fluid bulk modulus Kf = 2.3GPa

Permeability κ = 1D

Table 1. Material parameters of the formation used for all dis-

cussed examples.

computation of waves propagating in a three layer model
is straightforward. The third example considers an altered
zone around the borehole which has an radius of to 2-3 bore-
hole diameters. This zone will be modeled as layers with re-
duced permeability. This zone is altered by drilling process
and thus has reduced permeability (Sinha et al. 2006). A
similar model using a three layer model (fluid-altered zone -
formation) has been already discussed by Schmitt (1988b).
Here we consider a radial increase of the permeability by di-
viding the altered zone in up to eight sublayers. This requires
to obtain the dispersion for a system with up to ten layers.
With the spectral method no problems arise while it would
be very difficult to solve this problem using a root-finding
approach.

3.1 Fluid-filled borehole surrounded by
poroelastic formation

First let us consider the dispersion and attenuation of a tube
wave in a borehole surrounded by a poroelastic medium. An
analytical low-frequency approximation as well as the ex-
act solution are discussed in Chang et al. (1988) and Norris
(1989). In Karpfinger et al. (2009) the exact solution is com-
puted with the spectral method and is compared to the low
frequency approximation proposed by Chang et al. (1988) in
the case of open-pore boundary conditions. For the closed-
pore boundary conditions case, numerical results were com-

closed BC
1 mD

10 mD

closed BC

1000 mD
100 mD

Figure 2. Tube-wave dispersion in a fluid-filled borehole sur-
rounded by a poroelastic formation; top curve shows poroelastic

formation with closed boundary conditions; other curves corre-

spond to open boundary conditions with varying permeabilities.
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1000 mD

100 mD closed BC

1 mD

10 mD

100 mD

1 mD

Figure 3. Tube-wave attenuation in a fluid-filled borehole sur-
rounded by a poroelastic formation; bottom curve shows poroe-

lastic formation with closed boundary conditions; other curves

correspond to open boundary conditions with varying permeabil-
ities.

pared to the equivalent Gassmann model obtained with the
elastic spectral method (Karpfinger et al. 2008a). Here the
influence of the formation permeability on the dispersion
curve is illustrated. Fig. 2 presents dispersion curves com-
puted for a range of permeabilities from 1mD to 1000mD
and a frequency range from 1Hz to 5000Hz. When the per-
meability is decreasing, the low frequencies part of the dis-
persion curve decreases and is, at 1mD, almost indistin-
guishable from the closed boundary condition case.

For high frequencies, the dispersion curve for 1000mD
has higher velocities compared to the one computed for lower
permeabilities. For high enough frequencies tube wave for
open pore boundary condition travels faster than the tube
wave for the equivalent elastic medium (closed BC). Qual-
itatively it is observed that for increasing permeability the
frequency where the elastic dispersion equals the poroelastic
dispersion shifts towards lower frequencies. This result can
be understood because the high-frequency limit of the tube
wave in a poroelastic formation tends towards the Scholte
velocity of a fluid-poroelastic interface which is faster than
its elastic equivalent (Feng & Johnson 1983). In Fig. 3 the
attenuation Q−1 as a function of frequency is plotted for the
same model. Here it can be observed that for decreasing per-
meability the attenuation gets smaller. For closed boundary
conditions the attenuation is zero.

3.2 Effect of an elastic layer between fluid and
poroelastic formation

The second example investigates the effect of the thickness
of an elastic layer sandwiched between the fluid-filled bore-
hole and the poroelastic formation. For a very thin elastic
layer the dispersion is equivalent to the case of closed pore
boundary conditions. The pores on the borehole wall are ef-
fectively closed and no fluid flow can occur, therefore the
dispersion is the same as for an equivalent elastic model.
The dispersion due to closed-boundary conditions is com-
pared to the dispersion with an elastic layer. Especially the
effect of the thickness of the elastic layer is considered.

In Fig. 4 the dispersion of a tube wave propagating
for such a model is illustrated. For the elastic layer the

1 cm
closed BC

5 cm
2.5 cm

10 cm
20 cm

Figure 4. Tube-wave dispersion for an elastic layer with varying
thickness sandwiched between the fluid and the poroelastic layer;

top curve: two layer case fluid-poroelastic with close-pore bound-

ary conditions on the interface; increasing thickness of sandwiched
elastic layer show decrease of tube-wave velocity; for thicknesses

bigger than 20cm the dispersion is only guided by the properties

of the elastic layer.

Gassmann velocities of the poroelastic formation are used.
The thickness of the elastic layer ranges from 0cm (closed
BCs) to 20cm. At low frequencies all dispersion curves tend
towards the same limit,i.e. the low-frequency limit of tube
waves propagating in a borehole surrounded by an elastic
formation. At high frequencies the thickness of the elastic
layer causes a difference in the observed dispersion. For layer
thicknesses of 5cm the difference to the closed boundary con-
ditions case is approximately 8m/s. As the thickness of the
elastic layer becomes bigger than 5cm the tube wave signa-
tures do not significantly change anymore and is therefore
not influenced by the surrounding poroelastic formation.

3.3 Effect of an altered zone between fluid and
poroelastic formation

Reservoir engineers know well that altered zone around bore-
hole often experiences ”formation damage” (i.e. permeabil-
ity reduction). In some cases an altered zone can have dis-
tinct mechanical properties, but almost always it suffers
from a permeability reduction due to mechanical and chem-
ical factors caused by well drilling and completion processes.
Permeability reduction causes problems when extracting oil
and gas from hydrocarbon reservoirs. The problem of an al-
tered zone with reduced permeability has been discussed by
various authors (Sinha et al. 2006; Schmitt 1988b).

The last example considerers a borehole surrounded by
such an altered zone. The geometry is illustrated Fig. 5
where the altered zone has a thickness of 0.24m. In order
to consider the effect of the reduced permeability on the
tube wave signatures a radial change in permeability is in-
cluded. In Fig. 6 the black curve represents the dispersion
of a tube wave in a borehole surrounded by an unaltered
formation with a permeability of 1000mD.

The curves in magenta, green and red take the
effect of the altered zone into account with different
radial permeability profiles. The magenta curve is the
dispersion considering an altered zone as a single layer
with a permeability of 200mD. The green dispersion
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2 m
Fluid-filled 
b h l

0 34 m

2 m borehole

0.34 m

0.1 m
Altered zone

Untouched
formation

Figure 5. Geometry of the model of a borehole surrounded by
a invaded zone of reduced permeability and an untouched forma-

tion.

curve was computed for an invaded zone composed of
4 layers of 6cm thickness with a permeability increas-
ing stepwise (200mD, 400mD, 600mD, 800mD). The
red line separates the invaded zone into 8 layers of
3cm thickness where the radial change in permeability is
(200mD, 300mD, 400mD, 500mD, 600mD, 800mD, 900mD).

As one can see, there is a significant change in disper-
sion from no invaded to invaded zone with one layer and a
permeability reduced to 200mD. However, for a radial per-
meability change within the invaded zone the difference be-
tween one and eight layers is not significant. The fluid flow
causing the tube wave dispersion mostly depends on the
permeability of the layer adjacent to the borehole, therefore
the flow between the different poroelastic layers does not
significantly influence the tube wave dispersion.

In Fig. 7 the dispersion curve for an altered zone with
one internal layer is compared to the eight layer case. On a
smaller scale it becomes obvious that for a frequency range
from 100Hz−400Hz the difference is up to 10m/s. It might
be possible to use this low frequency range to invert for the
radial distribution of the permeability.

Altered zone

No-altered zone

Figure 6. Tube-wave dispersion of a borehole surrounded by an

invaded zone of reduced permeability and an untouched forma-

tion; altered zone has thickness of 24cm; we consider several mod-
els which consist of no (black), single (violet), four (green) and

eight (red) sublayers of equal thickness; in all cases the perme-

ability of the inner layer is 200mD.

Altered zone: 
8 layers

Altered zone: 
1 layer

No-altered zone

Figure 7. Same as Fig. 6 but zoomed in for low frequencies; dis-
played is here an invaded zone with a single sublayer (violet) and

eight (red) sublayers; the effect of the sublayers is most signifi-

cant for frequencies between 100Hz and 400Hz; in all cases the
permeability of the inner layer is 200mD.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study the spectral method was applied to a fluid-
filled borehole surrounded by a cylindrically layered poroe-
lastic formation. The fundamental equations for cylindrical
poroelastic structures are derived on the basis of Biot’s the-
ory and presented in the context of the spectral method. It is
outlined how these equations are used to construct a gener-
alized matrix eigenvalue problem for an arbitrary number of
fluid, elastic and poroelastic layers. In order to illustrate the
numerical scheme we discuss three examples from borehole
acoustics. First we validated spectral method on a well-kown
example of fluid-filled borehole surrounded by a poroelastic
medium. Two remaining examples illustrate cases with ad-
ditional cylindrical layering of up to 10 layers. These multi-
layered cases would be hard to handle with root-finding.

The spectral method allows successfully to obtain the
dispersion for all examples easily and time efficiently. It
could be shown that the spectral method is a very powerful
tool for the computation of wave propagation in complicated
poroelastic structures. This gives us a chance to obtain more
accurate description of realistic borehole conditions and thus
achieve a better characterization of petrophysical properties
of subsurface formations.

Future work can be focused on the implementation of
absorbing boundary conditions in order to model a real in-
finite medium. This will allow to also obtain the dispersion
of leaky modes and eliminates higher order modes which
only propagate in finite structures. Absorbing boundary con-
ditions will also help to reduce the number of collocation
points In the example with the altered zone only one param-
eter, the permeability, was changed. It would be of interest
to see how the dispersion would be influenced if various pa-
rameters were changed such as, for example, the shear mod-
ulus. This, as well as, for example, the effect of anisotropic
media can be considered in the future.
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APPENDIX E

Equations for waves in cylindrical solid structures

For the case of wave propagation in a solid bar we follow the approach

in Armenakas et al. (1969). Solutions of the wave equations in terms of

potentials are provided there (eq. 7) in the following form

φ = f (r) cos nθ cos(ωt + kzz) (E.0.1)

ψr = h(r)r sin nθ sin(ωt + kzz) (E.0.2)

ψθ = h(r)θ cos nθ sin(ωt + kzz) (E.0.3)

ψz = h(r)z sin nθ cos(ωt + kzz) (E.0.4)

Based on eqs. (F.0.1-F.0.4) the wave equations in cylindrical coordinates

(Achenbach, eqs. 2.135-2.139) can be solved in the following form

The differential equation for the scalar potential f becomes:
(

∂2
r +

1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 +
ω2

v2
p

)
f = k2

z f (E.0.5)
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and for hz: (
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 +
ω2

v2
s

)
hz = k2

zhz (E.0.6)

The equations for hr and hθ are coupled:
(

∂2
r +

1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 −
1
r2 +

ω2

v2
s

)
hr +

2n
r2 hθ = k2

zhr (E.0.7)
(

∂2
r +

1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 −
1
r2 +

ω2

v2
s

)
hθ +

2n
r2 hr = k2

zhθ (E.0.8)

It can be shown that

hr = −hθ. (E.0.9)

Using this we get from eqs. (E.0.7) - (E.0.8) :
(

∂2
r +

1
r

∂r −
(n + 1)2

r2 +
ω2

v2
s

)
hθ = k2

zhθ (E.0.10)

The eqs. (F.0.19,F.0.20 and E.0.33) are utilized to solve axisymmetric and

non-symmetric wave propagation in cylindrical elastic structures.

The displacement components

In Achenbach the displacement components are given in terms of poten-

tials as (Achenbach eqs. 2.132-2.135):

ur =
(

∂rφ +
1
r

∂θψz − ∂zψθ

)
(E.0.11)

uθ =
(

1
r

∂θφ + ∂zψr − ∂rψz

)
(E.0.12)

uz =
(

∂zφ + ∂rψθ +
1
r

ψθ −
1
r

∂θψr

)
(E.0.13)

Using eqs. (F.0.1-F.0.4) and the assumption eq. (E.0.9) we get

ur =
(

∂r f +
n
r

hz − kzhθ

)
cos nθ cos(ωt + kzz) (E.0.14)

uθ =
(
−n

r
f − kzhθ − ∂rhz

)
sin nθ cos(ωt + kzz) (E.0.15)

uz =
(
−kz f + ∂rhθ +

1
r

hθ +
n
r

hθ

)
cos nθ sin(ωt + kzz) (E.0.16)
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For the spectral method it is of importance to have equations wich do not

depend on the wavenumber kz. In order to achieve that we substitute

kzhθ = h̄θ

ur =
(

∂r f +
n
r

hz − h̄θ

)
cos nθ cos(ωt + kzz) (E.0.17)

uθ =
(
−n

r
f − h̄θ − ∂rhz

)
sin nθ cos(ωt + kzz) (E.0.18)

ūz =
{
−k2

z f +
(

∂r +
1
r

+
n
r

)
h̄θ

}
cos nθ sin(ωt + kzz) (E.0.19)

In order to write the displacement component uz without kz dependence

the whole equation is multiplied with kz. Consequently uz becomes kzuz =

ūz. For the expression k2
z f we can substitute eq. (F.0.19).

The stress components

The stress components σrr and σrθ can be used straightforward in the fol-

lowing form.

The radial stress σrr

σrr = λ

(
∂rur +

ur

r
+

1
r

∂θuθ + ∂zuz

)
+ 2µ∂rur (E.0.20)

λ

(
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 − k2
z

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=−ω2/v2

p

f +

2µ

(
∂2

r f − kz∂rhθ +
n
r

(
∂r −

1
r

)
hz

)
(E.0.21)

=

(
2µ∂2

r − λ
ω2

v2
p

)
f − 2µ∂rkzhθ︸︷︷︸

h̄θ

+ 2µ
n
r

(
∂r −

1
r

)
hz (E.0.22)

=

(
2µ∂2

r − λ
ω2

v2
p

)
f − 2µ∂r h̄θ + 2µ

n
r

(
∂r −

1
r

)
hz (E.0.23)
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The shear stress σrθ

σrθ = µ

(
∂ruθ −

uθ

r
+

1
r

∂θur

)
(E.0.24)

= −µ
2n
r

(
∂r −

1
r

)
f

+µ

(
n + 1

r
− ∂r

)
kzhθ︸︷︷︸

h̄θ

µ

(
−∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
n2

r2

)
hz (E.0.25)

The shear stress σrz

σrz = µ (∂ruz + ∂zur) (E.0.26)

= µ (∂ruz − kzur) (E.0.27)

= −2µkz∂r f +

µ

(
∂2

r +
1 + n

r
∂r −

1 + n
r2 + k2

z

)
hθ

−µ
n
r

kzhz (E.0.28)

The radial shear stress has to be slightly manipulated in order to eliminate

the dependance on kz. In order to achieve that the whole expression will
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be multiplied with kz.

kzσrz = −2µk2
z∂r f +

µ

(
∂2

r +
1 + n

r
∂r −

1 + n
r2 + k2

z

)
kzhθ

−µ
n
r

k2
zhz (E.0.29)

σ̄rz = −2µ∂rk2
z f +

µ

(
∂2

r +
1 + n

r
∂r −

1 + n
r2 + k2

z

)
h̄θ

−µ
n
r

k2
zhz (E.0.30)

σ̄rz = −2µ

(
∂3

r +
1
r

∂2
r −

1 + n2

r2 ∂r +
2n2

r3 +
ω2

v2
p

∂r

)
f +

µ

(
∂2

r +
1 + n

r
∂r −

1 + n
r2 + k2

z

)
h̄θ

−µ
n
r

k2
zhz (E.0.31)

Consequently σrz becomes kzσrz = σ̄rz and kzhθ = h̄θ. The expression k2
z f

and k2
zhz can be subsequently substitute using the eq. (F.0.19-E.0.8).

Axisymmetric modes

For axisymmetric wave propagation the underlying equations do not de-

pendent on the angle θ. Consequently n = 0 and the problem can be

solved with two wave equations. The P-wave equation (eq. (F.0.19)) and

one S-wave equation (E.0.33) which reduce to:
(

∂2
r +

1
r

∂r +
ω2

v2
p

)
f = k2

z f (E.0.32)

(
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
1
r2 +

ω2

v2
s

)
hθ = k2

zhθ (E.0.33)

For axisymmetric wave propagation the displacement and stress compo-

nents required to fulfill boundary conditions are the radial, axial displace-
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ment (ur, uz) as well as the radial and normal shear stress (σrr, σrz). The

displacement components become for n = 0:

ur = (∂r f − kzhθ) cos(ωt + kzz) (E.0.34)

uz =
(
−kz f + ∂rhθ +

1
r

hθ

)
sin(ωt + kzz) (E.0.35)

The cosine and sine terms can be discarded.

For the radial stress we obtain

σrr =

(
2µ∂2

r − λ
ω2

v2
p

)
f − 2µ∂r h̄θ (E.0.36)

while the normal shear becomes

σ̄rz = −2µ

(
∂3

r +
1
r

∂2
r −

1
r2 ∂r +

ω2

v2
p

∂r

)
f +

µ

(
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
1
r2 + k2

z

)
h̄θ (E.0.37)

Interface boundary conditions are either fluid-fluid,fluid-solid or solid-

solid. For a fluid-fluid interface the continuity of radial stress and dis-

placement have to be fulfilled

σ
f l1
rr = σ

f l2
rr (E.0.38)

u f l1
r = u f l2

r (E.0.39)

A fluid-solid interface requires

σ
f l
rr = σs

rr (E.0.40)

u f l
r = us

r (E.0.41)

0 = σs
rz (E.0.42)

where in addition to the continuity conditions the shear stress vanishes in

the fluid. For solid-solid continuity of all displacement and stress compo-
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nents is required

σs1
rr = σs2

rr (E.0.43)

us1
r = us2

r (E.0.44)

σs1
rz = σs2

rz (E.0.45)

us1
z = us2

z (E.0.46)

How these equations are utilized for the spectral method schema is shown

in Karpfinger et al. (2008a). Here the results for a fluid filled borehole and

a four layer case are shown

Dipole, Quadrupole etc

The dispersion of dipole or quadrupole or even higher order modes de-

pends on the angle θ. Dipole modes can be obtained for n = 1 and

quadrupole for n = 2 etc. Summarized from section one here again are

all the equations required

Helmholtz equations

(
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 +
ω2

v2
p

)
f = k2

z f (E.0.47)

(
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 +
ω2

v2
s

)
hz = k2

zhz (E.0.48)
(

∂2
r +

1
r

∂r −
(n + 1)2

r2 +
ω2

v2
s

)
hθ = k2

zhθ (E.0.49)
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Displacement components

ur =
(

∂r f +
n
r

hz − h̄θ

)
cos nθ cos(ωt + kzz) (E.0.50)

uθ =
(
−n

r
f − h̄θ − ∂rhz

)
sin nθ cos(ωt + kzz) (E.0.51)

ūz =
{
−k2

z f +
(

∂r +
1
r

+
n
r

)
h̄θ

}
cos nθ sin(ωt + kzz) (E.0.52)

Stress components

σrr =

(
2µ∂2

r − λ
ω2

v2
p

)
f − 2µ∂r h̄θ + 2µ

n
r

(
∂r −

1
r

)
hz (E.0.53)

σrθ = −µ
2n
r

(
∂r −

1
r

)
f + µ

(
n + 1

r
− ∂r

)
h̄θ

−µ

(
∂2

r −
1
r

∂r +
n2

r2

)
hz (E.0.54)

σ̄rz = −2µ

(
∂3

r +
1
r

∂2
r −

1 + n2

r2 ∂r +
2n2

r3 +
ω2

v2
p

∂r

)
f +

µ

(
∂2

r +
1 + n

r
∂r −

1 + n
r2 + k2

z

)
h̄θ − µ

n
r

k2
zhz (E.0.55)

Boundary conditions

The same boundary conditions as for axisymmetric modes apply. In ad-

dition for a fluid-solid interface the angular shear stress vanishes in the

fluid

0 = σs
rθ (E.0.56)

and is continuous for a solid-solid interface

σs1
rθ = σs2

rθ (E.0.57)



APPENDIX F

Equations for waves in cylindrical poroelastic structures

In order to solve wave propagation in poroelastic structures the following

plane wave solution of the potentials are assumed

A± = a±(r) cos nθ cos(ωt + kzz) (F.0.1)

βr = h(r)r sin nθ sin(ωt + kzz) (F.0.2)

βθ = h(r)θ cos nθ sin(ωt + kzz) (F.0.3)

βz = h(r)z sin nθ cos(ωt + kzz) (F.0.4)

Displacement components

For poroelastic structures two displacements exist. The average solid dis-

placement u and the relative displacement w = φ(U − u), where φ is

the porosity and U is the fluid displacement. The displacements can be

decomposed in terms of potentials as:

u = ∇Υ +∇× β w = ∇ψ +∇×χ (F.0.5)
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The solid displacement u separated into its components can be written as

follows

ur = ∂rΥ +
1
r

∂θ βz − ∂zβθ (F.0.6)

uθ = ∂θ
1
r

Υ + ∂zβr − ∂rβz (F.0.7)

uz = ∂zΥ +
1
r

βθ + ∂rβθ − ∂θ
1
r

βr (F.0.8)

Using the definition Υ = A+Ξ− A−Ξ, where Ξ = 1
Γ+−Γ− , which decom-

poses the scalar potential Upsilon into its fast (+) and slow (−) P-wave

contribution yields

ur = ∂r A+Ξ− ∂r A−Ξ +
1
r

∂θ βz − ∂zβθ (F.0.9)

uθ = ∂θ
1
r

A+Ξ− ∂θ
1
r

A−Ξ + ∂zβr − ∂rβz (F.0.10)

uz = ∂z A+Ξ− ∂z A−Ξ +
1
r

βθ + ∂rβθ − ∂θ
1
r

βr (F.0.11)

For the relative displacement the following equation introduces the β po-

tential: χ = − ρ f
q β

Solving the displacements

Applying eqs. (F.0.1-F.0.4) to eqs (F.0.53-F.0.52) the following equations are

obtained. The sine and cosine terms are discarded.

ur = Ξ∂ra+ − Ξ∂ra− +
n
r

hz − kzhθ (F.0.12)

uθ = −Ξ
n
r

a+ + Ξ
n
r

a− − kzhθ − ∂rhz (F.0.13)

uz = −Ξkza+ + Ξkza− + ∂rhθ +
1
r

hθ +
n
r

hθ (F.0.14)

For the relative displacement the following equation introduces the β po-

tential: χ = − ρ f
q β
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The four components required to fulfill the boundary conditions are

ur = Ξ∂ra+ − Ξ∂ra− +
n
r

hz − h̃θ (F.0.15)

uθ = −Ξ
n
r

a+ + Ξ
n
r

a− − h̃θ − ∂rhz (F.0.16)

ũz = −Ξk2
za+ + Ξk2

za− + ∂r h̃θ +
1
r

h̃θ +
n
r

h̃θ (F.0.17)

wr = −Ξ∂ra+ + Ξ∂ra− −
ρ f

q
n
r

hz +
ρ f

q
h̃θ (F.0.18)

Wave equations

In poroelasticity there are two P-wave equations:

(
∇2 +

ω2

v2
±

)
A± = 0 (F.0.19)

equation is the same as for elastic except that there are two and the defini-

tion of the bulk velocities is different.

The shear wave equation decomposes in the same way as for elastic. For

solving the eigenvalue problem we need two S-wave equations. The equa-

tion for βθ and βz will be used:

(
∇2 − 1

r2 −
2
r2 ∂θ +

ω2

v2
s

)
βθ = 0 (F.0.20)

(
∇2 +

ω2

v2
s

)
βz = 0 (F.0.21)

Solving the wave equations

Solving the wave equations (eqs. F.0.19-F.0.21) by introducing the defini-

tion of the Laplace operator

∇2 = ∂2
r +

1
r

∂r +
1
r2 ∂2

θ + ∂2
z (F.0.22)
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yields
(

∂2
r +

1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 +
ω2

v2
±

)
a± = k2

za± (F.0.23)

(
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
(n + 1)2

r2 +
ω2

v2
s

)
hθ = k2

zhθ (F.0.24)
(

∂2
r +

1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 +
ω2

v2
s

)
hz = k2

zhz (F.0.25)

Stress components

For poroelastic media the radial and normal shear stress have the same

structure as for elastic:

σrθ = µ

(
∂ruθ −

uθ

r
+

1
r

∂θur

)
(F.0.26)

= −µΞ
2n
r

(
∂r −

1
r

)
a+ + µΞ

2n
r

(
∂r −

1
r

)
a−

+µ

(
n + 1

r
− ∂r

)
h̄θ − µ

(
∂2

r −
1
r

∂r +
n2

r2

)
hz (F.0.27)

σrz = µ (∂zur + ∂ruz) (F.0.28)

−2µΞ

(
∂3

r +
1
r

∂2
r −

1 + n2

r2 ∂r +
2n2

r3 +
ω2

v2
p

∂r

)
a+ +

+2µΞ

(
∂3

r +
1
r

∂2
r −

1 + n2

r2 ∂r +
2n2

r3 +
ω2

v2
p

∂r

)
a− +

µ

(
∂2

r +
1 + n

r
∂r −

1 + n
r2 + k2

z

)
h̄θ − µ

n
r

k2
zhz (F.0.29)

where delta is the dilatation which becomes ∆ = −ω2

v2
±

Υ.

The radial stress for poroelastic media is:
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σrr = λsat∆ + 2µ∂rur − Cξ (F.0.30)

= Ξ

(
2µ∂2

r − (CΓ− − λ)
ω2

v2
+

)
a+ − Ξ

(
2µ∂2

r − (CΓ+ − λ)
ω2

v2
−

)
a−

−2µ∂r h̄θ + 2µ
n
r

(
∂r −

1
r

)
hz (F.0.31)

(F.0.32)

The first two terms are similar to elastic terms and the third term, which

considers the fluid pressure, is scalar and consequently independent of θ.

The equation for the fluid pressure will be the same for axisymmetric and

for flexural wave propagation as it is a scalar equation:

p = Mξ − C∆ (F.0.33)

p f = −Ξ [MΓ− − C]
ω2

v2
+

A+ +

+Ξ [MΓ+ − C]
ω2

v2
−

A− (F.0.34)

Monopole modes

For axisymmetric wave propagation the underlying equations do not de-

pendent on the angle θ. Consequently n = 0 and the problem can be

solved with two wave equations. The P-wave equation (eq. (F.0.47)) and

one S-wave equation (F.0.48) which reduce to:
(

∂2
r +

1
r

∂r +
ω2

v2
±

)
a± = k2

za± (F.0.35)

(
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
12

r2 +
ω2

v2
s

)
hθ = k2

zhθ (F.0.36)
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The displacement components reduce to

ur = Ξ∂ra+ − Ξ∂ra− − h̃θ (F.0.37)

ũz = −Ξk2
za+ + Ξk2

za− + ∂r h̃θ +
1
r

h̃θ + (F.0.38)

wr = −Ξ∂ra+ + Ξ∂ra−hz +
ρ f

q
h̃θ (F.0.39)

and the stress becomes

σrr = Ξ

(
2µ∂2

r − (CΓ− − λ)
ω2

v2
+

)
a+ − Ξ

(
2µ∂2

r − (CΓ+ − λ)
ω2

v2
−

)
a−

−2µ∂r h̄θ (F.0.40)

σrz −2µΞ

(
∂3

r +
1
r

∂2
r −

1
r2 ∂r +

ω2

v2
p

∂r

)
a+ +

+2µΞ

(
∂3

r +
1
r

∂2
r −

1
r2 ∂r +

ω2

v2
p

∂r

)
a− +

µ

(
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
1
r2 + k2

z

)
h̄θ (F.0.41)

p = −Ξ [MΓ− − C]
ω2

v2
+

A+ + Ξ [MΓ+ − C]
ω2

v2
−

A− (F.0.42)

Solving these equations certain boundary conditions have to be applied.

For a fluid-porous interface the following boundary conditions have to be

imposed

σ
f l
rr = σ

p
rr (F.0.43)

u f l
r = up

r + wp
r (F.0.44)

0 = σs
rz (F.0.45)

−σ
f l
rr = pp + Wmcwp

r (F.0.46)

The first three are analogous to fluid-solid while the fourth term takes ac-

count of the fluid flow across the interface. For a fluid-porous interface

two limiting cases can be considered. Either the term Wmc is zero which

results in the continuity of fluid pressure across the interface: open pore
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case. The other extrem is if Wmc → ∞. This results in 0 = wp
r describing

a sealed interface. For all values in between Wmc is a membrane which

can flex in and out of the pore space and thus takes into account partially

sealed pores. This is the most realistic case as the pores on the borehole

wall are very often sealed by clay particles from the mud. Such a layer is

called mudcake and was described by Liu et al..

Dipole, Quadrupole modes etc

(
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 +
ω2

v2
±

)
a± = k2

za± (F.0.47)

(
∂2

r +
1
r

∂r −
(n + 1)2

r2 +
ω2

v2
s

)
hθ = k2

zhθ (F.0.48)
(

∂2
r +

1
r

∂r −
n2

r2 +
ω2

v2
s

)
hz = k2

zhz (F.0.49)

ur = Ξ∂ra+ − Ξ∂ra− +
n
r

hz − h̃θ (F.0.50)

uθ = −Ξ
n
r

a+ + Ξ
n
r

a− − h̃θ − ∂rhz (F.0.51)

ũz = −Ξk2
za+ + Ξk2

za− + ∂r h̃θ +
1
r

h̃θ +
n
r

h̃θ (F.0.52)

wr = −Ξ∂ra+ + Ξ∂ra− −
ρ f

q
n
r

hz +
ρ f

q
h̃θ (F.0.53)

σrr = Ξ

(
2µ∂2

r − (CΓ− − λ)
ω2

v2
+

)
a+ − Ξ

(
2µ∂2

r − (CΓ+ − λ)
ω2

v2
−

)
a−

−2µ∂r h̄θ + 2µ
n
r

(
∂r −

1
r

)
hz (F.0.54)
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σrθ = −µΞ
2n
r

(
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p = −Ξ [MΓ− − C]
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For dipole, quadupole etc the only new boundary condition, in addition

to the boundary conditions for monopole, is the angular shear component

For a fluid-porous interface the shear stress vanishes in the fluid:

0 = σ
p
rθ (F.0.58)

while for a solid-porous or porous-porous interface the shear stress is con-

tinuous

σ
s,p
rθ = σ

p
rθ (F.0.59)
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MATLAB code for fluid and elastic structures



ComputeDispersion.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

February 26, 2009

0001 function ComputeDispersion
0002 % Name: ComputeDispersion
0003 %
0004 %Purpose:
0005 % Main Program to compute dispersion and attenuation curves as well as mode shapes
0006 % for finite cylindrical structures with arbitrary elastic solid and fluid
0007 % layers
0008 %
0009 %Outputs:
0010 % - F : matrix with all the phasevelocities for all modes
0011 % and frequencies
0012 % - G : matrix with the attenuation for all modes
0013 % and frequencies
0014 %
0015 %Author: Florian Karpfinger 01/09
0016
0017 clc;
0018 h = waitbar(0,’Please wait...’);
0019
0020 tic
0021
0022 % Read Input File
0023 [Par] = ReadInputFile 1; %type 1 for example 1 and 2 for example 2
0024
0025 % Set parameters
0026 [Par,matop,BCO]=SetStructureParameters(Par);
0027
0028 n = 1;
0029 for w = Par.wmin:Par.wstep:Par.wmax
0030 [vel,q,ModeSh] = eigen(Par,matop,BCO,w);
0031 F(1:length(vel),n) = vel;
0032 G(1:length(q),n) = q;
0033 waitbar(w/(Par.wmax),h)
0034 n = n+1;
0035 end
0036
0037 close(h);
0038
0039 F(F==0) = NaN;
0040 G(G==0) = NaN;
0041
0042 % Plotting
0043 PlotDispersion(F,G,Par,ModeSh);
0044
0045 t=toc
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DefineModelParams 1.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

June 24, 2009

0001 function [Par]=DefineModelParams 1;
0002 %
0003 % Purpose:
0004 % Definition of input parameters for Example 1: fluid filled
0005 % boerhole surrounded by an elastic formation;
0006 % Inputs:
0007 % -Par: Structure containing all parameters defining elastic and geometric
0008 % parameters as well as all calculations independent of
0009 % frequency:
0010 % - N : number of discretization points for each layer
0011 % - vpf : The P-wave velocity of each layer
0012 % - vs : The shear wave velocity for each layer
0013 % - rho : The bulk density for each layer
0014 % - qp : Q-factor for P-waves
0015 % - qs : Q-factor for S-waves
0016 % - A : the inner radii of the cylindrical layers
0017 % - wstep : frequency intervall
0018 % - wmin : minimum frequency
0019 % - wmax : maximum frequency
0020 % - SelectminVel : smallest phase velocity displayed
0021 % - SelectmaxVel : highest phase velocity displayed
0022 % - s : choose surface BC
0023 % - comp : choose if dispersion or mode shapes are computed
0024 % - deriv : max rank of differentation matrices computed
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0025 % - wstep : frequency step
0026 % - wmin : minimum frequency
0027 % - wmax : maximum frequency
0028 % - w : single frequency for which modeshpes are computed
0029 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 01/09
0030
0031 %Two layer model
0032 Par.N=[160,160]; %Number of Chebychev points; must be the same number of points for modeshpaes
0033 Par.vpf=[1500,4878]; %P-wave velocities in [m/s]
0034 Par.vs=[0,2600]; %S-wave velocity in [m/s]
0035 Par.rho=[1000,2160]; %Densities in [kg/m^3]
0036 Par.A=[1e-4,0.1,2]; %Radii in [m]
0037 %radii of each layer in [m] (the first value corresponds
0038 %to the center which can not be set equal to zero due to the singularity in cylindrical
0039 %coordinates: 1/r)
0040 Par.SelectminVel = 1750; %smallest displayed velocity in [m/s]
0041 Par.SelectmaxVel = 1850; %highest displayed velocity in [m/s]
0042 %Surface boundary conditions
0043 Par.s=0; %0= stress free boundary conditions on the surface
0044 %1= rigid boundary condititions on surface
0045 Par.comp =2; %1= dispersion for a whole frequency intervall is computed
0046 %2= modeshapes (distribution of displacement and stress along the radius of the structure)
0047 %for one frequency are computed
0048 Par.deriv = 3; %number of derivatives computed
0049
0050 if Par.comp == 1
0051 Par.wmin=925*2*pi; Par.wstep=925*2*pi; Par.wmax=925*2*pi; %Frequency Range in [Hz] for dispersion
0052 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0053 elseif Par.comp == 2
0054 Par.w= 15000*2*pi; % single frequency in [Hz] for modeshapes
0055 Par.wstep = Par.w;
0056 Par.wmin = Par.w;
0057 Par.wmax = Par.w;
0058 end
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DefineModelParams 2.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

June 24, 2009

0001 function [Par]=DefineModelParams 2;
0002 % Purpose:
0003 % Definition of all the input parameters
0004 % Inputs:
0005 % -Par: Structure containing all parameters defining elastic and geometric
0006 % parameters as well as all calculations independent of
0007 % frequency:
0008 % - N : number of discretization points for each layer
0009 % - vpf : The P-wave velocity of each layer
0010 % - vs : The shear wave velocity for each layer
0011 % - rho : The bulk density for each layer
0012 % - qp : Q-factor for P-waves
0013 % - qs : Q-factor for S-waves
0014 % - A : the inner radii of the cylindrical layers
0015 % - wstep : frequency intervall
0016 % - wmin : minimum frequency
0017 % - wmax : maximum frequency
0018 % - SelectminVel : smallest phase velocity displayed
0019 % - SelectmaxVel : highest phase velocity displayed
0020 % - s : choose surface BC
0021 % - comp : choose if dispersion or mode shapes are computed
0022 % - deriv : max rank of differentation matrices computed
0023 % - wstep : frequency step
0024 % - wmin : minimum frequency
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0025 % - wmax : maximum frequency
0026 % - w : single frequency for which modeshpes are computed
0027 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 01/09
0028
0029 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0030 % Four layer model%
0031 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0032 Par.N=[20,8,20,8]; %Number of Chebychev points; must be the same number of points for modeshpaes
0033 Par.vpf=[1500,5600,1500,6100]; %P-wave velocities in [m/s]
0034 Par.vs=[0,2800,0,3080]; %S-wave velocity in [m/s]
0035 Par.rho=[1000,2480,1000,2700]; %Densities in [kg/m^3]
0036 Par.A=[1e-4,0.0635,0.0667,0.1032,0.1095]; %Radii in [m]
0037
0038 %radii of each layer in [m] (the first value corresponds
0039 %to the center which can not be set equal to zero due to the singularity in cylindrical
0040 %coordinates: 1/r)
0041 Par.SelectminVel =200; %smallest displayed velocity in [m/s]
0042 Par.SelectmaxVel = 6000; %highest displayed velocity in [m/s]
0043 %Surface boundary conditions
0044 Par.s=0; %0= stress free boundary conditions on the surface
0045 %1= rigid boundary condititions on surface
0046 Par.comp =1; %1= dispersion for a whole frequency intervall is computed
0047 %2= modeshapes (distribution of displacement and stress along the radius of the structure)
0048 %for one frequency are computed
0049 Par.deriv = 3; %number of derivatives computed
0050
0051 if Par.comp == 1
0052 Par.wmin=200*2*pi; Par.wstep=200*2*pi; Par.wmax=10010*2*pi; %Frequency Range
0053 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0054 elseif Par.comp == 2
0055 Par.w= 1500*2*pi;
0056 Par.wstep = Par.w;
0057 Par.wmin = Par.w;
0058 Par.wmax = Par.w;
0059 end
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SetStructureParameters.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

March 18, 2009

0001 function [Par,matop,BCO]=SetStructureParameters(Par)
0002 %
0003 %Purpose:
0004 % Computation of all frequency independent parameters
0005 %Input:
0006 % -Par: Structure containing all parameters defining elastic and geometric
0007 % parameters as well as all calculations independent of
0008 % frequency
0009 %
0010 %Outputs:
0011 % -Par: additional frequency independent computations for Par
0012 % vs2 : squared shear velocity
0013 % vpf2 : squared P-wave velocity
0014 % MU 2 : two times shear modulus
0015 % LAMBDA: Lame parameter Lambda
0016 % aa : radius vector for the whole structure to plot modeshpaes
0017 % NA,cc,dd,ee,gg,ff,hh etc: indices which compute the lines where to
0018 % set BCs in the K matrix => see eigen function
0019 % -matop: structure containing all frequency independent matrix
0020 % operators
0021 % Zeromatrix: conataining Zeromatrices for each layer
0022 % Identity : conataining Identitymatrices for each layer
0023 % D1 : differentiation matrix for first radial derivative for each layer
0024 % D2 : differentiation matrix for second radial derivative for each layer
0025 % D3 : differentiation matrix for third radial derivative for each layer
0026 % radius vector: radius vector for each layer
0027 % rd1 : inverse of radius vector for each layer
0028 % rd2 : squared inverse radius vector for each layer
0029 % Laplacian : Laplace operator for each layer
0030 % -BCO: the preallocated structure BCO
0031 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 01/09
0032
0033
0034 %precompomputation
0035 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0036 %equations
0037 h = diff(Par.A); %thicknesses of layers
0038 tempo var = -2./h;
0039 tempo var2 = tempo var.*tempo var;
0040 tempo var3 = tempo var2.*tempo var;
0041
0042 Par.vs2 = Par.vs.*Par.vs; %squared shear velocity
0043 Par.vpf2= Par.vpf.*Par.vpf; %squared P-wave velocity
0044
0045 % shear modulus times two for each layer
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0046 Par.MU 2 = 2*Par.rho.*Par.vs2;
0047
0048 %LAMBDA for each layer
0049 Par.LAMBDA = Par.rho.*(Par.vpf2-2*Par.vs2);
0050
0051
0052
0053 %Differentiation matrices and radius vector for all layers
0054 for jj=1:length(Par.N);
0055
0056 matop(jj).Zeromatrix = zeros(Par.N(jj));
0057 matop(jj).Identity = eye(Par.N(jj));
0058
0059 s = Par.A(jj) + Par.A(jj+1); %sums of borders
0060 [x,D] = chebdif(Par.N(jj),Par.deriv);
0061
0062 matop(jj).radius vector = (-h(jj).*x+s)*0.5;
0063 matop(jj).D1 = tempo var(jj) *D(:,:,1);
0064 matop(jj).D2 = tempo var2(jj)*D(:,:,2);
0065 matop(jj).D3 = tempo var3(jj)*D(:,:,3);
0066
0067 matop(jj).rd1 = diag(1./matop(jj).radius vector);
0068 matop(jj).rd2 = matop(jj).rd1.*matop(jj).rd1;
0069
0070 % LAPLACIAN
0071 matop(jj).Laplacian = matop(jj).D2 + matop(jj).rd1*matop(jj).D1;
0072
0073 BCO(jj).Lf = zeros(size(matop(jj)));
0074 BCO(jj).Sf = zeros(size(matop(jj)));
0075 BCO(jj).Tf = zeros(size(matop(jj)));
0076 end
0077
0078 if Par.comp ~= 1
0079 %radius vector for plotting modeshapes
0080 ll=1;
0081 for mm=1:Par.N(ll):sum(Par.N)
0082 Par.aa(mm:sum(Par.N(1:ll)))=matop(ll).radius vector(1:length(matop(jj).radius vector));
0083 ll=ll+1;
0084 end
0085 end
0086
0087 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0088 %Indices for introduction of BCs%
0089 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0090
0091 Par.nlayers=length(Par.N);
0092 flag = zeros(1,Par.nlayers);
0093
0094 [Par.rowf, Par.colf] = find(Par.vs == 0);
0095 [Par.rows, Par.cols] = find(Par.vs ~= 0);
0096
0097 if Par.comp >1
0098 flag = Par.comp*ones(1,Par.nlayers);
0099 else
0100 flag(Par.cols) = 1;
0101 flag = flag + 1; % 1-> fluid 2->solid
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0102 end
0103
0104 Par.NA = zeros(1,Par.nlayers);
0105 NAA = cumsum(flag .* Par.N);
0106 Par.NA(2:Par.nlayers) = NAA(1:Par.nlayers-1);
0107
0108 Par.sbca = 2*Par.N(Par.nlayers);
0109 Par.sbcb = Par.N(Par.nlayers);
0110 Par.sbcc = Par.NA(Par.nlayers);
0111
0112 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0113 %Loop on interface%
0114 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0115
0116 for jj=1:Par.nlayers-1
0117 Par.cc(jj) = Par.NA(jj) + Par.N(jj);
0118 Par.dd(jj) = Par.NA(jj) + Par.N(jj)*Par.comp+1;
0119 Par.ee(jj) = Par.dd(jj) + Par.N(jj+1);
0120 Par.gg(jj) = Par.cc(jj) + Par.N(jj) + 1;
0121 Par.ff(jj) = Par.gg(jj) - 1;
0122 Par.hh(jj) = Par.gg(jj) + Par.N(jj+1);
0123 end
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eigen.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

February 26, 2009

0001 function [vel,q,ModeSh] = eigen(Par,matop,BCO,w)
0002 % Name: eigen
0003 %
0004 % Purpose:
0005 % The corresponding stress and displacement components are
0006 % introduced in the Helmholtz equation matrix and appropriate
0007 % boundary conditions are set. At the end the Eigenvalue problem is
0008 % solved and the Eigenvalues which are of interest are selected
0009 % Inputs:
0010 % -Par: Structure containing all parameters defining elastic and geometric
0011 % parameters as well as all calculations independent of
0012 % frequency
0013 % -matop: structure containing all frequency independent matrix operators
0014 % -BCO: the preallocated structure BCO
0015 % -w: frequency
0016 %
0017 % Outputs:
0018 % - vel :phase velocities corresponding to the frequency w
0019 %
0020 % - q : values of Q-1 corresponding to the frequency w
0021 % -ModeSh : Structure containing all the modeshapes for all
0022 % modes corresponding to frequency w
0023 %
0024 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 01/09
0025
0026 %Calculates stress, displacement components and Helmholtz equations for
0027 %each layer
0028
0029 [SS,TT,K,M] = matrices(Par,matop,BCO,w);
0030
0031
0032 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0033 %Interface Boundary Conditions%
0034 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0035
0036 if Par.nlayers>1
0037
0038 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0039 %Boundary conditions for: %
0040 %first layer: fluid next layer: fluid or solid%
0041 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0042
0043 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0044 %fluid/fluid%
0045 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
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0046
0047 %BC1: continuity of radial stress for f-f or f-s
0048 K(Par.cc(Par.colf),:) = SS(Par.cc(Par.colf),:)-SS(Par.dd(Par.colf),:);
0049 M(Par.cc(Par.colf),Par.cc(Par.colf)) = 0;
0050 %BC2: continuity of radial displacement for f-f or f-s
0051 K(Par.dd(Par.colf),:) = TT(Par.cc(Par.colf),:)- TT(Par.dd(Par.colf),:);
0052 M(Par.dd(Par.colf),Par.dd(Par.colf)) = 0;
0053
0054 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0055 %fluid/solid%
0056 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0057
0058 arrayf = Par.vs(Par.colf+1); %finds the shear velocity of every layer after a fluid layer
0059 [a b]= find(arrayf > 0); %finds if these layers are solid (shear velocity bigger
than zero)
0060
0061 %if the next layer is a solid layer in addition to BC1 and BC2
0062 %the shear stress on the fluid solid interface has to vanish
0063
0064 %BC3: vanishing of shear stress for f-s
0065 K(Par.ee(Par.colf(b)),:) = SS(Par.ee(Par.colf(b)),:);
0066 M(Par.ee(Par.colf(b)),Par.ee(Par.colf(b))) = 0;
0067
0068 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0069 %Boundary conditions for: %
0070 %first layer: solid next layer: fluid or solid%
0071 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0072
0073 Par.cols = Par.cols(1:end-1);
0074 %in any case the the continuity of radial stress and displacement have
0075 %to be fulfilled:
0076 %BC4: continuity of radial stress for s-f or s-s
0077 K(Par.cc(Par.cols),:) = (SS(Par.gg(Par.cols),:)-SS(Par.cc(Par.cols),:));
0078 M(Par.cc(Par.cols),Par.cc(Par.cols)) = 0;
0079 %BC5: continuity of radial displacement for s-f or s-s
0080 K(Par.ff(Par.cols),:) = (TT(Par.gg(Par.cols),:)-TT(Par.cc(Par.cols),:));
0081 M(Par.ff(Par.cols),Par.ff(Par.cols)) = 0;
0082
0083 M(Par.gg(Par.cols),Par.gg(Par.cols)) = 0;
0084
0085 arrays = Par.vs(Par.cols+1); %finds the shear velocity of every layer after a solid layer
0086 [c d]= find(arrays > 0); %finds if these layers are solid (shear velocity bigger than zero)
0087 [e f]= find(arrays == 0); %finds if these layers are fluid (shear velocity equal to zero)
0088
0089 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0090 %solid/solid%
0091 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0092
0093 %if the subsequent layer is a solid: BC4 + BC5 plus =>
0094 %BC6: continuity of normal displacement for s-s
0095 K(Par.gg(Par.cols(d)),:) = TT(Par.ff(Par.cols(d)),:)-TT(Par.hh(Par.cols(d)),:);
0096 M(Par.gg(Par.cols),Par.gg(Par.cols)) = 0;
0097
0098 %BC7: continuity of shear stress for s-s
0099 K(Par.hh(Par.cols(d)),:) = SS(Par.ff(Par.cols(d)),:)-SS(Par.hh(Par.cols(d)),:);
0100 M(Par.hh(Par.cols(d)),Par.hh(Par.cols(d))) = 0;
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0101
0102 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0103 %solid/fluid%
0104 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0105
0106 %if the subsequent layer is a solid: BC4 + BC5 plus =>
0107 %BC8: vanishing of shear stress for s-f
0108 K(Par.gg(Par.cols(f)),:) = SS(Par.ff(Par.cols(f)),:);
0109
0110 end
0111
0112 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0113 %Surface Boundary Conditions%
0114 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0115
0116
0117 M(Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb,Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb) = 0;
0118 M(Par.sbcc + Par.sbca,Par.sbcc + Par.sbca) = 0;
0119
0120 if Par.s > 0 %Rigid surface: radial and normal displacement
are zero on the outer surface of the structure
0121 K(Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb,:) = TT(Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb,:);
0122 K(Par.sbcc + Par.sbca,:) = TT(Par.sbcc + Par.sbca,:);
0123 else %Stress free surface: radial and shear stress
are zero on the outer surface of the structure
0124 K(Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb,:) = SS(Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb,:);
0125 K(Par.sbcc + Par.sbca,:) = SS(Par.sbcc + Par.sbca,:);
0126 end
0127
0128 %==========================================================================
0129 % Solve eignevalue problem
0130 [U,E]=eig(K,M);
0131
0132 % Velocity computation
0133 vel=sqrt(1./(diag(E)));
0134
0135 % selection of useful eigenvalues
0136 aa = real(vel)>0 & real(vel)>abs(imag(vel)) & imag(vel)==0 & real(vel)> Par.SelectminVel
& real(vel) < Par.SelectmaxVel;
0137 vel =sort(vel(aa),’ascend’);
0138
0139 % Compute attenuation
0140 q=imag(vel)./real(vel);
0141
0142 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0143 ModeSh = [];
0144 if Par.comp > 1
0145 %Mode Shapes
0146 U=U(:,aa);
0147 [ModeSh] = displacement(Par,w,U,vel,SS,TT);
0148 end
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matrices.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

February 26, 2009

0001 function [SS,TT,K,M] = matrices(Par,matop,BCO,w)
0002 % Name: matrices
0003 %
0004 % Purpose:
0005 % This function computes the coefficients of the Helmholtz equations,
0006 % displacementand stress components for each layer and combines each
0007 % of them in one big matrix. Each matrix is normalized by its
0008 % maximum value.
0009 % Inputs:
0010 % -Par: Structure containing all parameters defining elastic and geometric
0011 % parameters as well as all calculations independent of
0012 % frequency
0013 % -matop: structure containing all frequency independent matrix operators
0014 % -BCO: the preallocated structure BCO
0015 % -w: frequency
0016 % Outputs:
0017 % -SS: The normalized matrix containg all stress coeficients for all layers
0018 % -TT: The normalized matrix containg all displacement coeficients for all layers
0019 % -K: The normalized matrix containg all Helmholtz equation coeficients for all layers
0020 % -M: diagonal matrix multiplied with w^2 and normalized in the same
0021 % way as K => this matrix will be used subsequently to set
0022 % boundary conditions
0023 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 01/09
0024
0025 w2 =w^2;
0026
0027 for jj=1:length(Par.N);
0028
0029 Idw2 = matop(jj).Identity.*w2;
0030 kp = Idw2./Par.vpf2(jj);
0031 ks = Idw2./Par.vs2(jj);
0032
0033 %%%%%%%
0034 %FLUID%
0035 %%%%%%%
0036
0037 % HELMOTZ EQUATION
0038 BCO(jj).Lf = matop(jj).Laplacian + kp;
0039
0040 % Fluid Pressure
0041 BCO(jj).Sf = -w2*Par.rho(jj)* matop(jj).Identity;
0042
0043 % Fluid Displacement
0044 BCO(jj).Tf = matop(jj).D1;
0045 BCO(jj).Tfz = -BCO(jj).Lf ;
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0046
0047 if Par.comp > 1
0048 BCO(jj).Lf = [BCO(jj).Lf,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0049 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0050 BCO(jj).Sf = [BCO(jj).Sf,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0051 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0052 BCO(jj).Tf = [BCO(jj).Tf,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0053 BCO(jj).Tfz,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0054 end
0055
0056 %%%%%%%
0057 %SOLID%
0058 %%%%%%%
0059
0060 %HELMOTZ EQUATIONS
0061
0062 %P-wave equation
0063 L1 = matop(jj).Laplacian + kp;
0064 %shear wave equation
0065 L2 = matop(jj).Laplacian + ks - matop(jj).rd2;
0066
0067 %compination of components in one matrix
0068 BCO(jj).LL = [L1,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0069 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,L2];
0070
0071 %STRESS COEFFICIENTS
0072 %radial components
0073 rrs1 = -kp*Par.LAMBDA(jj)*matop(jj).Identity + Par.MU 2(jj)*matop(jj).D2;
0074 rrs2 = -Par.MU 2(jj)*matop(jj).D1;
0075 %shear components
0076 rzs1 = -Par.MU 2(jj)*(matop(jj).D3 + matop(jj).rd1*matop(jj).D2 - ...
matop(jj).rd2*matop(jj).D1 + kp*matop(jj).D1);
0077 rzs2 = Par.MU 2(jj)*(matop(jj).Laplacian - matop(jj).rd2 + 0.5*ks);
0078
0079 %compination of components in one matrix
0080 BCO(jj).Ss=[rrs1,rrs2;rzs1,rzs2];
0081
0082 %DISPLACEMENT COEFFICIENTS
0083 %radial components
0084 urs1 = matop(jj).D1;
0085 urs2 = -matop(jj).Identity;
0086 %normal components
0087 uzs1 = -matop(jj).Laplacian - kp;
0088 uzs2 = matop(jj).D1 + matop(jj).rd1;
0089
0090 %compination of components in one matrix
0091 BCO(jj).Ts=[urs1,urs2;uzs1,uzs2];
0092
0093 end
0094
0095 %distributes fluid matrices on the positions where fluid layers are in the
0096 %structure
0097 [BCO(Par.colf).L] = deal(BCO(Par.colf).Lf);
0098 [BCO(Par.colf).S] = deal(BCO(Par.colf).Sf);
0099 [BCO(Par.colf).T] = deal(BCO(Par.colf).Tf);
0100
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0101 %distributes solid matrices on the positions where solid layers are in the
0102 %structure
0103 [BCO(Par.cols).L] = deal(BCO(Par.cols).LL);
0104 [BCO(Par.cols).S] = deal(BCO(Par.cols).Ss);
0105 [BCO(Par.cols).T] = deal(BCO(Par.cols).Ts);
0106
0107 %compute zero matrices which will contain all matrices for the whole
0108 %stucture
0109 size matrix = (Par.comp*sum(Par.N(Par.colf)) + 2*sum(Par.N(Par.cols)));
0110 K = zeros(size matrix);
0111 SS = zeros(size matrix);
0112 TT = zeros(size matrix);
0113
0114 %compine all matrices in the big matrices
0115 kk=1;
0116 for hh=1:length(Par.N);
0117 ff = kk+length(BCO(hh).S)-1;
0118 K(kk:ff,kk:ff)=BCO(hh).L;
0119 SS(kk:ff,kk:ff)=BCO(hh).S;
0120 TT(kk:ff,kk:ff)=BCO(hh).T;
0121 kk=kk+size(BCO(hh).S);
0122 end
0123
0124 %Normalize each matrix with its maximum value
0125 rr = abs(K)>0;
0126 pL = max(abs(K(rr)));
0127 K=K/pL;
0128 M = eye(size(K))*w^2/pL;
0129
0130 rr = abs(SS)>0;
0131 pS = max(abs(SS(rr))) ;
0132 SS=SS/pS;
0133
0134 rr = abs(TT)>0;
0135 pT = max(abs(TT(rr))) ;
0136 TT=TT/pT;
0137
0138
0139
0140
0141
0142
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displacement.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

February 26, 2009

0001 function [ModeSh] = displacement(Par,w,U,vel,SS,TT)
0002
0003 % Name: displacement
0004 %
0005 %Purpose:
0006 % Computes the radial change of stress and displacement components
0007 % for a given frequency
0008 %
0009 %Outputs:
0010 % - ModeSh : contains the modeshapes for all modes of a
0011 % given frequency
0012
0013 %Author: Florian Karpfinger 01/09
0014
0015 for jj=1:size(U,2)
0016 ModeSh.u(:,jj)=TT*U(:,jj); %Multiply the displacement
coefficient with the Eigenvectors
0017 ModeSh.s(:,jj)=SS*U(:,jj); %Multiply the stress coefficient
with the Eigenvectors
0018 end
0019 %DISPLACEMENT%%%%%%
0020 ModeSh.u = reshape(ModeSh.u,size(ModeSh.u,1)/length(Par.N),size(ModeSh.u,2)*length(Par.N));
0021
0022 ModeSh.ur = ModeSh.u(1:size(ModeSh.u,1)*0.5,:);
0023 ModeSh.uz = ModeSh.u(size(ModeSh.u,1)*0.5+1:size(ModeSh.u,1),:);
0024
0025 ModeSh.ur = reshape(ModeSh.ur,[],length(vel));
0026 ModeSh.uz = reshape(ModeSh.uz,[],length(vel));
0027
0028 %STRESSES%%%%%%%%%%
0029 ModeSh.s = reshape(ModeSh.s,size(ModeSh.s,1)/length(Par.N),size(ModeSh.s,2)*length(Par.N));
0030
0031 ModeSh.srr = ModeSh.s(1:size(ModeSh.s,1)*.5,:);
0032 ModeSh.srz = ModeSh.s(size(ModeSh.s,1)*.5+1:size(ModeSh.s,1),:);
0033
0034 ModeSh.srr = reshape(ModeSh.srr,[],length(vel));
0035 ModeSh.srz = reshape(ModeSh.srz,[],length(vel));
0036
0037
0038 for m=1:size(ModeSh.uz,2)
0039 ModeSh.uz(:,m) = ModeSh.uz(:,m)/(i*(w/vel(m)));
0040 ModeSh.srz(:,m) = ModeSh.srz(:,m)/(i*(w/vel(m)));
0041
0042 msr(m)=max(abs(ModeSh.srz(:,m)));
0043 muz(m)=max(abs(ModeSh.uz(:,m)));
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0044
0045 ModeSh.ur(:,m)=ModeSh.ur(:,m)/muz(m);
0046 ModeSh.uz(:,m)=ModeSh.uz(:,m)/muz(m);
0047
0048 ModeSh.srr(:,m) = ModeSh.srr(:,m)/msr(m);
0049 ModeSh.srz(:,m) = ModeSh.srz(:,m)/msr(m);
0050 end
0051
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PlotDispersion.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

February 26, 2009

0001 function PlotDispersion(F,G,Par,ModeSh)
0002 %Name: PlotDispersion
0003 %
0004 %Purpose:
0005 % Here the dispersion curves and the attenuation are plotted
0006 % Inputs:
0007 % - F : matrix with all the phasevelocities for all modes
0008 % and frequencies
0009 % - G : matrix with the attenuation for all modes
0010 % and frequencies
0011 % -Par: Structure containing all parameters defining elastic and geometric
0012 % parameters as well as all calculations independent of
0013 % frequency
0014 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 01/09
0015
0016 w= Par.wmin:Par.wstep:Par.wmax;
0017
0018 % Plot dispersion in velocity [m/s]
0019 % figure;
0020 for n = 1:size(F,1)
0021 plot((w/(2*pi))/1000,((F(n,:))),’*’,’color’,’magenta’,’markersize’,15)
0022 hold on
0023 end
0024 grid on;
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0025 set(gca,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times’, ’FontWeight’,’Bold’, ’FontAngle’, ’normal’);
0026 xlabel(’Frequency [kHz]’)
0027 ylabel(’Velocity in [m/s]’)
0028 set(gcf,’Color’,’white’)
0029
0030 if Par.comp == 2
0031 mode num=1;
0032 %PLOT DISPLACEMENT
0033 for kk = 1:mode num;
0034 figure(’Name’,’u r displacement’,’NumberTitle’,’on’);
0035 plot(Par(1).aa./0.1,abs(ModeSh.ur(:,kk))./max(abs(ModeSh.ur(:,kk))),’-’,’color’,’green’,’LineWidth’,2)
0036 set(gca,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times’, ’FontWeight’,’Bold’, ’FontAngle’, ’normal’);
0037 xlabel(’r/a’,’FontSize’,24);
0038 ylabel(’Amp. u r’,’FontSize’,24);
0039 set(gcf,’Color’,’white’);
0040 grid on
0041 figure(’Name’,’u z displacement’,’NumberTitle’,’on’);
0042 plot(Par(1).aa./0.1,(ModeSh.ur(:,kk)).*(imag(ModeSh.uz(:,kk)./ModeSh.ur(:,kk))),’-’,’color’,’red’,’LineWidth’,2)
0043 grid on;
0044 set(gca,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times’, ’FontWeight’,’Bold’, ’FontAngle’, ’normal’);
0045 xlabel(’r/a’,’FontSize’,24);
0046 ylabel(’Amp. u z’,’FontSize’,24);
0047 set(gcf,’Color’,’white’);
0048 grid on;
0049 end
0050
0051 %PLOT STRESS COMPONENTS
0052
0053 for kk = 1:mode num;
0054 figure(’Name’,’radial stress’,’NumberTitle’,’on’);
0055 plot(Par(1).aa./0.1,abs(ModeSh.srr(:,kk)),’-’,’color’,’green’,’LineWidth’,2)
0056 set(gca,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times’, ’FontWeight’,’Bold’, ’FontAngle’, ’normal’);
0057 xlabel(’r/a’,’FontSize’,24);
0058 ylabel(’Amp. \sigma {rr}’,’FontSize’,24);
0059 set(gcf,’Color’,’white’);
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0060 grid on
0061 figure(’Name’,’shear stress’,’NumberTitle’,’on’);
0062 plot(Par(1).aa./0.1,(ModeSh.srr(:,kk)).*(imag(ModeSh.srz(:,kk)./ModeSh.srr(:,kk))),’-’,’color’,’red’,’LineWidth’,2)
0063 grid on;
0064 set(gca,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times’, ’FontWeight’,’Bold’, ’FontAngle’, ’normal’);
0065 xlabel(’r/a’,’FontSize’,24);
0066 ylabel(’Amp. \sigma {rz}’,’FontSize’,24);
0067 set(gcf,’Color’,’white’);
0068 grid on;
0069 end
0070
0071 end
0072
0073
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chebdif.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

February 26, 2009

0001 function [x, DM] = chebdif(N, M)
0002
0003 % The function [x, DM] = chebdif(N,M) computes the differentiation
0004 % matrices D1, D2, ..., DM on Chebyshev nodes.
0005 %
0006 % Input:
0007 % N: Size of differentiation matrix.
0008 % M: Number of derivatives required (integer).
0009 % Note: 0 < M <= N-1.
0010 %
0011 % Output:
0012 % DM: DM(1:N,1:N,ell) contains ell-th derivative matrix, ell=1..M.
0013 %
0014 % The code implements two strategies for enhanced
0015 % accuracy suggested by W. Don and S. Solomonoff in
0016 % SIAM J. Sci. Comp. Vol. 6, pp. 1253--1268 (1994).
0017 % The two strategies are (a) the use of trigonometric
0018 % identities to avoid the computation of differences
0019 % x(k)-x(j) and (b) the use of the "flipping trick"
0020 % which is necessary since sin t can be computed to high
0021 % relative precision when t is small whereas sin (pi-t) cannot.
0022 % Note added May 2003: It may, in fact, be slightly better not to
0023 % implement the strategies (a) and (b). Please consult the following
0024 % paper for details: "Spectral Differencing with a Twist", by
0025 % R. Baltensperger and M.R. Trummer, to appear in SIAM J. Sci. Comp.
0026
0027 % J.A.C. Weideman, S.C. Reddy 1998. Help notes modified by
0028 % JACW, May 2003.
0029
0030 I = eye(N); % Identity matrix.
0031 L = logical(I); % Logical identity matrix.
0032
0033 n1 = floor(N/2); n2 = ceil(N/2); % Indices used for flipping trick.
0034
0035 k = [0:N-1]’; % Compute theta vector.
0036 th = k*pi/(N-1);
0037
0038 x = sin(pi*[N-1:-2:1-N]’/(2*(N-1))); % Compute Chebyshev points.
0039
0040 T = repmat(th/2,1,N);
0041 DX = 2*sin(T’+T).*sin(T’-T); % Trigonometric identity.
0042 DX = [DX(1:n1,:); -flipud(fliplr(DX(1:n2,:)))]; % Flipping trick.
0043 DX(L) = ones(N,1); % Put 1’s on the main diagonal of DX.
0044
0045 C = toeplitz((-1).^k); % C is the matrix with
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0046 C(1,:) = C(1,:)*2; C(N,:) = C(N,:)*2; % entries c(k)/c(j)
0047 C(:,1) = C(:,1)/2; C(:,N) = C(:,N)/2;
0048
0049 Z = 1./DX; % Z contains entries 1/(x(k)-x(j))
0050 Z(L) = zeros(N,1); % with zeros on the diagonal.
0051
0052 D = eye(N); % D contains diff. matrices.
0053
0054 for ell = 1:M
0055 D = ell*Z.*(C.*repmat(diag(D),1,N) - D); % Off-diagonals
0056 D(L) = -sum(D’); % Correct main diagonal of D
0057 DM(:,:,ell) = D; % Store current D in DM
0058 end
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ComputeDispersionporoelastic.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

March 13, 2009

0001 function ComputeDispersionporoelastic
0002 % Name: ComputeDispersionporoelastic
0003 %
0004 % Purpose:
0005 % The main function which gives us the dispersion and attenuation
0006 % for cylindrically layered structures built of an arbitrary number
0007 % of fluid, elastic and poroelastic layeres for each frequency
0008 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 03/09
0009
0010
0011 % Clean screen
0012 clc;
0013 h = waitbar(0,’Please wait...’);
0014 tic
0015
0016 % Read Input File
0017 [Par] = ReadInputFile;
0018
0019
0020 % Set parameters
0021 [Par,Velo,matop]=SetStructureParameters(Par);
0022
0023
0024
0025 n = 1;
0026 for w = Par.wmin:Par.wstep:Par.wmax
0027 [Par,Velo] = velocity(Par,Velo,w);
0028 [vel,q,ModeSh] = eigen(Par,Velo,matop,w);
0029 F(1:length(vel),n) = vel
0030 G(1:length(q),n) = q;
0031 waitbar(w/(Par.wmax),h)
0032 n = n+1
0033 end
0034 close(h)
0035 % Check consistency of the solution
0036 F(F==0) = NaN;
0037 G(G==0) = NaN;
0038
0039 % Plotting
0040 PlotDispersion(F,G,Par,ModeSh);
0041
0042 t=toc
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ReadInputFile.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

March 13, 2009

0001 function [Par]=ReadInputFile
0002 %
0003 % Purpose:
0004 % Definition of all the input parameters
0005 % Inputs:
0006 % Par: field containing all input parameters
0007 % - N : number of discretization points for each layer
0008 % - A : the inner radii of the cylindrical layers
0009 % Fluid parameters:
0010 % - rof : Fluid density
0011 % - eta : Viscosity
0012 % - Kf : Bulk Modulus fluid
0013 % Frame parameters:
0014 % - rog : grain-density
0015 % - G : shear modulus
0016 % - Kd : Bulk Modulus drained
0017 % - Kg : Bulk Modulus grain
0018 % Poroelastic parameters
0019 % - phi : Porosity
0020 % - k0 : Permeability
0021 % - TO : Tortusity
0022 % - WMC : Membrane Stiffness
0023 % - wstep : frequency intervall
0024 % - wmin : minimum frequency
0025 % - wmax : maximum frequency
0026 %
0027 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 03/09
0028
0029 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0030 %Model of a borehole surrounded by a poroelastic formation%
0031 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0032
0033 Par.N = [60,60]; % number of discretization points for each layer
0034 Par.A = [1e-4,.1,2]; % the inner radii of the cylindrical layers in [m]
0035 % Fluid parameters:
0036 Par.rof = [1000,1000]; % Fluid density in [kg/m^3]
0037 Par.eta = [1e-3,1e-3]; % Viscosity in [Pa s]
0038 Par.Kf = [2.3*1e9,2.3*1e9]; % Bulk Modulus fluid in [Pa]
0039 % Frame parameters:
0040 Par.rog = [0,2875]; % Grain density in [kg/m^3]
0041 Par.G = [0,8.85e9]; % Shear modulus in [Pa]
0042 Par.Kd = [0,10.8e9]; % Bulk Modulus drained in [Pa]
0043 Par.Kg = [0,48e9]; % Bulk Modulus grain in [Pa]
0044 % Poroelastic parameters:
0045 Par.phi = [0,0.2]; % Porosity
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0046 Par.k0 = [0,1e-12]; % Permeability in [m^2]
0047 Par.TO = [0,1.91]; % Tortusity
0048 Par.WMC = 0; % Membrane Stiffness
0049
0050
0051
0052 Par.SelectminVel =1200; %smallest displayed velocity in [m/s]
0053 Par.SelectmaxVel = 1350; %highest displayed velocity in [m/s]
0054
0055 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0056 %surface boundary conditions
0057 Par.s=1; %0= stress free boundary conditions on the surface
0058 %1= rigid boundary condititions on surface
0059 Par.deriv = 3; %1= dispersion for a whole frequency intervall is computed
0060 %3= modeshapes (distribution of displacement and stress
0061 %along the radius of the structure)
0062 Par.comp = 1; % choose 1 to compute dispersion and 3 to compute modeshapes
0063
0064 if Par.comp == 1
0065 Par.wmin=50*2*pi; Par.wstep=150*2*pi; Par.wmax=5000*2*pi;
%Frequency Range in [Hz] for dispersion
0066 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0067 elseif Par.comp == 3
0068 Par.w=500*2*pi; % single frequency in [Hz] for modeshapes
0069
0070 Par.wstep = Par.w;
0071 Par.wmin = Par.w;
0072 Par.wmax = Par.w
0073 end
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SetStructureParameters.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

March 13, 2009

0001 function [Par,Velo,matop]=SetStructureParameters(Par)
0002 %
0003 %% Purpose:
0004 % Definition of all the input parameters
0005 % Inputs:
0006 % Par: field containing all input parameters
0007 % - N : number of discretization points for each layer
0008 % - A : the inner radii of the cylindrical layers
0009 % Fluid parameters:
0010 % - rof : Fluid density
0011 % - eta : Viscosity
0012 % - Kf : Bulk Modulus fluid
0013 % Frame parameters:
0014 % - rog : grain-density
0015 % - G : shear modulus
0016 % - Kd : Bulk Modulus drained
0017 % - Kg : Bulk Modulus grain
0018 % Poroelastic parameters
0019 % - phi : Porosity
0020 % - k0 : Permeability
0021 % - TO : Tortusity
0022 % - WMC : Membrane Stiffness
0023 % - wstep : frequency intervall
0024 % - wmin : minimum frequency
0025 % - wmax : maximum frequency
0026 %Outputs:
0027 % -Par: additional frequency independent computations for Par
0028 % MU 2 : two times shear modulus
0029 % aa : radius vector for the whole structure to plot modeshpaes
0030 % NA,cc,dd,ee,gg,ff,hh etc: indices which compute the lines where to
0031 % set BCs in the K matrix => see BC function
0032 % -Velo: contains all velocity related computations (in this function only the frequency independent
0033 % fluid and elastic)
0034 %
0035 % -matop: structure containing all frequency independent matrix
0036 % operators
0037 % Zeromatrix: conataining Zeromatrices for each layer
0038 % Identity : conataining Identitymatrices for each layer
0039 % D1 : differentiation matrix for first radial derivative for each layer
0040 % D2 : differentiation matrix for second radial derivative for each layer
0041 % D3 : differentiation matrix for third radial derivative for each layer
0042 % radius vector: radius vector for each layer
0043 % rd1 : inverse of radius vector for each layer
0044 % rd2 : squared inverse radius vector for each layer
0045 % Laplacian : Laplace operator for each layer
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0046 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 03/09
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051 Par.MU 2 = 2*Par.G;
0052
0053 h = diff(Par.A); %thicknesses of layers
0054 tempo var = -2./h;
0055 tempo var2 = tempo var.*tempo var;
0056 tempo var3 = tempo var2.*tempo var;
0057
0058
0059
0060 for jj=1:length(Par.N);
0061
0062 matop(jj).Zeromatrix = zeros(Par.N(jj));
0063 matop(jj).Identity =eye(Par.N(jj));
0064
0065 s = Par.A(jj) + Par.A(jj+1); %sums of borders
0066 [x,D] = chebdif(Par.N(jj),Par.deriv);
0067
0068 matop(jj).radius vector = (-h(jj).*x+s)*0.5;
0069 matop(jj).D1 = tempo var(jj)*D(:,:,1);
0070 matop(jj).D2 = tempo var2(jj)*D(:,:,2);
0071 matop(jj).D3 = tempo var3(jj)*D(:,:,3);
0072
0073 matop(jj).rd1 = diag(1./matop(jj).radius vector);
0074 matop(jj).rd2 = matop(jj).rd1.*matop(jj).rd1;
0075
0076 matop(jj).Laplacian = matop(jj).D2 + matop(jj).rd1*matop(jj).D1;
0077matop(jj).rz diff= matop(jj).D3 + matop(jj).rd1*matop(jj).D2 - matop(jj).rd2*matop(jj).D1;
0078 end
0079
0080 if Par.comp ~= 1
0081 %radius vector for plotting modeshapes
0082 ll=1;
0083 for mm=1:Par.N(ll):sum(Par.N)
0084Par.aa(mm:sum(Par.N(1:ll)))=matop(ll).radius vector(1:length(matop(jj).radius vector));
0085 ll=ll+1;
0086 end
0087 end
0088
0089 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0090 %Computation of all indeces where BCs are set%
0091 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0092 Par.nlayers=length(Par.N);
0093 flag = zeros(1,Par.nlayers);
0094
0095 [Par.rowf, Par.colf] = find(Par.G == 0 & Par.TO == 0);
0096 [Par.rows, Par.cols] = find(Par.G ~= 0 & Par.TO == 0);
0097 [Par.rowp, Par.colp] = find(Par.G ~= 0 & Par.TO ~= 0);
0098
0099 if Par.comp >1
0100 flag = Par.comp*ones(1,Par.nlayers);
0101 else
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0102 flag(Par.colf) = 1;
0103 flag(Par.cols) = 2;
0104 flag(Par.colp) = 3; % 1-> fluid 2->solid 3->porous
0105
0106 end
0107
0108 Par.NA = zeros(1,Par.nlayers);
0109 NAA = cumsum(flag .* Par.N);
0110 Par.NA(2:Par.nlayers) = NAA(1:Par.nlayers-1);
0111
0112 Par.sbca = 2*Par.N(Par.nlayers);
0113 Par.sbcd = 3*Par.N(Par.nlayers);
0114 Par.sbcb = Par.N(Par.nlayers);
0115 Par.sbcc = Par.NA(Par.nlayers);
0116
0117 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0118 %Loop on interface%
0119 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0120
0121 for jj=1:Par.nlayers-1
0122 Par.cc(jj) = Par.NA(jj) + Par.N(jj);
0123 Par.dd(jj) = Par.NA(jj) + Par.N(jj)*Par.comp + 1;
0124 Par.ee(jj) = Par.dd(jj) + Par.N(jj+1);
0125 Par.q1(jj) = Par.ee(jj) + Par.N(jj+1);
0126 Par.gg(jj) = Par.cc(jj) + Par.N(jj) + 1;
0127 Par.ff(jj) = Par.gg(jj) - 1;
0128 Par.mm(jj) = Par.ff(jj) + Par.N(jj);
0129 Par.pp(jj) = Par.mm(jj) + 1;
0130 Par.q2(jj) = Par.mm(jj) + 1 + Par.N(jj+1);
0131 Par.rr(jj) = Par.mm(jj) + 1 + 2*Par.N(jj+1);
0132 Par.hh(jj) = Par.gg(jj) + Par.N(jj+1);
0133 Par.nn(jj) = Par.gg(jj) + 2*Par.N(jj+1);
0134 end
0135
0136 for ii=1:length(Par.N)
0137
0138 if Par.Kg(ii)==0
0139 %%%%%%%
0140 %FLUID%
0141 %%%%%%%
0142
0143 Velo.vpf(ii) = sqrt(Par.Kf(ii)/Par.rof(ii)); %fluid velocity
0144 Velo.vpf2(ii) = Velo.vpf(ii).*Velo.vpf(ii); %squared fluid velocity
0145 Par.rho(ii) = Par.rof(ii); %fluid density
0146 Velo.vps(ii) = 0; %Biot slow wave is zero
0147 Velo.vs(ii) = 0; %shear velocity is zero
0148
0149 elseif Par.TO(ii)==0
0150
0151 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0152 %Elastic Solid%
0153 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0154 Par.rho(ii) = Par.phi(ii)*Par.rof(ii)+(1-Par.phi(ii))*Par.rog(ii); %bulk density
0155
0156 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0157 %Elastic moduli%
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0158 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0159 Velo.H(ii) = Par.Kd(ii) +(4/3)*Par.G(ii); %P-wave modulus
0160 Velo.lam(ii) = Velo.H(ii)-2*Par.G(ii); % Lame parameter
0161
0162 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0163 %Elastic velocities%
0164 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0165 Velo.vs(ii) = sqrt(Par.G(ii)/Par.rho(ii)); %shear velocity
0166 Velo.vs2(ii) = Velo.vs(ii).*Velo.vs(ii); %squared shear velocity
0167 Velo.vpf(ii) = sqrt((Velo.H(ii))/Par.rho(ii)); %P-wave velocity
0168 Velo.vpf2(ii) = Velo.vpf(ii).*Velo.vpf(ii); %squared P-wave velocity
0169
0170 Velo.vps(ii)=0; %Biot slow wave is zero
0171 Velo.gps(ii)=0;
0172 Velo.gpf(ii)=0;
0173 Velo.rr(ii)=0;
0174 end
0175 end
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velocity.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

March 13, 2009

0001 function [Par,Velo] = velocity(Par,Velo,w)
0002
0003 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 03/09
0004
0005 [jj ii] = find(Par.TO>0);
0006 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0007 %POROELASTIC%
0008 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0009
0010 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0011 % Permeability Model (Johnson et al., 1987)%
0012 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0013
0014
0015 m=1; %Pore geometry number
0016
0017 %transition frequency: seperating low frequency viscous flow and
0018 %high frequency inertial flow
0019
0020 wt = (Par.phi(ii).*Par.eta(ii))./(Par.TO(ii).*Par.k0(ii).*Par.rof(ii));
0021
0022 %frequency depndent permeability
0023
0024 kw = Par.k0(ii)./(sqrt(1 - (i*w*4)./(wt*m)) - i*w./wt);
0025
0026 %%%%%%%%%%%
0027 %DENSITIES%
0028 %%%%%%%%%%%
0029
0030 %Effective Density of fluid in relative motion (Pride & Haartsen, 1996 eq. 77)
0031
0032 Par.q(ii) = (i/w)*(Par.eta(ii)./kw);
0033
0034 %Bulk density
0035
0036 Par.rho(ii) = Par.phi(ii).*Par.rof(ii) + (1-Par.phi(ii)).*Par.rog(ii) ; %Bulk Density
0037
0038
0039 Velo.rr(ii) = Par.rof(ii)./Par.q(ii);
0040
0041 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0042 %Gassmann equations%
0043 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0044
0045 alpha = 1 - Par.Kd(ii)./Par.Kg(ii);
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0046
0047 Velo.M(ii) = 1./((alpha-Par.phi(ii))./Par.Kg(ii) + Par.phi(ii)./Par.Kf(ii));
0048
0049 Velo.H(ii) = Par.Kd(ii) +(4/3)*Par.G(ii) + alpha.^2.*Velo.M(ii);
0050
0051 Velo.C(ii) = alpha.*Velo.M(ii);
0052
0053 Velo.lam(ii) = Velo.H(ii)-2*Par.G(ii);
0054
0055 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0056 %Computation of wavenumbers for poroelasticity (Berryman, JASA, 1983)%
0057 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0058
0059 delta = Velo.M(ii).*Velo.H(ii) - Velo.C(ii).^2; %BE:29
0060
0061 b = w^2*(Par.rho(ii).*Velo.M(ii) - Par.rof(ii).*Velo.C(ii))./delta; %BE:28
0062
0063 c = w^2*(Par.rof(ii).*Velo.M(ii) - Par.q(ii).*Velo.C(ii))./delta; %BE:28
0064
0065 d = w^2*(Par.rof(ii).*Velo.H(ii) - Par.rho(ii).*Velo.C(ii))./delta; %BE:28
0066
0067 f = w^2*(Par.q(ii).*Velo.H(ii) - Par.rof(ii).*Velo.C(ii))./delta; %BE:28
0068
0069
0070 %S-wave velocity
0071
0072 Velo.ks(ii) = w^2*(Par.rho(ii) - Par.rof(ii).^2./Par.q(ii))./Par.G(ii); %shear-wave wavenumber BE:26
0073 Velo.vs(ii) = sqrt(w^2./Velo.ks(ii));
0074
0075 %P-wave velocities
0076
0077 Velo.kpf(ii) = 0.5*(b + f - sqrt((b-f).^2 + 4*c.*d)); %fast P-wave wavenumber BE:27
0078 Velo.kps(ii) = 0.5*(b + f + sqrt((b-f).^2 + 4*c.*d)); %slow P-wave wavenumber BE:27
0079
0080 Velo.vpf(ii) = sqrt(w^2./Velo.kpf(ii));
0081 Velo.vps(ii) = sqrt(w^2./Velo.kps(ii));
0082
0083 Velo.vpf2(ii) = Velo.vpf(ii).*Velo.vpf(ii);
0084 Velo.vps2(ii) = Velo.vps(ii).*Velo.vps(ii);
0085 Velo.vs2(ii) = Velo.vs(ii).*Velo.vs(ii);
0086
0087 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0088 %The Scalar potential%
0089 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0090
0091 Velo.gpf(ii) = d./(Velo.kpf(ii)-b);
0092
0093 Velo.gps(ii) = d./(Velo.kps(ii)-b);
0094
0095 Velo.o1(ii) = 1./(Velo.gpf(ii) - Velo.gps(ii)) ; %BE:45
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eigen.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

March 13, 2009

0001 function [vel,q,ModeSh] = eigen(Par,Velo,matop,w)
0002 % Name: Eigen
0003 %
0004 % Purpose:
0005 % After all underlying equations are discretized and the boundary
0006 % conditions are introduced the matrix eigenvalue problem is solved
0007 % and the phase velocities and attenuation Q^-1 are obtained
0008 % Inputs:
0009 % -Par: Structure containing all parameters defining elastic and geometric
0010 % parameters as well as all calculations independent of
0011 % frequency
0012 % -Velo: Structure with all velocitiy related parameters
0013 % -matop: structure containing all frequency independent matrix
0014 % operators
0015 % -w: frequency
0016 %
0017 % Outputs:
0018 % - vel :phase velocities corresponding to the frequency w
0019 %
0020 % - q : values of Q-1 corresponding to the frequency w
0021 % -ModeSh : Structure containing all the modeshapes for all
0022 % modes corresponding to frequency w
0023 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 03/09
0024
0025 %Calculates stress and displacement components
0026 [SS,TT,K,M,Par] = matrices(Par,Velo,matop,w);
0027
0028 %Sets interface and surface boundary conditions
0029 [K,M] = BC(Par,Velo,SS,TT,K,M,w);
0030
0031
0032 % Solve eignevalue problem
0033 [U,E]=eig(K,M);
0034
0035 % Velocity computation
0036 % kz = sqrt(real(diag(E)));
0037 slow = sqrt((diag(E)));
0038 %selection of the eigenvalues which are of interest
0039 aa = real(slow)>0 & real(slow)>abs(imag(slow)) & real(1./slow) > Par.SelectminVel

...& real(1./slow) < Par.SelectmaxVel;
0040
0041 %Phase velocity
0042 vph = 1./(real(slow(aa)));
0043
0044 vel = sort(vph,’ascend’) ;
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0045
0046 %Compute attenuation
0047 q=2*(sqrt(imag(slow(aa)))./sqrt(real(slow(aa))));
0048 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0049 ModeSh = [];
0050 if Par.comp > 2
0051 %Mode Shapes
0052 U=U(:,aa);
0053 [ModeSh] = displacement(Par,w,U,vel,SS,TT);
0054 end
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
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matrices.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

March 13, 2009

0001 function [SS,TT,K,M,Par] = matrices(Par,Velo,matop,w)
0002 % Name: BC
0003 %
0004 % Purpose:
0005 % This function computes the coefficients of the displacement and
0006 % stress components for each layer and combines them in one matrix
0007 % for the stress (S) and in one matrix for the displacement (T)
0008 %
0009 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 03/09
0010 w2 =w^2;
0011
0012 for jj=1:length(Par.N);
0013 Idw2 = matop(jj).Identity.*w2;
0014 kpf = Idw2./Velo.vpf2(jj);
0015 kps = Idw2./Velo.vps2(jj);
0016 ks = Idw2./Velo.vs2(jj);
0017 %%%%%%%
0018 %FLUID%
0019 %%%%%%%
0020 % HELMOTZ EQUATION
0021 BCO(jj).Lf = matop(jj).Laplacian + kpf;
0022
0023 % Fluid Pressure
0024 BCO(jj).Sf = -w2*Par.rho(jj)* matop(jj).Identity;
0025
0026 % Fluid Displacement
0027 BCO(jj).Tf = matop(jj).D1;
0028 BCO(jj).Tfz = matop(jj).Laplacian + kpf;
0029
0030 if Par.comp == 2
0031 BCO(jj).Lf = [BCO(jj).Lf,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0032 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0033 BCO(jj).Sf = [BCO(jj).Sf,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0034 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0035 BCO(jj).Tf = [BCO(jj).Tf,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0036 BCO(jj).Tfz,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0037 elseif Par.comp == 3
0038 BCO(jj).Lf = [BCO(jj).Lf,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0039 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0040 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0041 BCO(jj).Sf = [BCO(jj).Sf,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0042 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0043 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0044 BCO(jj).Tf = [BCO(jj).Tf,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0045 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
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0046 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0047 end
0048
0049 %%%%%%%%%
0050 %ELASTIC%
0051 %%%%%%%%%
0052
0053 % HELMOTZ EQUATION
0054 LS = matop(jj).Laplacian - matop(jj).rd2 + ks;
0055 BCO(jj).LP = matop(jj).Laplacian + kpf;
0056 BCO(jj).LL = [BCO(jj).LP,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;matop(jj).Zeromatrix,LS];
0057
0058 %Stress Matrix
0059 As = -kpf*Velo.lam(jj) + Par.MU 2(jj)*matop(jj).D2;
0060 Bs = -Par.MU 2(jj)*matop(jj).D1;
0061 Cs = -Par.MU 2(jj)*(matop(jj).rz diff + kpf*matop(jj).D1);
0062 Ds = Par.MU 2(jj)*(matop(jj).Laplacian - matop(jj).rd2 + 0.5*ks);
0063
0064 BCO(jj).Ss=[As,Bs;Cs,Ds];
0065
0066 %Solid displacement
0067 Es = matop(jj).D1;
0068 Hs = -(matop(jj).Laplacian + kpf);
0069 Is = (matop(jj).D1 + matop(jj).rd1);
0070
0071 BCO(jj).Ts=[Es,-matop(jj).Identity;Hs,Is];
0072 if Par.comp == 3
0073 BCO(jj).LL = [BCO(jj).LP,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;
0074 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,LS,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;
0075 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0076 BCO(jj).Ss=[As,Bs,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;
0077 Cs,Ds,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;
0078 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0079 BCO(jj).Ts=[Es,-matop(jj).Identity,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;
0080 Hs,Is,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;
0081 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix];
0082 end
0083 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0084 %POROELASTIC%
0085 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0086
0087 % HELMOTZ EQUATION
0088 LPS = matop(jj).Laplacian + kps;
0089
0090 BCO(jj).LS = [BCO(jj).LP,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0091 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,LS,matop(jj).Zeromatrix;...
0092 matop(jj).Zeromatrix,matop(jj).Zeromatrix,LPS];
0093
0094 %radial stress
0095 Ap = (Par.MU 2(jj)*matop(jj).D2 + (Velo.C(jj)*Velo.gps(jj) - Velo.lam(jj))*kpf);
0096 Bp = -Par.MU 2(jj)*matop(jj).D1;
0097 Cp = -(Par.MU 2(jj)*matop(jj).D2 + (Velo.C(jj)*Velo.gpf(jj) - Velo.lam(jj))*kps);
0098
0099
0100 %shear stress
0101 Dp = -Par.MU 2(jj)*(matop(jj).rz diff + kpf*matop(jj).D1);
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0102 Ep = Par.MU 2(jj)*(matop(jj).Laplacian- matop(jj).rd2 + 0.5*ks);
0103 Fp = Par.MU 2(jj)*(matop(jj).rz diff + kps*matop(jj).D1);
0104
0105
0106 %fluid pressure p
0107 Gp = (Velo.C(jj) - Velo.M(jj)*Velo.gps(jj))* kpf;
0108 Hp = zeros(Par.N(jj));
0109 Ip = -(Velo.C(jj) - Velo.M(jj)*Velo.gpf(jj))* kps;
0110
0111 BCO(jj).Sp = [Ap,Bp,Cp;Dp,Ep,Fp;Gp,Hp,Ip];
0112
0113 %ur
0114 Ip = matop(jj).D1;
0115 Jp = -eye(Par.N(jj));
0116 Kp = -matop(jj).D1;
0117
0118 %uz
0119 Lp = -(matop(jj).Laplacian + kpf);
0120 Mp = matop(jj).D1 + matop(jj).rd1;
0121 Np = (matop(jj).Laplacian + kps);
0122
0123 %wr
0124 Op = -Velo.gps(jj)*matop(jj).D1;
0125 Pp = Velo.rr(jj)*eye(Par.N(jj));
0126 Qp = Velo.gpf(jj)*matop(jj).D1;
0127
0128 BCO(jj).Tp= [Ip,Jp,Kp;Lp,Mp,Np;Op,Pp,Qp];
0129 end
0130
0131 %Sort the fluid matrices
0132 [BCO(Par.colf).S] = deal(BCO(Par.colf).Sf);
0133 [BCO(Par.colf).T] = deal(BCO(Par.colf).Tf);
0134 [BCO(Par.colf).L] = deal(BCO(Par.colf).Lf);
0135 %Sort the elastic matrices
0136 [BCO(Par.cols).S] = deal(BCO(Par.cols).Ss);
0137 [BCO(Par.cols).T] = deal(BCO(Par.cols).Ts);
0138 [BCO(Par.cols).L] = deal(BCO(Par.cols).LL);
0139 %Sort the porous matrices
0140 [BCO(Par.colp).S] = deal(BCO(Par.colp).Sp);
0141 [BCO(Par.colp).T] = deal(BCO(Par.colp).Tp);
0142 [BCO(Par.colp).L] = deal(BCO(Par.colp).LS);
0143
0144 %Intialize matrices
0145 size matrix = 0;
0146 for jj=1:length(Par.N);
0147 size matrix = sum(size(BCO(jj).S,1)) + size matrix;
0148 end
0149
0150 K = zeros(size matrix);
0151 SS = zeros(size matrix);
0152 TT = zeros(size matrix);
0153
0154 kk=1;
0155 for hh=1:length(Par.N);
0156 ff = kk+length(BCO(hh).S)-1;
0157 SS(kk:ff,kk:ff)=BCO(hh).S;
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0158 TT(kk:ff,kk:ff)=BCO(hh).T;
0159 K(kk:ff,kk:ff)=BCO(hh).L;
0160 kk=kk+size(BCO(hh).S);
0161 end
0162
0163 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0164 %Normalization%
0165 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0166
0167 rr = abs(K)>0;
0168 pL = max(abs(K(rr)));
0169
0170 rr = abs(SS)>0;
0171 pS = max(abs(SS(rr))) ;
0172
0173 rr = abs(TT)>0;
0174 pT = max(abs(TT(rr))) ;
0175
0176 SS = SS/pS;
0177
0178 TT = TT/pT;
0179 K = K/pL;
0180
0181 M = eye(size(K))*w^2/pL;
0182
0183
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BC.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

March 13, 2009

0001 function [K,M] = BC(Par,Velo,SS,TT,K,M,w);
0002 % Name: BC
0003 %
0004 % Purpose:
0005 % The interface and surface conditions are introduced in the
0006 % appropriate lines of the matrix K and they are set equal to zero
0007 % in the corresponding lines of the unit matrix M
0008 % Inputs:
0009 % -Par: Structure containing all parameters defining elastic and geometric
0010 % parameters as well as all calculations independent of
0011 % frequency
0012 % -Velo: Structure with all velocitiy related parameters
0013
0014 % -w: angular frequency
0015 %
0016 % Outputs:
0017
0018 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 03/09
0019
0020
0021 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0022 %Interface Boundary Conditions%
0023 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0024
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0025 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0026 %Boundary conditions for: %
0027 %first layer: fluid next layer: fluid,solid or porous%
0028 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0029
0030
0031 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0032 %fluid/fluid%
0033 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0034 %BC1: continuity of radial stress for f-f f-s or f-p
0035 K(Par.cc(Par.colf),:) = SS(Par.cc(Par.colf),:)- SS(Par.dd(Par.colf),:);
0036 M(Par.cc(Par.colf),Par.cc(Par.colf)) = 0;
0037 %BC2: continuity of radial displacement for f-f f-s or f-p
0038 K(Par.dd(Par.colf),:) = TT(Par.cc(Par.colf),:)- TT(Par.dd(Par.colf),:); %continuity of radial displacement plus relativ displacement
0039 M(Par.dd(Par.colf),Par.dd(Par.colf)) = 0;
0040
0041
0042
0043 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0044 %fluid/solid%
0045 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0046 arrayf1 = Par.G(Par.colf+1); %finds the shear modulus of every layer after a fluid layer
0047 [a b]= find(arrayf1 >0); %finds if these layers are solid (shear velocity bigger than zero)
0048
0049 %if the next layer is a solid pr porous layer in addition to BC1 and BC2
0050 %the shear stress on the fluid solid interface has to vanish
0051
0052 %BC3: vanishing of shear stress for f-s or f-p
0053 K(Par.ee(Par.colf(b)),:) = SS(Par.ee(Par.colf(b)),:);
0054 M(Par.ee(Par.colf(b)),Par.ee(Par.colf(b))) = 0;
0055
0056 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0057 %fluid/porous%
0058 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0059 arrayf2 = Par.TO(Par.colf+1); %finds the tortuosity of every layer after a fluid layer
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0060 [c d]= find(arrayf1 > 0 & arrayf2 > 0); %finds if these layers are porous (shear velocity bigger than zero and tortuosity bigger than zero)
0061
0062 %BC4: continuity of radial displacement for f-p
0063 K(Par.dd(Par.colf(d)),:) = TT(Par.cc(Par.colf(d)),:)- TT(Par.dd(Par.colf(d)),:) - TT(Par.q1(Par.colf(d)),:);
%continuity of radial displacement plus relativ displacement
0064 M(Par.dd(Par.colf(d)),Par.dd(Par.colf(d))) = 0;
0065
0066 %BC5: continuity of fluid pressure plus membrane stiffness for mudcake for f-p
0067 %WMC is zero=> open formation
0068 %WMC is infinite => closed formation
0069 %WMC intermediat values consider mudcake effect
0070 K(Par.q1(Par.colf(d)),:) = SS(Par.cc(Par.colf(d)),:) + SS(Par.q1(Par.colf(d)),:)+ Par.WMC*TT(Par.q1(Par.colf(d)),:);
0071 M(Par.q1(Par.colf(d)),Par.q1(Par.colf(d))) = 0;
0072
0073 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0074 %Boundary conditions for: %
0075 %first layer: solid next layer: fluid,solid or porous%
0076 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0077
0078
0079 %BC6: continuity of radial stress for f-f f-s or f-p
0080 K(Par.cc(Par.cols),:) = (SS(Par.cc(Par.cols),:) - SS(Par.gg(Par.cols),:));
0081 M(Par.cc(Par.cols),Par.cc(Par.cols)) = 0;
0082
0083 %BC7: continuity of radial displacement for f-f f-s or f-p
0084 K(Par.ff(Par.cols),:) = (TT(Par.cc(Par.cols),:) - TT(Par.gg(Par.cols),:));
0085 M(Par.ff(Par.cols),Par.ff(Par.cols)) = 0;
0086
0087 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0088 %solid/fluid%
0089 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0090 M(Par.gg(Par.cols),Par.gg(Par.cols)) = 0;
0091 arrays1 = Par.G(Par.cols+1);
0092 [a b]= find(arrays1 ==0); % in case 2 consecutives layers are fluid....
0093
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0094 %BC8: vanishing of shear stress for f-s or f-p
0095 K(Par.gg(Par.cols(b)),:) = SS(Par.ff(Par.cols(b)),:);
0096
0097 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0098 %solid/solid%
0099 %%%%%%%%%%%%%
0100
0101 arrays2 = Par.TO(Par.cols+1);
0102 [c d]= find(arrays1 >0 & arrays2 == 0); % in case 2 consecutives layers are solid....
0103 %BC9: continuity of radial displacement for f-f f-s or f-p
0104 K(Par.gg(Par.cols(d)),:) = TT(Par.ff(Par.cols(d)),:)-TT(Par.hh(Par.cols(d)),:);
0105 %BC10: continuity of radial stress for f-f f-s or f-p
0106 K(Par.hh(Par.cols(d)),:) = SS(Par.ff(Par.cols(d)),:)-SS(Par.hh(Par.cols(d)),:);
0107 M(Par.hh(Par.cols(d)),Par.hh(Par.cols(d))) = 0;
0108
0109 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0110 %solid/porous%
0111 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0112 [e f]= find(arrays2 > 0); % in case 2 consecutives layers are porous...
0113
0114 %BC11: continuity of radial displacement for f-p
0115 K(Par.ff(Par.cols(f)),:) = TT(Par.cc(Par.cols(f)),:) - TT(Par.gg(Par.cols(f)),:) - TT(Par.nn(Par.cols(f)),:);
0116 M(Par.ff(Par.cols(f)),Par.ff(Par.cols(f))) = 0;
0117 %BC12: continuity of normal shear stress for f-p
0118 K(Par.gg(Par.cols(f)),:) = SS(Par.ff(Par.cols(f)),:) - SS(Par.hh(Par.cols(f)),:);
0119 M(Par.gg(Par.cols(f)),Par.gg(Par.cols(f))) = 0;
0120 %BC13: continuity of axial displacement for f-p
0121 K(Par.hh(Par.cols(f)),:) = TT(Par.ff(Par.cols(f)),:) - TT(Par.hh(Par.cols(f)),:);
0122 M(Par.hh(Par.cols(f)),Par.hh(Par.cols(f))) = 0;
0123 %BC14: vanishing of relativ displacement
0124 K(Par.nn(Par.cols(f)),:) = TT(Par.nn(Par.cols(f)),:);
0125 M(Par.nn(Par.cols(f)),Par.nn(Par.cols(f))) = 0;
0126
0127
0128 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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0129 %Boundary conditions for: %
0130 %first layer: porous next layer: fluid,solid or porous%
0131 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0132
0133 Par.colp = Par.colp(1:end-1);
0134 arrayp1 = Par.G(Par.colp+1);
0135 arrayp2 = Par.TO(Par.colp+1);
0136 [g h]= find(arrayp2 > 0); % in case 2 consecutives layers are porous....
0137 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0138 %porous/porous%
0139 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0140 %BC15: continuity of radial stress
0141 K(Par.cc(Par.colp(h)),:) = SS(Par.cc(Par.colp(h)),:)-SS(Par.pp(Par.colp(h)),:);
0142 M(Par.cc(Par.colp(h)),Par.cc(Par.colp(h))) = 0;
0143 %BC16: continuity of radial displacement
0144 K(Par.ff(Par.colp(h)),:) = TT(Par.cc(Par.colp(h)),:)- TT(Par.pp(Par.colp(h)),:);
0145 M(Par.ff(Par.colp(h)),Par.ff(Par.colp(h))) = 0;
0146 %BC17: continuity of continuity of normal shear stress
0147 K(Par.mm(Par.colp(h)),:) = SS(Par.ff(Par.colp(h)),:)-SS(Par.q2(Par.colp(h)),:);
0148 M(Par.mm(Par.colp(h)),Par.mm(Par.colp(h))) = 0;
0149 %BC18: continuity of continuity of axial displacement
0150 K(Par.pp(Par.colp(h)),:) = TT(Par.ff(Par.colp(h)),:)-TT(Par.q2(Par.colp(h)),:);
0151 M(Par.pp(Par.colp(h)),Par.pp(Par.colp(h))) = 0;
0152 %BC19: continuity of fluid pressure
0153 K(Par.q2(Par.colp(h)),:) = SS(Par.mm(Par.colp(h)),:)-SS(Par.rr(Par.colp(h)),:);
0154 M(Par.q2(Par.colp(h)),Par.q2(Par.colp(h))) = 0;
0155 %BC20: continuity of continuity ofrelative displacement
0156 K(Par.rr(Par.colp(h)),:) = TT(Par.mm(Par.colp(h)),:)-TT(Par.rr(Par.colp(h)),:);
0157 M(Par.rr(Par.colp(h)),Par.rr(Par.colp(h))) = 0;
0158
0159 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0160 %porous/solid%
0161 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0162
0163 [v b1]= find(arrayp1 > 0 & arrayp2 == 0); % in case 2 consecutives layers are solid....
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0164 %BC21: continuity of radial stress
0165 K(Par.cc(Par.colp(b1)),:) = SS(Par.cc(Par.colp(b1)),:)-SS(Par.pp(Par.colp(b1)),:);
0166 M(Par.cc(Par.colp(b1)),Par.cc(Par.colp(b1))) = 0;
0167 %BC22: continuity of radial displacement
0168 K(Par.ff(Par.colp(b1)),:) = TT(Par.cc(Par.colp(b1)),:) + TT(Par.mm(Par.colp(b1)),:)- TT(Par.pp(Par.colp(b1)),:);
0169 M(Par.ff(Par.colp(b1)),Par.ff(Par.colp(b1))) = 0;
0170 %BC23: continuity of continuity of normal shear stress
0171 K(Par.mm(Par.colp(b1)),:) = SS(Par.ff(Par.colp(b1)),:)-SS(Par.q2(Par.colp(b1)),:);
0172 M(Par.mm(Par.colp(b1)),Par.mm(Par.colp(b1))) = 0;
0173 %BC24: continuity of continuity of axial displacement
0174 K(Par.pp(Par.colp(b1)),:) = TT(Par.ff(Par.colp(b1)),:)-TT(Par.q2(Par.colp(b1)),:);
0175 M(Par.pp(Par.colp(b1)),Par.pp(Par.colp(b1))) = 0;
0176 %BC25: vanishing of relative displacement
0177 K(Par.q2(Par.colp(b1)),:) = TT(Par.mm(Par.colp(b1)),:);
0178 M(Par.q2(Par.colp(b1)),Par.q2(Par.colp(b1))) = 0;
0179
0180
0181 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0182 %porous/fluid%
0183 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0184 [d e]= find(arrayp1== 0 ); % in case 2 consecutives layers are fluid....
0185 %BC26: continuity of radial stress
0186 K(Par.cc(Par.colp(e)),:) = SS(Par.pp(Par.colp(e)),:)- SS(Par.cc(Par.colp(e)),:);
0187 M(Par.cc(Par.colp(e)),Par.cc(Par.colp(e))) = 0;
0188 %BC27:continuity of radial displacement
0189 K(Par.ff(Par.colp(e)),:) = TT(Par.pp(Par.colp(e)),:)- TT(Par.cc(Par.colp(e)),:) - TT(Par.mm(Par.colp(e)),:) ;
0190 M(Par.ff(Par.colp(e)),Par.ff(Par.colp(e))) = 0;
0191 %BC28: vanishing of shear stress
0192 K(Par.mm(Par.colp(e)),:) = SS(Par.ff(Par.colp(e)),:);
0193 M(Par.mm(Par.colp(e)),Par.mm(Par.colp(e))) = 0;
0194 %BC29: continuity of fluid pressure
0195 K(Par.pp(Par.colp(e)),:) = SS(Par.pp(Par.colp(e)),:) + SS(Par.mm(Par.colp(e)),:);
0196 M(Par.pp(Par.colp(e)),Par.pp(Par.colp(e))) = 0;
0197
0198 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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0199 %Surface Boundary Conditions%
0200 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
0201
0202
0203 M(Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb,Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb) = 0;
0204 M(Par.sbcc + Par.sbca,Par.sbcc + Par.sbca) = 0;
0205
0206 if Par.s > 0 %rigid surface
0207 K(Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb,:) = TT(Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb,:);
0208 K(Par.sbcc + Par.sbca,:) = TT(Par.sbcc + Par.sbca,:);
0209 else %stress free surface
0210 K(Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb,:) = SS(Par.sbcc + Par.sbcb,:);
0211 K(Par.sbcc + Par.sbca,:) = SS(Par.sbcc + Par.sbca,:);
0212 end
0213
0214 if Velo.vps(length(Par.N))~=0; %condition for poroelastic surface (either rigid or stress free)
0215 K(Par.sbcc+Par.sbcd,:) = SS(Par.sbcc+Par.sbcd,:);
0216 M(Par.sbcc+Par.sbcd,Par.sbcc+Par.sbcd) = 0;
0217 end
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displacement.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

March 13, 2009

0001 function [ModeSh] = displacement(Par,w,U,vel,SS,TT)
0002 % Name: displacement
0003
0004 %Purpose:
0005 % Computes the radial change of stress and displacement components
0006 % for a given frequency
0007 %
0008 %Outputs:
0009 % - ModeSh : contains the modeshapes for all modes of a
0010 % given frequency
0011
0012 %Author: Florian Karpfinger 03/09
0013
0014
0015 for jj=1:size(U,2)
0016 ModeSh.u(:,jj)=TT*U(:,jj); %Multiply the displacement coefficient with the Eigenvectors
0017 ModeSh.s(:,jj)=SS*U(:,jj); %Multiply the stress coefficient with the Eigenvectors
0018 end
0019 %DISPLACEMENT%%%%%%
0020 ModeSh.u = reshape(ModeSh.u,size(ModeSh.u,1)/length(Par.N),size(ModeSh.u,2)*length(Par.N));
0021
0022 ModeSh.ur=[ModeSh.u(1:size(ModeSh.u,1)/3,:)];
0023 ModeSh.uz = [ModeSh.u(size(ModeSh.u,1)/3+1:2*size(ModeSh.u,1)/3,:)];
0024 ModeSh.wr = [ModeSh.u(2*size(ModeSh.u,1)/3+1:size(ModeSh.u,1),:)];
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0025 %STRESSES%%%%%%%%%%
0026 ModeSh.s = reshape(ModeSh.s,size(ModeSh.s,1)/length(Par.N),size(ModeSh.s,2)*length(Par.N));
0027
0028 ModeSh.srr =[ModeSh.s(1:size(ModeSh.s,1)/3,:)];
0029 ModeSh.srz = [ModeSh.s(size(ModeSh.s,1)/3+1:2*size(ModeSh.s,1)/3,:)];
0030 ModeSh.p = [ModeSh.s(2*size(ModeSh.s,1)/3+1:size(ModeSh.s,1),:)];
0031
0032 ModeSh.ur = reshape(ModeSh.ur,[],length(vel));
0033 ModeSh.uz = reshape(ModeSh.uz,[],length(vel));
0034 ModeSh.wr = reshape(ModeSh.wr,[],length(vel));
0035 ModeSh.srr = reshape(ModeSh.srr,[],length(vel));
0036 ModeSh.srz = reshape(ModeSh.srz,[],length(vel));
0037 ModeSh.p = reshape(ModeSh.p,[],length(vel));
0038
0039 for jj=1:size(ModeSh.uz,2)
0040 ModeSh.uz(:,jj) = ModeSh.uz(:,jj)/(i*(w/vel(jj)));
0041 ModeSh.srz(:,jj) = ModeSh.srz(:,jj)/(i*(w/vel(jj)));
0042 end
0043
0044
0045 for m=1:size(ModeSh.uz,2)
0046 mur(m)=max((ModeSh.ur(:,m)));
0047 muz(m)=max((ModeSh.uz(:,m)));
0048 msz(m)=max((ModeSh.srz(:,m)));
0049 msr(m)=max((ModeSh.srr(:,m)))
0050 end
0051
0052 for m=1:size(ModeSh.uz,2);
0053 ModeSh.ur(:,m)=ModeSh.ur(:,m)/mur(m);
0054 ModeSh.wr(:,m)=ModeSh.wr(:,m)/mur(m);
0055 ModeSh.uz(:,m)=ModeSh.uz(:,m)/muz(m);
0056 ModeSh.srr(:,m) = ModeSh.srr(:,m)./msr(m);
0057 ModeSh.srz(:,m) = ModeSh.srz(:,m)/msz(m);
0058 ModeSh.p(:,m)=ModeSh.p(:,m)/msr(m);
0059 end
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PlotDispersion.m

Matlab, The Mathworks, Inc.

February 26, 2009

0001 function PlotDispersion(F,G,Par,ModeSh)
0002 %Name: PlotDispersion
0003 %
0004 %Purpose:
0005 % Here the dispersion curves and the attenuation are plotted
0006 % Inputs:
0007 % - F : matrix with all the phasevelocities for all modes
0008 % and frequencies
0009 % - G : matrix with the attenuation for all modes
0010 % and frequencies
0011 % -Par: Structure containing all parameters defining elastic and geometric
0012 % parameters as well as all calculations independent of
0013 % frequency
0014 % Author: Florian Karpfinger 01/09
0015
0016 w= Par.wmin:Par.wstep:Par.wmax;
0017
0018 % Plot dispersion in velocity [m/s]
0019 % figure;
0020 for n = 1:size(F,1)
0021 plot((w/(2*pi))/1000,((F(n,:))),’*’,’color’,’magenta’,’markersize’,15)
0022 hold on
0023 end
0024 grid on;
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0025 set(gca,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times’, ’FontWeight’,’Bold’, ’FontAngle’, ’normal’);
0026 xlabel(’Frequency [kHz]’)
0027 ylabel(’Velocity in [m/s]’)
0028 set(gcf,’Color’,’white’)
0029
0030 if Par.comp == 2
0031 mode num=1;
0032 %PLOT DISPLACEMENT
0033 for kk = 1:mode num;
0034 figure(’Name’,’u r displacement’,’NumberTitle’,’on’);
0035 plot(Par(1).aa./0.1,abs(ModeSh.ur(:,kk))./max(abs(ModeSh.ur(:,kk))),’-’,’color’,’green’,’LineWidth’,2)
0036 set(gca,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times’, ’FontWeight’,’Bold’, ’FontAngle’, ’normal’);
0037 xlabel(’r/a’,’FontSize’,24);
0038 ylabel(’Amp. u r’,’FontSize’,24);
0039 set(gcf,’Color’,’white’);
0040 grid on
0041 figure(’Name’,’u z displacement’,’NumberTitle’,’on’);
0042 plot(Par(1).aa./0.1,(ModeSh.ur(:,kk)).*(imag(ModeSh.uz(:,kk)./ModeSh.ur(:,kk))),’-’,’color’,’red’,’LineWidth’,2)
0043 grid on;
0044 set(gca,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times’, ’FontWeight’,’Bold’, ’FontAngle’, ’normal’);
0045 xlabel(’r/a’,’FontSize’,24);
0046 ylabel(’Amp. u z’,’FontSize’,24);
0047 set(gcf,’Color’,’white’);
0048 grid on;
0049 end
0050
0051 %PLOT STRESS COMPONENTS
0052
0053 for kk = 1:mode num;
0054 figure(’Name’,’radial stress’,’NumberTitle’,’on’);
0055 plot(Par(1).aa./0.1,abs(ModeSh.srr(:,kk)),’-’,’color’,’green’,’LineWidth’,2)
0056 set(gca,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times’, ’FontWeight’,’Bold’, ’FontAngle’, ’normal’);
0057 xlabel(’r/a’,’FontSize’,24);
0058 ylabel(’Amp. \sigma {rr}’,’FontSize’,24);
0059 set(gcf,’Color’,’white’);
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0060 grid on
0061 figure(’Name’,’shear stress’,’NumberTitle’,’on’);
0062 plot(Par(1).aa./0.1,(ModeSh.srr(:,kk)).*(imag(ModeSh.srz(:,kk)./ModeSh.srr(:,kk))),’-’,’color’,’red’,’LineWidth’,2)
0063 grid on;
0064 set(gca,’FontSize’,18,’FontName’,’Times’, ’FontWeight’,’Bold’, ’FontAngle’, ’normal’);
0065 xlabel(’r/a’,’FontSize’,24);
0066 ylabel(’Amp. \sigma {rz}’,’FontSize’,24);
0067 set(gcf,’Color’,’white’);
0068 grid on;
0069 end
0070
0071 end
0072
0073
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